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A farm with prod buildluga—Two dwellings in town
—A mercantile property.
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We are LAR6ER AND STR0W6ER than ever.
During the Ml years of oar existence our aim baa been
our patmne the heat pnaaible amice. Our
ateady growth is evidence that the Hanking Insolation which throws oat the greatest safeguards
aronnd its badness, la cedar to protect its depositors,
merits the confidence of the public. If you are not a
caatomar of this bank, let this be your invitation to
became one; our relations will be mutually profitable.
to extend to

UNION TRUST OOMPANY,
E LI--WORTH.
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Always Pays to Pay by Check.
it ellmlnataa the possibility of having to pay a bill
twice, an somatimea happens when sett lenient is made
in carrancy. It ia so convenient, inexpensive and
aaay to aand a check by mail.
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The Tree C claas of the Baptist Sunday
school was pleasantly entertained by Mias
Marion Hideout at her home on Biroh
avenue last evening. Than waa a good
number prsaent. flames were enjoyed,
refreshments served, and the evening
elosed with a sing.

8,

1908.

Wbst-7.13 b m; 4.33 and 6.68 p m.
East—11.07 a m; 12.06* 5.56 and 10.62 p

m.
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KILLED ON RAILROAD.

ELLSWORTH FALLS.

Hollis Leighton, of Kranlclln, One ol
Section Crew, the Victim.
Hollis Leighton, one ol the section crew
on the Washington
County railroad, stationed at Franklin, was killed on the railread near East brook crossing on the forenoon of Christmas day.
Leighton reported to the section foreman on the morning of Chrlstms
day, and
was instructed to go over the western section of the track, from the Franklin
station to a point a mile or two west of
the mill pond, and to report again in the
afternoon. He was struck by the morning train west-bound, which left Franklin a boot 10.30 o’clock, near the eastern
entrance to the siding at East brook cross-

ing.
The body,
terribly mangled,
brought to Washington Junction on
train, and Coroner F. F. Simonton,

Among the Ellsworth boys at home bom Ellsworth, was summoned. Dr. Simon
school and college for the holidays are Rob- ton empaneled the
following Jury: 8. 8.
ert P. King and Arthur H. Parcher, from BcammonandH. F.
Blaisdell, Franklin;
Bowdoin j Clarence H. Tapley from Hebron J. A.
Cunningham, E. a. Moore, F. H. McHerbert F. Monaghan was at home from academy, George Parcher and Charlea Farland and Charles H.
Curtis, Ellsworth.
C. Knowlton, bom the Harvard medical
Bangor for Christmas.
The coroner’s Jury held on inquest SaturArthur March, of Brooklin, N. Y., is at school.
day, and on Monday viewed the scene of
home for the holidays.
Frank H. Reynolds, with his moving the accident. The Jury haa not yet renMiss Catherine Simonton is visiting her picture, trick dog and vaudeville show, dered ita verdict, awaiting further eviwho has been occupying Mechanics ball dence, particularly to account for the
brother, Dr. F. F. Simonton.
Fifteen girls will give a dance at Odd the past few weeks, left Monday for a trip whereabouts of Leighton during the two
through northern Maine, making his first or three hoars between the time he was
Fellows hall Friday evening.
stands at Waltham, Amherst, Eddington, last seen, and the time he was struck.
I. L. Hal man came from Boston to spend
The engineer and fireman of the train,
and thence up into Aroostook
county.
Christmas with his family here.
Milton Beckwith, of Bangor theological the only eye-witnesses of the accident,
Capt. Joseph M. Higgins is spending the
both say the man was lying diagonally
seminary, will preach next Sunday mornholidays with his niece in Foxcroft.
ing and evening at the Congregational across the track when they first saw him.
A. W. Greely has been confined to his church at
Leighton was forty-four years of age.
Milford.
Mr. Beckwith has
home the past few days with the grip.
been elected chairman of the seminary He had been employed on the section crew
Frank D. Rowe is at home from Warren, lycenm, a member of the athletic and at Franklin about two years, coming to
Franklin from Unionville. He leaves a
wnere he »s teaching* for the holidays.
periodical committees of the seminary Y.
widow and nine children.
Frederick E. Doyle, of Millinocket, spent J M. C. A., and chairman of the class devoChristmas with his parents, Daniel E. tional committee.
j
Sheriff-elect Forrest O. Silsby has apJUICE LET LOOSE.
Doyle and wife.
Willis E. Dunn* who has been employed ! pointed one more deputy in addition to
those named last week—Corydon A. Rich- Two Men Who Felled Tree on Power
on granite in Hardwick, Vt.* is at home
Line (lot n Scare.
Mr. and Mrs.
ardson, at Bar Harbor.
for the holidays.
In the upper end o( the town of Eden
Silsby will reach Ellsworth to-night, to
Ruby J. Gurney, who is teaching school j take
two
men, at least, now have an increased
up their residence here during Mr.
at East Hullivan, spent Christmas at her
Silsby’s term of office, which begins with respect for the innocent looking wires
home in this city.
the new year.
Sheriff Mayo has about which carry electric “juice’1 from the
Lejok lodge, 1. O. O. F., will work the completed the removal of bis household Ellsworth dam to Bar Harbor.
first degree Friday evening. A large at- goods to Southwest
The power line runs through the pasture
Harbor, and Mr. Silstendance is desired.
of one of the men, who sold the company
by has his furniture here.
a
Archibald
right of way for twenty-five feet each
Hinckley and daughter
The Sunday school of the Baptist church
Lizzie, of Bluebill, are guests of Mrtj. observed the Christmas season with suita- side of the line. One day last week the
Gott, at P. B. Day’s.
ble exercises and trees which were finely land owner and a helper were cutting
Mrs. Elizabeth Grant, sister of Mrs. A. decorated, on Christmas eve. The matter timber in the pasture. Among other trees
P. Kchenagucia, of this city, died at Sandy was in the hands of a committee consisting a big spruce close to the right of way was
of Mrs. J. G. Leighton, Mrs. Herman Rob- selected to be felled. Both thought that
Point Sunday, Dec. 20.
it would have plenty of room to fall into
Monaghan’s dancing school will be held bins, Mrs. C. S. Donnell, Mrs. U. G. Hodg- the
clearing along the right of way withnext Monday evening instead of Friday kins and Miss Cora Anderson. The following program was rendered: “Ring the out hitting the wire. But the spruce was
evening as announced.
Christinas Beils,” Paul Killam; “Santa longer than it appeared, and as it fell it
W illiam Chapman cut his foot severely’
dans and the Mouse,” Muriel Byard; struck the wires.
while at work in the woods for Ralph
Both men when they saw that the fall“The Tale of a Tart,” Evelyn Belatty;
Cushman near Surry last week.
ing tree would hit the wires, involuntarily
“The First Christmas,” Keith Killam;
of
Jamaica Plain, “A Christmas
Miss Ella F. Jordan,
started toward it. A blinding flash as
Prayer,” Iola Leighton;
Mass., is spending the holiday recess with “Why Santa Claus Sneezed,” Olive Mor- the tree reached the wires caused them
Lorenzo
her mother, Mrs.
Jordan.
rison. The exercises closed with the ap- to change their minds. For a few minCapt. Perry Alley has hauled up his pearance of Santa Claus and. the distribu- utes the air seemed to them full of red,
green and blue blazes, and they did not
schooner, the Janies Boyce, at Bridgeport, tion of gifts.
linger in the vicinity.
Conn., and is home for the winter.
George A. Dickey, who died at Greene,
The display did not last long, lip here
Howard W. Dunn, returned to Bates Dec. 20, aged seventy-three years, leaves
in the
station at Ellsworth the alcollege, Lewiston, Monday, after four a widow, who was Celia C. Black, of most power
human machinery performed the
weeks’ vacation spent at home here.
Ellsworth. Mr. Dickey was a native of
duty expected of it. At the moment of
Dr. Arthur L. Gould and wife, of Free- Bangor, where as a young man he learned contact with the tree the
circuit-breaker
port, spent Christmas w ith his parents, the printer's trade, and afterwards was at the power station was
thrown, and the
employed as clerk in various dry goods
George Gould and wife, in Ellsworth.
power on the Bar Harbor line was autogoing from there to Hoolton, where
Lygonia lodge, F. and A. M., will work stores,
shut off. About three hours
he was in business for himself. From matically
the third degree on two candidates towere required to repair the line, and then
there be went to Boston, where he was
A banquet will follow.
morrow evening.
was turned on again.
As the acciwith the Chandlers for twenty-tlve years. power
dent occurred early in the afternoon beMrs. Grace C. Pease, of the Claremont He was a
veteran of the Civil war. Before lights were needed, little inconvenhotel, Southwest Harbor, is the guest of sides the widow he leaves a
daughter— ience was caused.
L). W.Tapley and wife for the holidays.
Eva A., and a son—Charles B. Dickey, of
Capt. A. W. Hutchings, of the schooner Portland. For a few years he was a clerk
Melissa Trask, has hauled up his vessel at in the dry goods store of Albert
CHURCH NOTES.
Robinson,
Newark, N. J., and is home for the winter. whose store was on the site of the one now
WEEK OP PEA YES.
H. A. M. Joy, of this city, was taken occupied by bis son, E. F. Robinson.
Beginning Banda; evening, Jan. 3, and
seriously ill with pneumonia while spendThe Congregational,
Methodist and continuing daring tbe week except on
ing Christmas with his son, A. W. Joy, in Baptist churches in the community are Monday and Saturday
evenings, there will
Bangor.
planning special union services for the be union services. Bee local.
Howard Adams, of Boston, and Martin week of prayer, which begins with the
METHODIST EPISCOPAL.
Adams and wife, of Bangor, spent Christ- first Monday of the New Year. The followIter. W. F. Emery, pastor.
mas with their parents,
Capt. John Q. ing schedule of places and preachers has
Sunday, Jan. 3
Morning service at
been arranged by the pastors represented :
Adams and wife.
10.30. Bonds; school at 11.4S.
Junior
at
the
Methodist
Sunday
evening,
church, league at 3. Union evening aervice at 7 JO.
The schooner Henrietta A. Whitney,
sermon
Rev.
R.
B.
by
Mathews; Tuesday Mr. Mathews.
C*pt. W. P. Wooward, is hauled up for the
•
BAPTIST.
winter at Newport, R. I. Capt. Wooward evening, Methodist church, Rev. P. A. A.

Bank.

arrived Saturday.
Mrs. Clarence E. Chase, ol uavermu,
Maes., with her inlant eon, is the gueet ol
her sisters, Mieses Carrie and Harriet
Baker, on Central street.
Miss Mary G. Coombs and Howard C.
Springer, both ol Franklin, were married
at the Baptist parsonage in Ellsworth last
Thursday afternoon, by Kev. P. A. A. Kii-

Killam; Wednesday evening, Congregational church. Rev. W. F. Emery; Thursday evening, Congregational church, Rev.
J. D. Prigmore; Friday evening, Baptist
Mr. Mathews; Sunday
church,
evening, Baptiat church, Mr. Emery.
There will be no service on Monday evening. All are cordially invited to attend
the meetings.

Hhodell Smith and Lawrence Johnston,
ot Amherst, were here Tuesday and Wednesday with C. W. Smith and wife.
Mrs. Emma Giles, of Bangor, was hero
Saturday with her sister, Mrs. W. H.
Brown, returning home on the evening
train.
Mrs. Stillman B. Jordan and Mrs. Free i
Jordan went to Kingman Monday,
called there by the critical illness of a
relative.
man

Almond G. Jellison and wife and Miss

Marjorie Jellison spent Saturday and Sunday at Waltham with Mrs. Jelllson’S
mother, Mrs. Mary A. Hasiam.

Leonard L. Jordan went to Bingham os
Friday evening’s train where he has engaged for the winter to run a mill by the
was
thousand. Be was aooompamed
by
the
C. Austin and Arden Cook.
of George

—

prices for the beet.
Trade where yea

7

New Year.
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Qoiho Wbst—10.46,1130 a m; 5.30 and 9
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Going East—430 a m; 4 and 6.30 p m.
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MAIL CIAMBS AT POSTOFFICB.

TMeMaTEadSaatha

W.

Society—Annual

MAILS RBCUIVBD.
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0.

The condition ol Hoyt H. Harden, whc
injured by a fall a few weeks ago, ant
who has been confined to the house since
is reported to he not quite so favorable.
The county commissioners are in session
this wesk, closing up the year’s accounts,
County Treasurer Holmes will show another dean sheet in the collection ol
county taxes, for the second consecutivn
year, he having collected every cent of the
was

SCHEDULE OF MAILS.

Sitanlr

arjmfl

ranged.

AT ELLSWORTH POSTO PFICB.
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Eastern Trust A Bunking Co.
Boston:
Tichnor Brcs—Cut wood picture
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Society hall next Tuesday evening. Tb<
assemblies have proven so enjoyable thai
It is possible another series may bear-

Shopping bag lost.
Ellsworth Greenhouse.
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*• Ooorr, FNtMiut.
Ciulm C. Burrill, Treasurer.
Bucbspobt, Mb:
OlNKOTOm I
Bncksport Nat’l
®- Ooor*_F. Carroll Bvrrill
A. F. Burnham Bangor.
Mb:
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LOCAL AFFAIRS.

ratenimit#'

Rev. P. A. A. KiUam, pastor.
Banda;, Jan. 3
Morning service at
10JO. Sermon b; pastor. Banda; school
at 11.46. Christian Endeavor meeting at
7. Union evening service at Methodist

The annual Christmas coocert and tree
given in the vestry on Thursday evening and was largely attended. The pro-,
gram arranged by the committee in charge
was well rendered, and consisted of recitation* and singing by members of tha,
Sunday school. Mr. Frig more addressed
the audience before the distribution of
presents. The tree was well laden with
presents for the children and this, with
the decorations which had
been very
tastefully arranged, made a pleasing picture. The committee is deserving of considerable credit for the amount of work
done to make the tree a success. The presents were distributed by several young
ladies.
was

Miss Rachel Bursey, daughter of Mrs.
M. Bursey, of Lynn, Mass., and Roy L.
Jordan, of Ellsworth Falls, were married
Thursday evening, Dec. 24, at 8 o’clock,
by Rev. F. Nots, of the First Methodist
church, Lynn, at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Tarbrx, 74 Johnson street,
Lynn. Relatives and friends from Boston, Woburn, East Saugus and Cliftondale, Mass., were present. The bride
wore
a
becoming dress of white taco
trimmed with satin, and carried a bouquet of white lilies. She was attended by
her sister, Miss Lily Bursey.
The best
man was Henry Tarbox, of Lynn.
Tha
couple received many handsome presents.
Mr. and Mrs. Jordan are enjoying a short
wedding trip to New York.
WEST ELLSWORTH.
Mrs. Harriet Barron

Bangor Saturday.
George B. Floyd
reunion

on

came

and wife

James Gibbons, of North Orland, was m
guest of Asa Barron Sunday.
Miss Gracie Avis Carter is visiting her
aunt, Mrs.
Ruby Gibbons, at North
Orland.

Mrs. Hannah Jordan, of Bar Harbor,
the guest of her grandniece, Mrs.
Grace Barron, over Sunday.
was

Winfred Clark will hold a dancing
school extra in Grange hall New Year's
eve, with three pieces of music. Refreshments will be served.
There

were

Christmas trees at Walter

Bonsey’s and John Higgins’ Christmas
eve, and at Asa Barron’s Christmas afternoon, and at Grange hall Christmas night.
COMING EVENTS.
ELLSWORTH.

Wednesday to Monday, April 7-12Sixty* second annual session of East Maine
Methodist conference, at Ellsworth.

ilhijcrtianrmua.
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Stanwood’s Studio
H
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CONOBBOATIOEAL.

Rev. B. B. Mathews, pastor.
Sunday, Jan. 3 —Morning service at
10J0. Sunday school at 11.46.
Union
evening service at Methodist church.

d
_

You can get 25 permanent
photographs of yourself In
five different positions for
We do all kinds of
25c.

work, iDcludphotographicand
developing
lug printing

for amateurs.
H
LAKEWOOD.
Give us a call while in the
Rev. W. F. Emery, ol the Methodist
C.
L.
McFarland
and
of
wile,
city. Come in and look over
Trenton,
UIIIOH OOHQ’L, BLLBWOSTH PALLS.
EVERYBODY. church, has issued invitations to a dinner
THE BANK FOR
the
visited
here
and
pictures. A large line of
Saturday
Sunday.
Bes. J. D. Prigmore, pastor.
to be given to men ol hie parish and
Howard Hollins is here tor the holidays,
Jan. 3
service
at Franklin and Pine
at
home
his
Bands;,
at
Morning
others
_
Picture Frames.
H. B.-MUCI deposited in our SAVINGS
from Derry, N. H., where he is teaching.
10JO.
Sunday school at 11.46. Union
DEPARTMENT before January 10. will begin streets this evening.
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“Jack says I am the first woman he ever
in its new quarters on : Vain street, offers every
133 Williams 81.. Hew York.
tor a short visit.
the fair maid with the new
modern facility for i epositors and Investors.
schools ol loved,“said
The high school and graded
solitaire. “The beat luck 1 can wish you,”
nave been closed lot the
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rejoined the young widow, “is that you
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Roscoe Barron, with his wife and sons,
visited his parents Sunday.
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Rrayir Meeting Topic

BDITKD

For the Week

Beginning Jan. 3, 190*.
By REV. S. H. DOYLE.
Regie.—The duty of making good reeofstflsns.—Acts xl. 19-23; Joeh. xxiv, 14-25.
Aflwisii' ration meeting.)
The advisability of making good
(■solutions, especially at the beginning
0t a new year, has for a long time
Been debated, in many quarters such
Resolutions have been made the subjjerts of Jest and of Joke. Nevertheless they continue year) after year,
demonstrates that deep down
the human heart there is something
flood and that there are times when
Abe good rises above the evil and asserts its purpose to reign supreme in
No one truly inAhe heart gnd life.
Aerented iu the best good of mankind
fcan afford to mock at such a condiAioo or to deny the power of such experiences in the life of man. If kept
for but a time some good is always
accomplished, and if kept permanently
Aha good is eternal and usually remits in the salvatiou of the soul. The
•expediency and profit of good resoluBut
cannot therefore be denied.
topic goes still further and des that the making of good resoRattons is a dnty. a debt, an obligajUoo owed to ourselves and to our
fGod. This also is true and capable of

eiich

E

Being proved.

a duty be
absolutely necessary
■to moral and spiritual advancement,

ft* Motto:

are

die bad habit can be broken unless
first resolve to break it. No advancement can be made in the spiritlife without our determining that
The prodigal son
will advance.
in a far country, facing a disassituation—starvation, in his faHe
er's house there was plenty.
to go home and resolved that
would go. “1 will arise and go to
father.” He kept bis resolution,
"he arose and went.” This resoilntion was an essential element in his
■return and restoration. Without it he
We
Iwould have starved to death.
■ought to be in the proper relation to
ifloA our Father and His bouse, if we
lore not it is our duty to resolve to bejcome so. if we are indulging in evil
they should be broken off. and
to produce such results we must resolve in our hearts that we will do so.
2. Qood resolutions are a duty because God requires them of us.
God
jbelieves in good resolutions, even if
men do make light of them.
We
ive many instances in God's word
■where good resolutions are set forth
•as a duty.
Every call of God is a
duty. Through Joshua He called upou
■Israel to resolve to give up idolatry.
Through Barnabas He exhorted the
Christians of Antioch to purpose or
to resolve in their hearts to cleave
unto the Lord.
He calls upon us to
choose Christ, to decide for Him, to
resolve in our hearts to love and
serve
Him.
This duty should be
pressed home especially nt this time
of the year. Make a resolution in favor of Christ and He Will help you to
■keep it. Resolutions based on human
strength are frail indeed, but resoluitions baaed upon divine strength are
“I can do all things
impregnable,
■through Christ, who strengtheneth
me.”

[we

[my
[for

ihablts

Cme

BIBLE

READINGS.

I Kings rviti, 21; Prov. i, 10-19; li,
,■1-9; Ps. cxix, 9-16, 115; Isa. i. 16-20;
■Luke xv, 17-20; Matt, xxvii, 21-26;
pan. i, 1-13; Acts v, 25-29.

"Doing Business.”
As I turned the corner on my way
|home from the office one night two
[prominent business men of the town
•passed down the street. I caught just
;n few sentences of their conversation
as they went by.
Said Mr. W., “Eighteen cars this
afternoon.”
“Must be making money,” suggested
•Mr. B. And Mr. W.’s reply was characteristic and highly suggestive: “Oh.
lost doing business. That's the real
;thlng. Making money is only incidental.”
I had been "dreaming Christian Endeavor” the whole half mile from the
.office, and this fragment of a conversation fitted right Into my thinking.
’tia that we ever measure any
Bind of Christian work, and particularly Christian Endeavor work, by the
standard of the profit in dollars and
cents. The question of the Christ was,
“Wist ye not that 1 must be about My
'Father’s business?”
For shame that we ever say regarding any Christian work we might do:
“I won’t go on that mission.
There
isn’t any money in it”
Let me paraphrase my friend's sentence: ’’Doing business for God is the
real thing. AH else is incidental.”
Busy as time for Him I’ll be
Till I rest in the rest of eternity.
—John R. Clements in Christian EnI deavor World.

(■Pity

A Convention In Punjab.
Christian Endeavor convention
jwaa recently held at Gujrauwnla. I’uuJab, India, 400 people being present,
and of these 140 were delegates from
A

several Church of Scotland missions.
The reports were interesting aud full
of promise, and the singing to the accompaniment of drums was bright and
hearty. A number of those who took
part in the meeting came from the
despised native classes. For the first
pime In a large conference ordinary
▼Ulage workers were among the speakers and proved themselves more than

worthy.
Christian Fellowship.
Christian Endeavor baa bad great influence in shifting the emphasis from
Mr denominational differences to the
points in which we agree. May this
on I—Janies Lewis Howe, Pb. D.,
Professor In Washington and Lee Unl-

immlty.

BY "AUBT KAMI".

“Helpful and Hopeful”

The purposes of this column are succinctly
stated la the title and motto—It Is for the mutual
benefit, and alms to be helpful and hopeful.
Being for the common good. It Is fer the oom
moo use—a public servant, n purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium for the Interchange of Ideas. In this capacity It solicits

communications, and Its success depends largely
on the support given it In this respect. Communications must be signed, but the name of
writer will not be printed except by permission
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will he rejected without good reason. Address
all communications

to

TBB AMBBICAB,
Ellsworth. Me.
To Aunt Madge and M. B. Sisters,
Far and near,
A Merry Christmas to you all, and n
Happy New Year.
N. L. H.
_

"Again the silent wheels of time.
Their annual round have driven.”
Eenb Stikb.

"Ring out, wild bells!” n pence to those
Who know to>night the hand of grief,
Whc weep beneath the old year’s blows
"Ring out wild bells!” n grand relief.
"Ring out wild bells" for young and old.
For those that choose the better part,
"Ring out wild bells!” the greed of gold
Ring in the pure and true of heart.
L. E. T.

1. Good resolutions are

fernuse they

■A^^!5g*

among tl)c Granger*.

fllutoal Benefit tiolnmn.

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR,

_

Christmas, may the New Year
Brightly dawn for thine and thee;
Hope’s bright light chase far all shadows.
Causing every fear to flee.
Like the

Acht Emma.

Janet writes:
*‘I have wanted to write the M. B.'s more
than ever, but mast wait for the New Year.”

We know how busy yon always are, and
that yoar hands snd heart are full, when
sickness and loas and anxious care follow
each ether in quick succession.
Esther says:
“1

haven’t forsaken the column utterly.
Hope now to find time for a letter soon.”

This is another busy sister, whose letus good.
Now 1 might go on with
more nice
quotations from cards and
booklets and pleasant words of remembrance just received, for 1 have had a real
reunion of the dear M. B. nieces these
days of Christmas. It is the very next
thing to meeting you personally, and I
thank each and all for your kindness. The
poets snd the artists in our circle have
contributed to my Christmas pleasure, and
the pretty cards and views and poems bespeak love and good will. May each and
all who read our column have a
prosperous
year!
ters do

Dear Mutual*:
As I am writing and looking westward the
aky and beautiful sunset remind me of Ego,
as she loved the sunsets.

Now, Meb, wasn’t IJjust glad to

see

This column Is devoted to the Grange. especially to the granges ot Hnneoek county.
The oolnmn Is open to nil grangers forth*
discussion of topics of general Interest, and
for reports of grange meetings. Make letter*
short and concise. All communications mast
be signed, bat names will not be printed except by permission ot the writer. All com-

*^t*h

!

reason.
_

Comsponbnuc.

feels tbat Mr. Uerrish cannot be conver-

HIGHLAND, NORTH PENOBSCOT.

Highland grange held its regular meet- sant with all the beta relating to the subing Dec. 28, with about twenty-five mem- ject he treats. Tbat be states correctly
bers present. The lecturer-elect having many facts there can be no doubt, but it is
declined, Galen Grindle was elected lec- equally true that he mentions other things
turer for the ensuiug year.
Highland of which he had no personal knowledge,
grange has extended an invitation to or he looks “through a glass darkly.”
The memory has a way of easting a
Halcyon grange to meet with it Jan. 1,
and it is also the pics sure of the grange golden glow over the past, and sometimes
that Sister Fannie Billings, of Halcyon we lose sight of the reality as a consegrange, install the officers for the ensuing quence. When we attempt to compare the
year on that evening.
past with the present we should take oars
to pierce the base that obecaios our vision
and see only the reality. The writer would
The newly-elected officers of Psnobecot not attempt to destroy any of the backBernard H. Var- ground Mr. Uerrish has orawn for Us
grange are as toUowe:
nam, master; Arthur W. Perkins, overpicture, but would endorse most heartily
seer; CUrrie L. Perkins, lecturer; Frank E. his version of the efforts of those pioneers
Dunbar, steward; George H. Staples, as- who were bold enough to clear the rough,
sistant steward; Loellu Bnowman, chap- rugged hillsides of the township. That
lain; Benjamin H. Cushman, treasurer; they were hardy men there can be no
Lixxie Staples, secretary; Winfield B. doubt, and that
they raised large and
Ward well, gatekeeper; Mary J. Varnum, likely families is
equally true; but that
Geres; Grace K. Leach, Pomona; Rdith they had large farms stocked with
Bnowman, Flora; Lowe no Ward well, lady “blooded” cattle, and that thorn farms
assistant steward.
were well kept, is questionable.
As a matter of fact, nearly every one of
HA1VBT HOMK. VIST XUSVOITB.
those men got their living by lumbering,
Harvest Home grange held an enjoyable and farmed when there
was nothing to do ;
meeting Dec. B, with thirty-nine mem- In the “woods”. They hewed their homes
bers and visitors from Arbutus, Dracnt,
out of the forests end likewise their liv- :
Lake View and Bayside granges present.
ing. Farming was of secondary importAfter business, three candidates were inance, to be resorted to when other things
structed in the third and fourth degrees.
permitted. There is and I trust always i
After reeeee the young people gave their will be s tender
spot in the heart of every
in
the
both
contest,
defeating
program
American for the man who shoulders his

1

the “old men” and “old women”. The
“old men" will furnish a treat at the next
meeting for the winners. The young
people are pleased at their success. OffiTbe instalcers will be installed Jan. 9.
lation will be public.
MA&IAVXLLK.

Mariaville grange met Saturday evening, with twenty-eight members present.
The first and second degrees were conferred upon one candidate. The literary
program was very good. Saturday, Jan.
9, officers will be installed and a harvest
feast will be served. One member was
reported on the sick list.
UtMOtMK.

At tbe regular meeting of Lamoine
in the paper from yon. It seemed good to
see the name Meb once again and all will be
grange Dec. 22, the worthy lecturer, Sarah
glad to see you(and your Lee back in Maine Young, filled the chair, the master and
again at our reunion. I am a little late, but overseer being absent. Master-elect Holmust tell those who could not meet with us
lis Austin sent in bia resignation, and
that the friendly handshake does one good,
the grange proceeded to elect a new masthe absent ones] are always remembered and 1
all hope that sometime there may be a time ter. Newell Hodgkins was elected. The
j
and place where more can meet. Only for the first and second degrees were conferred on !
|
smoke which marred the beautiful view two candidates. Number present, thirtyj
which one gets from| the Wyman cottage our i one, including one visitor from Mariaj
would
have
been
day
ville grange.
perfect.
Since that day.one of our number.
Day, has
SEW CESTCBY, DEDHAM.
been called to the higher home. We shall all i
A class of four received instruction in
miss her, especially as our esteemed editor
and his wife come, for with them
Day has al- ! the first and second degrees in the New j
ways come along, too, and we are always eag- Century grange Dec. 26.
Visitors from
erly on the lookout for them.*' Our sympathy East Eddington grange were
present.
is extended to the
1
family.
Tbe lecturer’s program included readings
A happy New Year to all.
Ana.
by Marcia Blood, Laura Cook, Mary Bur- !
C. writes;
rill, Q. A. Cray, recitation; Nellie Hons"I was saddened to learn of the death of ton; solo,Oiadys Eldridge; music by Ethel:
Mrs. Day. Tberefseems to be a nearness, a Fogg, and tbe question: “What are postal
drawing together Among the Dfatnals that we savings banks, and what benefits would
do not feel usually for a passing acquaint- be derived from
their establishment?”
ance. My sympathy goes out to the hnsband
_

1

son

in their loneliness.”

Dear M. B. Friends:
I am tardy again, bat trast Aunt Madge will
pardon me, knowing bow filled with urgent
As the glad
duties the days are for me.
Christmas time approaches we are reminded
of the ties of friendship which have been
formed as the years roll by. and love to bestow upon each other some
token as
an expression of onr appreciation of the esteem in which we are held. Just now our
hearts should be full of love and sympathy
for God’s whole creation, for are we not all
one great family?
Especially should we remember those who are lonely or sorrowful
and who are often forgotten.
How I lid enjoy the reunion (nil bnt the
smoke)! It is so interesting to meet the aisle nTwhom one has wondered about. I hope to
attend again and meet many more, yet there
will be one vacant chair.
1 believe I promised n recipe which I send
herewith and hope yon will like it. I am not
using it often just now, ns my bene are on n
strike.
Did any of yon ever make n cream cheese
cake pie? It is very rich, but I am fond of it.
If 1 could write each interesting letters as
Aunt Maria, I would write three columns; as
it is, I must stop.
Hope you will all have a
full stocking and life's richest blessings darAs.
ing the coining year.

simple

I
MA88APAQUA, SOUTH BLUEHILL.
The regular meeting ot Maaaapaqoa
grange was held Dec. 24, with a (air attendance. At recess sapper wss served by
lsdies of the circle.
The worthy overseer
gsve sn interesting report of his visit to
the State grange.
The lecturer pro fem.
presented the following program: Recitation, Lula Maddox; song, Clara Henderson ; readings, L. H. Sibley, Lula Chndage,
Leslie Cendage; songs, Roy Henderson;
orignal story, Roy Henderson.
Csndy
was served by worthy master.

SKDOWICE.

Sedgwick grange held it* regular meeting in Union hall Dec. 28, with a fair
attendance. An unusual amount of business was attended to.
Two applications
for membership wen received. The program was laid over. Friday, Jan. 1, the
officers lor 1900 will be installed. At present the grange boll la in the hands ot the

painter.

Bated.'on
Vra*tablM.

provements.
It would be absurd to expert all ths
young men raised in any rural community
to remain in the town, for there is now
and always has been e constant migration
from tha country to the city and from the
city to the country agaio. That Insatiable
desire on the part of man to better his
condition keeps many on tha move, bat to
my that tboea moves are always advantageous would he a fallacy.
Eavtbrook has suffered with all other
country towns in this respect, but to any
that she has gone backward* would be
making an on warranted statement. Aa
the writer goes back year after year, be
•nda the mme hard-working people; some
tacos are missing each time, bat new ones
take their places, and what is bast of all,
he sees no extreme poverty each as he seas
around him during his year’s work near
the so-culled centers of business end inA Native.
dustry.
THK TELEPHONE.
its Value to Business-A Necessity
Now, Not u Luxury.
The business men of to-day need not be
told the value of the telephone, for he already knows this. What he doea want to
know ie: Will he be easured of good telephone servicer Many large business dealt
are now daily dosed ever the telephone
and important matters involving thousands of dollars are decided after a confer-

and hews his home out of the forest.
That is as it should be; but the question
is the present status of the rural town of ence over the phone between two men,
Maine, for, as Mr. Uerrish says, what Is who may be, at the time, hundreds of
true of Eastbrook is true of many other miles apart.
communities of the State, and in fact cf
The telephone bee long peeeed the stage
when it was a luxury to be enjoyed by the
many other states of our Union.
rnai me successors of mess pioneers are
well-to-do, and has become a necessity
“half-interested” citizens is hardly true; not only to public institutions and private
that they are less earnest, hardy men or enterprises but to the home as well. Tbe
less intelligent is hardly true. The writer telephone of to-day is a servant to tbe
happens to be among the many who have people, and a very useful servant it is.
left the town to seek a livelihood nearer Every public building ia equipped with
the large centers of business, but has re- telephones which are always busy taking
turned to the little hamlet year after year, car* of public affairs.
and baa moat certainly failed to notice the
Tbe average citisen, too, finds it just as
essential to his welfare. This ia evidenced
signs of deterioration mentioned.
1 remember only too well the homes of by tbe large number of phones which
the families mentioned and something of have been installed during tbe past year
their condition. I can see them aa I write in private homes.
A few years ago if we found it nec—low, one-atory or one-snd-a-half-atory
bouses, guiltless of sny signs of paint essary to call a physician it meant often a
surrounded by out-buildings that hardly walk o' miles through all conditions of
sheltered the stock from the rigor of the weather only to be told on our arrival
New England winters. At each home at his home that “the doctor was out, but
there was a large family of children, and perhaps Mr. Smith, who lives only a mile
even
with the abundance of timber at below, might be in”.
Time in cases of sickness and accident is
hand, it took all the efforts of the master
of those households to provide food and the one important element, and an hour
clothing for these fanilies. That there lost in chssing up s doctor often results
were exceptions to this is true, but where
seriously for tbe patient. To-day we can
we find one “well-fixed” in this world’s
reach the doctor’s residence by phone ia a
few seconds, and if he happens to be out
goods, we found more miserably poor.
To-day those same houaea, almost with- we can call another in tbe same length of
out exception, have been repaired and time. This enables us not only to save
painted, the outbuildings improved until this valuable time, but also to remain at
the stock is housed comfortably. In fact, home.
the whole town presents a much better
It frequently happens that when a man
appearance than in the days of the ox- calls up bis wife unexpectedly and informs
her that he is bringing some one home to
team. Instead of those ox-teams, every
man has one or more
horses; whether they dinner or lunch, his wifa finds herself onare an improvement over the alow oxen
prepared and needs various little things
from tbe store. But how ia she to get
the writer does not attempt to say.
Personally the writer has not noted that tbemT The store is often at quite a disdiscouraged look mentioned, and baa tance, and she finds that she hasn’t the
noted no overwhelming desire to leave time to go for them. It’s a case of teletheir present homes on tbe part of the phone or go without. By telephoning aha
citizens. The schools are far superior to can, in a few minutes, call up not only
those of the old days, and the children of one store but several, if necessary, and
to-day get about twice as many weeks of make arrangements for having the goods
delivered. In rainy or wintry weather the
instruction during the year.
To-day there is a telephone line atretch- telephone ia the housewife’s best friend.
ing the entire length of tha town, thus I One woman in speaking of ter telephony
calls it “her friend on tbe wall”, and a
real good friend it is.
Mrs McRnoey't Espnrtonea.
As a social aid tbe telephone proves to
Mrs. M. McRaney, Prsntiss, Miss., writes:
"I was confined to my bed for three months be of great valne. Every day invitations
with kidney and bladder trouble, sad was are issued over a phone for those deligbttreated by two physicians, bnt failed to get ful, informal functions fast
becoming so
relief. No human tongue can tell how I sufWithout a telephone these
fered. and I bad given up hope of ever getting popular.
would
be
difficult
and
often
quite
imposwall until I began taking Foley's Kidney
Kemedy. After taking two kottles I felt like sible. With a telephone oor most distant
friends are always within call, and in
a new peraon, and feel it my duty to toll suffering women what Foley's Kidney Remedy oases of emergency can be summoned to
did foe me.” O. A. Ps sow set
our aid.
ax

ter

and
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Memories of Kastbrook.
Friday, Jan. 8-Meeting of Hancock
Pomona grange with 8edgwick grange.
Kovrr, Mass., Use. 21,1MB.
Wednesday, Jan. 13-Meeting of Green To the Editor aj The American:
Id s recent Issue o! Thk Ambbicax the
Mountain Pomona grange with Bay View
writer noted an item entitled “Memories
grange, Salisbury Cove.
of Eastbrook,” by K. 8. Uerrish, and be

the let-

tj^j*

^ryjytrof****

munications will be subject'to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without
good

bringing it into closer contact with tha
KUSWOKtH
outside world. In the dags mentioned by
Mr. dervish the inhabitants bad to go
E«* •" «»«■»■• is raw,
seven miles for their mail, daily papers
*Hhin
WSTS aa impossibility; to-day tbs mail is
waafc from 46 crate to X
and 40
delivered at the door of each house, and c 1m*par,
BH to < canta raUil
the daily paper, the one thing that does teakn offering It at
6 cental in
more to educate and unify the American
public than any other, ie to be found in
Th* quotation* below
girr the ranmost homes.
"** 01
ntmil price* in Bfeworth.
East brook has a wealth of beautiful
rT~,«*
scenery. Her lakes furnish some of the tea*.
best Oshing in America. That in itself is
cr*aa«n p«r»..
proving a source of revenue. Those lakes
have been visited by sportsmen from alte«*b laid, par
4oa.
most every state in the Union, and during
#«»
Praltrp.
the past year her waters have been visited
CMekaa*.
Powi.....
by more fishermen than ever before, which
*•»»
augurs well for the future. The Mrmsare napreceiving more attention each year, and
.-ns,
,f*»
while scientific terming ia not carried on feraw.
to a large extent, each year brings imLsdw ••■•••••••
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FroTlalooa.
Pork, ft.

Chop.
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top of the cakes.
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A

bushel of Liverpool salt s^all weigh 64
pounds, nod n bushel of Turk’s Island salt shall
weigh 1C pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of potato**
In good order an » At for shipping, Is eo pounds*
of apples, 44 pou nd*
The standard weight of a bushel of bean# in
good order and At for snipping, is so pounds:
of wheat, beets, ruts hags turnip* and pets, to
pounds; of corn, M pounds; of onions 52,
of carrot*. J'nglVh turnips, rye and
pounds;
Indian meal, 9e pounds; of jwrMdps, *5 pounds:
of barley and bucturneu. »* pounts; of oats
Si pounds, or eren m M*ure as ur a/r ament.

Success ia fail of promise till men get it;
and then it last year’s nest from which
the bird bus flown.—H. W. Beecher.
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Get Health

TTkeepIt
When

you're feel-

of tune
the world;
sour
from
•offering
bttomach, hare no
^appetite, no ambition, take

ing

out

with

TRUE’S ELIXIR

i

It makes new, ted blood and puts it
into circulation. Brings the stomacS
and digest!eesratem back toahealtl y
condition. reUeres coostipation, and
regulates the stomach and bowels.
Pleasant to take. Beat worm remedy.
Used nnuir 66 yean.
notdswrwhen »c.. IA, I1.W w bouif.
|ML J. r. INI I CO., kskusu. ■»-

steward.

_

CANTINE.

The newly-elected officers of Castine
Norris L. Leach,
grange are as follows:
master; Paul Weecott, overseer; J. Y.
Perkine, lecturer; E. E. Leach, steward;
Bradley Morgrage, assistant steward: J.
Wesley Bowden, chaplain; E. C. Bowden,
treaenrer: Emma A. Bowden, secretary;
Maxwell Leach, gatekeeper; Eldora Clement, Ceres; Georgia Heath, Pomona; Annie
Whitmore, Flora; Alberta Hanson, lady
assistant steward.
OBBKNWOOD, BA8TBBOOE.
1
Greenwood grange hold its regular
meeting at East brook Dae. 98, with all officers present except gatekeeper. It being
1

■
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A Personal Appeal.
oonld talk to yoa puaeaally about the
great merit of Foley's Honey and Tar for
coughs, colds and lang trouble, yon never !
could be induced to experiment with unknown
Foley’s Oriao Laxative core* chroaic conpreparations -that may contain some harmful stipation and stimulates tfte liver. Oriao
drags. Foley's Honey end Tar costs yon no regulates tbe bowels so they will act naturally
mere sad has a record ef forty years of earee.
and you do not have to take purgatives conG. A. PABcaax.
tinuously. O. A. PAacaxa.
If

“

n*a*. Onla and Paed.
Ptoar—par bblOats, bo
«.»
*0*44 9) abort*—nor—
Tit
Oora,t00ftbag lHHU Mix.rmd,bail.vain.

—

Two more of oar reanionists are heard
from in to-day’s issue, for which I am
grateful, for how do we know theae M. fi.s
get safely home, especially when one can
scarce see the way for smoke, an less they
write as? Thanks to both and to all from
Aukt Madge.

jjglf
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JOHN DOBITY, SULLIVAN.

ant

Chessb Caks Pib
Two five-cent cream
cheeses (or not quite one-halt pound), yolks
of three eggs, two and one-half cups of pulverised sugar, n pinch of salt, one small cup
cream, one-eighth of a nutmeg, one tablespoon butter, grated rind and juice of a lemon.
Put whites of three egge in last.

*

a».

The newly-elected officers of John
Dority grange an as follows: Herbert O.
I Johnson, master; Mrs. Cora E. Stover,
I overseer; Mrs. Grace M. Wilbur, lecturer;
Romeo and Juliette Case—Juliette—One Seth A. Johnson,
steward; E. Lamont
cup of white sugar, whites of six eggs well
beaten, one tablespoon of butter, one and one- Johnson, assistant steward; Mrs. Addie
half cups of flour, one heaping teaspoon of V. Orcutt, chaplain; Edwin W.
Doyle,
baking powder, four tablespoons of sweet |
milk. Romeo—One cup sugar, one tablespoon treasurer; Miss Clara O. Johnson, secreof
six
butter, yolks
eggs.one cup of flour, four
tsry; Hollis Bragdon, gatekeeper; Miss
tablespoons sweet milk, one heaping teaspoon | Mins B.
Unnn, Ceres; Mrs. Bertha L.
baking powder. Bake in separate tins. Beat j
the whites of two eggs to a stiff froth, add the | Bean, Pomona; Mrs. Rebecca H.
Doyle,
juice and grated rind of a lemon; thicken this
with powdered sugar and spread between and Flora; Miss Rena L. Hooper, lady assiston

“«»
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COUNTY

m i.MVAN HARBOR.
Dunbar ia visiting In Bar Har-

Margaret
bor.

commenced to-day, after a
High school
abort recess.
Walworth Simpson la at home from
j30gton lor the holidays.
i» spending the holidays
Un wood Gray
and wife.
with his parents, A. B. Gray
Richard Martin spent Christmas wilt
ate. H. Preble’s.
his daughter Elisabeth,
Sorosis meets Friday, with Mrs. C. A.
Stimson and Mrs. Charles Simpson ai
matrons.

Misses Irene and Hattie Conner* spent
Sunday in Bar Harbor, the guests of theti
aunt, Mrs. Ida Boynton.
News has been received of the engagement of Kev. Henry Ives and Miaa Sunk
\Y biting, of Newton, Mas*. Both are well
remembered here, as they were here one
summer a few year* ago. Sullivan friends
extend congratulations and beat wishes.
A most enjoyable concert waa given at
the chnrch Christina* eve., by the teachers
and pupils of the Sunday school, ably asaisled by Misses Louise Hawkins, Lena
Wilson and George Noyes and Hal
Meyneli. Mias Bartlett gave a solo, and
Mrs. Wilson a most appropriate reading.
The pupils ail acquitted thcmoclvec very
nicely in their several .parts. Bar. Mr.
Purdy made a few appropriate remarks,
and then came the crowning glory (to tbs
children at least) of the evening’s pleasure
—the distribution of gifts which ersie
heaped about th* beenlitally decorated
tree. Everybody waa remembered, and ail
seemed happy. Much credit ia da* thorn
by whose eSorts th* eonesrt was given.
H.
Dec. 28.

selections were sang by
twenty-foar
young ladies of Northeast Harbor. Attention was then turned to s beautiful deocr•ted tree, laden with gifts. Each heart wti
gladdened by a remembrance from some
friend.
Dr. Cornelias Smith, a summer
resident of Northeast Harbor, sent
kindly
greetings to all of hit friends, which were
received with appreciation.
Dec. 28.
H'
of

STONINGTON.
Byron Hiller has gone to New Hampshire for the winter.
Mias Irene Marks is in
ing a business college.

Bangor

attend-

COUNTY NEWS.

f*
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CA8T1NE.
Mr. Joy, of Deer
life, spent severs! days
here last week.
Mis. Annette Robinson is home
for.her
Christmas vacation.
Will Vogell, of Bangor,
spent Christmas
with his brother, J. M.
Vogell.
The town schools opened
to-day, with
the osual number of
pupils and the same
teachers.

Harry Hopkins, who worked for Frank
Ralph Thurlow and Minot Goss have Hooper the past summer, is attending the
normal
school.
returned to E. M. C. seminary.
Mrs. Lewis Staples, who has been
Misses Ethel and Minnie Thurlow have
away
several weeks, returned to her home on
gone to Castine normal school.
Christmas
Day.
Miss Alma Klsgg, of Milbrldge, is the
Mis. Amanda Warren is here for several
guest of Mrs. Stephen Thurlow.
in the home of her
days
brother, G. M.
Raymond Eaton and wife, of Rockland,
Warren, who is quite ill.
are guests of C. F. Eaton and wife.
Frank Bowden, who has been
Thurlow Lane, of Brooklyn, N.
employed
Y., is in Orland the
past two montha, spent
spending the holidays with friends here.
Christmas with his parents.
Charles Thurlow and wife leave this
M. Gilmore and wife, of
Boston, spent
week for Somerville, Mass., for the winter.
Franks. Warren is in Castine, called
there by the illness of his brother, Hon.
George M. Warren.
Mrs. 8. B. Thurlow, Mrs. E. J. Carter
and Mrs. Elmer Crockett are spending a
few days in Camden.
Past G. M. Jennie M. Stewart, of Bockland, will install the officers of Juanita
Chapter, O. E. 8., Jan. 14.
Joseph C. Harmon, representative-elect,
and family, leave this week for Augusta,
wbera they wiU spend the winter.
Louis Ooolbrooth and wife, who have
been visiting at Oapt. W. L. Greenlaw's,

the past week here with Mrs. Gilmore’s
father, John McGlaughlin.
Miss Virginia Foster, of
Penobscot, has
returned to the home of F. N. Stover. She
will attend the winter term of the grammar school.
Tbe-norraal school has opened its winter term, with a good attendance. Christmas afternoon the principal gave the entering class a sleigh ride, which was mnoh

CHRISTMAS TREE HARVEST.

KITTKKY TO CARIBOU.

Forest Service Says It Is Sot Harm!u 1
to Forests.
The country’s forests again have been
called upon to supply about 4,000,000

Joseph H. Jacobs, formerly of Thomaston, when he waa engaged in the shipbuilding business, died at Philadelphia

Christmas trees, and again many persons
have asked themselves and hsve asked the
United States forest service: “Is the custom a menace to the movement for forest

preservation?”

Andrew Norton is at boms.
Ha will
board with his snat, Mrs. Rlrada Rich.
Hiss RmmaTbarstoa, who baa bean at
Pittsfield, earns home Thursday.

work in

Welter Lunt ia home for the holidays;
also W. E. Dow, who has been employed
at Heal Harbor.
Mildred Lopaus bad quits an ill
paat week, bnt is much improved.
Her sister, Mrs. Annie Ober, is with her.
Mrs.

turn the

here,

called the Stonington Italian Co., for the
par pose of carrying on a mercantile bueineea. The officers sre: President, G. D.
Alfonso; treasurer, F. Costellini.
Miss Ada Frink Eaton and Ernest Weed
were married
on Christmas eve at the
home of the bride.
Mr. and Mrs. Weed
received many presents.
These young
people have many friends in Stonington,
who give them best wishes.

Benson, of the schooner Thomas
Capt. Ashton Lant, W. D. Walls, Capt. B.Capt.
Garland, who has been ill with pneuWilliam A. Murpby and son Reginald and
monia on his vessel here, died Sunday.
Harry Latty earns Thursday to spend the
Mrs. Benson arrived from Dover, N. H.,
remainder of the winter at home.
F. W. Lunt and wife are planning on a
inuch-needed vacation trip tor the next
two months, either toHouthern California
or Florida.
Ashbury Lopaus and wife will
keep house for them.
the scallop fishermen came
from Rockland last week for the holidays.
Capt. George W. Lant, Capt. Gardner
Lawson and Capt. George Walla were
among the number. Mrs. George Walla,
with daughter Ethlyn, came on the boat
from Rockland to visit
her parents,
Charles D. Thurston and wife.
Dec. 28.
Thelma.

Many

of

BLUEHILL FALL9.
Ross Hall ia smalting in Sedgwick.
Ross Cain spent Christmas with his wife
and sister here.

Irving Collins is at work for Rufus
Chat to

on

wood.

Wiley C. Conary and wife, of Bucksport,
spent Christmas here.
Uzial Candage, Jr., who baa been working
for Irving Candage, left for Bucksport
Monday to work for Fred Bridges.
Wilfred Conary, of the law school at
Bangor, spent Christmas with his parents,
A. R. Conary and wife.
Alden Conary ia getting out timber for a
motor boat twenty-eight feet long. He
will

build it himself.

Dec. 28.

EAST BLUEHILL.
S. Watson Cousins came from Redstone,
N. H., Friday.
H. F. Strout ia the guest of W. M.Wardwell and wife.
Lester Grindle and Warren York have
I' ne to Buck’s Harbor to work,
Luther W. Bridges and Pearl Cooper
pent Friday and Saturday with their
a mil lea,
returning to Buck’s Harbor Sun-

Nihil.
WINTER HARBOR.

Parker L. DavL> is quite ill.
W. B. Harrington and wife left for
Portland Saturday, for a week’s visit with
friends.
Miss Marion Tracy, a student at Hebron
academy, is spending her vacation with
her parents, B. E. Tracy and wife.
Mrs. Lillian Carmichael, of Brighton,
Mass., is visiting her sister, Mrs. Cook,
who fell recently and fractured her arm.
Herman Morrison went to the Eastern
Maine general hospital Monday, for an
operation for appendicitis. Dr. Small accompanied him.

compared

consumption

their

them to

new

home

Uac. 28.

R.
_

SOUND.
A- AHorphy killed
"hich weighed MO

hog la«t week,
pound*.
taught
S<^00t begin. Monday, Dec. 28, Harbor.
»y ■!« Nelli*
Whitmore, of Seal
_

a

A,ho*,B t^rutma. tree at E. M. Hlggine’
**“'*«

enjoyed by

greatly
the chudrta
and grandchildren.
w"

Tt*”T.

wile and ebUdren, ol
Db"‘°" “d wi,e'
ChTi,tm"

STs^SL*^0^ ••"**

LtSglJS^!"-**
n.w aerriee. dn>i—

Wd Saturday

wkioh a number

man

of

| friends

on

Dec. 24.

Mr. Colwell is

a

young

ability,

and his many
here wish him much happiness.
marked

The young couple will reside in Norway.
C.
Dec. 28.
_

SOUTH SURKY.
Mrs. Gage Grindle and sons Harold and
George are visiting Mrs. Sarah Young.

WEST SULLIVAN.
K.

OF P.

ANNIVERSARY.

M. L. Stevens lodge, No. 110, K. of P.,
will celebrate its twelfth anniversary
Wednesday evening, Dec. 30, by a past
chancellors' night. All of the offices will
be filled by past chancellors, who will be
assisted in working the rank of knight

Supper will
be served at 6 o’clock, followed by a smoke
SITRRY.
talk. Refreshments will be served at 10.30,
Capt. C. M. Coulter, ol the steamer Gay- and this will be followed by the presentation of diploma to the lodge by State
Head, is spending his vacation at home.

28._S.

Christmas tree and
concert at the Baptist church Christmas
There

was

a

union

by

the

regular degree

Capt. Fred Phillips and wife, of Brooklin, were guests of J. F. Staples and wife
Christmas night.
W.

team.

officers.

MARLBORO.

eve.

Capt.

Capt. R. B. Long baa taken the schooner
BeaUurto Rockland for repairs. L. N.
Bridges, H. P. Long and Willis Witium
accompaned him.
Mrs. JohnCharnley and daughter Agnea,
Mrs. William Farnwortb and little daugh*®r Nellie are
spending a lew weeks in
North Uighton, Mass.

Norway,

here.

Alvah Mayo, of Ellsworth, and Sarah
Harrington, of this town, were married
Monday evening. Rev. Mr. Mayo, of Ellsworth, officiating. Mr. and Mrs. Mayo
left Tuesday for their home in Ellsworth,
accompanied by the best wishes of a large
circle of friends.
Dec.

8. Treworgy arrived home Sathe has been
W. F. Chapman, Lather W. Bridges, A. urday from Boston, where
J. Grindle and Leon Cnapman, with their running a tug for a dredging company.
As 8. A. McGraw, driver of R. F. D. No.
larniliee, have moved home from Ston2, started ont last Saturday, while astngton.

day.

purposes for which timber is demanded.
Not more than 4,000,000 Christmas trees
are used each year—one in every fourth
family. If planted four feet apart they
could be grown on less than 1,500 acres.
This clearing of an area equal to a goodsi* sd farm each Christmas should not be a
subject of much worry, when it is remembered that for lumber alone it is necessary
to take timber from an ares of more than
100,000 acres every day of the year.
“It is true that there has been serious
damage to forest growth in the cutting of
Christmas trees in various sections of the
oountry, particularly in the Adirondacks
PROSPECT HARBOR.
and parts of New England, but in these
Miss Genevieve Cole spent the week-end
very sections the damage through the
st the Goptill term in Goulds boro.
cutting of young evergreens for use at
Mrs. Lucy E. Coombs hss gone to Port- Christmas is infinitesimal when compared
land to spend the winter with her daugh- with the loss of forest resources
through
fires and careless methods of lumbering.
ter, Mrs. N. H. Cole.
Miss Gertrude Bickford, a student of The proper remedy is not to stop using
Higgins classical institute, and Miss trees, but to adopt wiser methods of use.
“It is generally realized that a certain
Genevieve Cole, a senior of Coburn classical institute, are spending the Christmas proportion of land must always be used
for forest growth, just as for other crops.
vacation at home.
trees are one form of this crop.
C. C. Hutchings, who was operated on Christmas
is no more reason for an outcry
for gall stones on Dec. 18 by Dr. Simmons, There
land to grow Christmas
of Bangor, is doing well.
Mrs. Stephen against using
trees than to grow flowers.”
Kingsley, of Brr Harbor, has been spendThe forest service upholds the Christmas
ing a few days with her brother.
tree custom, but recognizes at the same
Miss Jennie Sowle and Lyman Gray
time that the indiscriminate cutting of
were married on Christmas day at the
evergreens to supply the holiday trade
Methodist Episcopal parsonage, by Rev. has
produced a bad effect upon many
G. W. M. Keyes. Mrs. R. E. Robinson, an stands of merchantable
kinds of trees in
aunt of the bride, accompanied them.
different sections of the country. Waste
Cards were received Saturday announcing and destruction usually
result when
the marriage at Norway of Charles Stuart woodlands are not under a proper system
Colwell and Miss Emma Sybil McCrellia, of of forest management.

Miss Mary Treworgy and Mrs. Earl
with her son Forrest, are spending a
Rev. Gideon Mayo, who was pastor of Long
tew days with their parents, Capt. Albert
the Baptist church here for five years,
Treworgy and wife.
now of Ellsworth, was in town last week,
The sale and supper given by the ladies
the guest of Robert Milliken and wife.
of the Helping Hand society at the church,
Harold Sumner and Mrs. Minnie Noyes
Christmas eve was very successful. Prowere married Saturday evening.
They are ceeds
nearly |19. The grab basket atE.
J.
Hammond
in
the
housekeeping
tracted much attention, andallenjoyedtbe
house. They have the best wishes of all.
bountiful supper. The Christmas tree
Maurice Torrey and Mrs. Carrie Temple was b source of much pleasure. All were
were married at the home of the bride’s
j remembered with gifts.
parents, Thursday evening, Rev. E. S. j Dec. 28.
Tramp.
All are glad to welDrew officiating.
come

Mrs. Angie Bray and daughter Grace
have returned from RluehUi, after a stay
of a month at Bewail Snowman’s.
A Christmas tree was enjoyed at the
echoolhouae. There was speaking by the
children and distribution of gifts.
Dec. 28.
CBFMB8.

r

where he will be taken for burial. The
were all
half mast

flags at Stonington
Sunday.

Miss Audrey Hodgkins, who is teaching
Trenton, spent Christmas at home.
Mrs. Addie Jellison, of East Hampden,
is visiting her sister, Mrs. S. H. Kemick.
Mrs. Willis Hodgkins, with

son

Win-

N. G. Hardison and wife spent Christmas

here.

Miss Effle Kingman has returned from
North Hancock.

and look well.

G. A. Psucuua.

-----
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SLEEP

!

Body and brain need

sufficient

peaceful sleep each night tH
repair the waste caused by the i
physical and mental- exertional
of the day. Broken rest brings:
on

headachy despondency, nv|

ritability and nerve exhaustion.
When the nerve force is km,

SSeecftamt
■

are invaluable as an
new the supply of

ducing elements.

favorably

aid to

1

ia*

health-proThey act

upon the digestive
throw off impurities
from the blood, and restore:
the vital energies. Beecham'e!
Pills relieve congestion, dispel »
brain-fag, quiet the OV8V»f
*
wrought nerves, and
organs,

Bring Sweet

Sold

The Oxford Paper Co., which is building a large addition to its plant at Ram-

REPOSE1

Everywhere. In boxes 10c. u4

ford Falls for the manufacture of bleach

liquor and caustic soda by a new electrolytic process invented and developed by
Jasper Whiting, of Boston, has just closed
a contract for
the electric machinery.
This apparatus is to be built by the Western Electric Co., and includes five motorgenerator sets, each consisting of a 500horsepower, 2,300-volt induction motor,
direct connected to a 330-kilowatt, 220volt, direct current generator, the power
be taken from the Rumford Falls Power
|
Co. It is said this discovery and its application will result in a great saving in the
to

manufacturing paper.
Edward E. O’Brien, one of Maine’s
richest citizens, died Monday at his home
in Thomaston, aged seventy-nine years.
He was the only son of Edward O’Brien,
who was reputed to be the wealthiest shipowner and builder of his time.
For many
years he was president of the Georges
national bank of Thomaston, succeeding
his father, and was for years a member of
the ship chandlery firm of Gilchrist &
O’Brien, of New York, and afterwards in
the firm of R. G. Morse A Co., Boston, coal
and building materials, later becoming
sole owner. Still later he was a member
of the firm of Burgess, O’Brien A Co., lime
manufacturers, in Thomaston, which was
dissolved and the business has since been
conducted under Mr. O’Brien name.
cost of

EA9TBROOK.

Harbor, is visiting her daughMrs. Simeon Blake, of Bar Harbor, is
ter, Mrs. Albert Hodgkins.
visiting her sister, Mrs. Charles Ashe.
John Wright, wife and little son Hugh,
Sidney Havey and wife, of North Sulcending a long hill, a boy came sliding of Ellsworth, spent, Christmas with Mrs.
a few days in town with Mrs.
down on a sled, frightening his horse, Wright’s parents, F. T. Hodgkins and livan, spent
Havey’s parents, E. A. JellisDn and wife.
which jumped into the ditch, and then wife.
Are.
On account of the weather, only a few
Dec. 28.
cleared a stone wall, leaving the sleigh
people got out to the Christmas trees
against the wall. Mr. McGraw was thrown
NORTH HANCOCK.
Christmas night. The trees looked very
out, but not injured. The harness was
Merle Googins is in Bar Harbor for a few pretty under the skillful hands of Edgar
badly broken.
Ashe and wife, and the entertainment w*as
Dec. 28._8.
days with his aunt, Bertha Wilbur.
David Springer and wife were week-end good.
GREAT POND.
Effie, the youngest child of Guy Butler
guests of George Butler and wife in
Ezra Williams and wife spent Christmas
and wife, died Sunday, after a short
Franklin.
with their daughter, Mrs. Estabrook, in
illness.
Mrs. Clafo lord and son Maynard, of
Bangor. Mrs. Williams remained for a
E. L. Clow, who has been doing business
wife
Ford-and
visited
Wesley
Marlboro,
week’s viBit.
in Mackias the past few years, will spend
Saturday and Sunday.
in
a
here
Christmas was observed
pleasthe winter at his home here.
Mrs. Mattie Kenniston, of Guilford, is
ant manner, with family dinners and
Gem.
Dec. 28.
called by the serious illness of her
here,
Christmas trees in the evening. Saturday
*
Mrs. Nelson Stewart.
mother,
AMHERST.
enlittle
eveniug there was a supper and
Dec. 28.
_Anon.
B. W. Silaby is in town from Bangor tor
tertainment in the hall which was attenda brief stay.
ed by several ont-ot-town people.
Cocaine which dulls the nerv. ■ never yet
In
Ecured Nasal Catarrh. The heavy feeling
Dec. 27.
Corydon Richardsou and wife, of Bar
__
the forehead, the stuffed up sensation and the Harbor, are in town.
fki more eyes an advertisement catches watery discharge from eyes and nose, along
Walter Fletcher, of the Shaw busineu
diswith all the other miseries attending the
ike mars dollars it ii worth.
Cream Balm. college, waa home over Chriatmaa.
ease, are put to rout by Ely’s
breathing is
Miaa Gertie Nickeraon ia visiting her
More people are taking Foley’s Kidney Smell and taste are restored,
be
Unttl you try this remedy,
Remedy every year. It is considered to
made normal.
Mra. Cbarlea Torrey, of Manaet.
and
do aiater,
the most effective remedy tor kidney
will
it
the
of
idea
no
good
form
can
Madder troubles that medical science can de- you
Miaa Rita Johnaton will go to Ellsworth
sore spot. All
the
to
recta
directly
cor
Is
irreguapplied
vise. Foley'a Kidney Remedy
you.
re86 War- to work for Sheriff F. O. Silaby and wife.
aritiee. bolide up worn out tissues andwell
druggists, 80c. Mailed by Ely Bros..
It will make you feel
B go res lost vitality.
O.
Dec. 28.
ren street, New York.
Bar

According to a statement of game shipments over the various railroads of Maine
in the season just ended, the number of
deer transported was the greatest in the
history of the State. During the season
8,944 deer were handled by the railroads.
The next previous highest year was 1902,
when the total shipments were 8,885.
These figures do not include the many
deer killed by resident!, but only the
number which were handled by the railroads. The number killed was probably
about 10,000 to 12,000. Moose and bears
fell ofi very materially, the number of the
former shipped this year being 175, and
bears 29.

Foresters say that it is not by denying
ourselves the wholesome pleasure of having a bit of nature in the home at Christmas that the problem of conserving the
forests will be solved, but by learning
how to use the forests wisely and properly.
The ravages through forest fires must be
checked, the many avenues of waste of
timber in its travel from the woods to the
mill and thence to the market must be
closed, and almost numberless important
problems demand attention before the
Christmas tree.
Germany is conceded to have the highest developed system of forest management of any country, yet its per capita
use of Christmas trees is greatest.
The
cutting of small trees for Christmas is not
there considered in the least as a menace
to the forest, but, on the contrary, as a
means of improving the forest by thinning and as a source of revenue. It is
therefore constantly encouraged.
There is little doubt but that the time
will come when the Christmas tree business will become a recognized industry in
this country, and that as much attention
will be given to it as will be given to the
growing of crops of timber for other uses.
This time may not be far off, for it is already understood that only through the !
practice of forestry, which means both
the conservation of the timber w hich remains and carefully planned systems of
reforestation, will it be possible to supply
the country with its forty billion feet of
lumber needed each year, as well as the
few million little trees used at Christmas
time.

in

field, of

years.

The department store of H. R. Bascombe
A Co., at Wilton, was burned Wednesday.
The loss is estimated at 930,000. An explosion of acetylene gas used for illumination purposes started the lire.

Francis D. Parsons, one of the propriIn the millions of happy homes over the
country where the younger generation etors of the White Star laundry in Banhas made the Christmas tree the centre of gor, and for many years prior to engaging
play since early Friday morning, there in the laundry business employed in the
are many mothers and fathers who have
railway mail service, died Friday, aged
given the question more or less thought. seventy years.
From Sunday schools and other organizaThe body of Daniel McRae, aged fortytions sIbo, whioh hold an annual celebra- two
years, engineer of the steamer Govertion around a gaily-trimmed evergreen nor
Bodwell,
running between Vinalhaven
for the benefit of the little ones, has come and
Rockland, was found Friday in the
the question whether it is consistent to dock at
Vinalhaven. McRae is supposed
urge conservation of forest resources and to have fallen into the water in
attemptthen to cut millions of young trees every
ing to return to the steamer from his home
year to afford a little joy in the passing in Vinalhaven
Thursday night. He leaves
holiday season.
a widow.
“Yes, it is consistent and proper that
last Friday the new clock in the tower
the custom should be maintained,” has
been the answer of United States Fores- of Sturtevant hall at Hebron academy was
set going. This ctook is a memorial to the
ter Gifford Pinchot in every case.
“Trees
late Mrs. Fannie Donham Stearns by her
are for use, and there is no other use to
which they could be put which would husband, Henry K. Stearns, of Hebron.
contribute so much to the joy of man as Both were graduates of the academy, and
their use by the children on this one great Mr. Stearns is a trustee of the school. The
clock has a six foot dial, and strikes the
holiday of the year.
“The number of trees cut for this use hour. It faces the campus and Is easily
each year is utterly insignificant when seen from nearly every place where stuto the
for other dents assemble.

enjoyed.
Saturday evening a basket ball game
was played in Emerson hall between the
Oastine fraternity and the Deer Isle team.
The game proved very interesting, and
have gone to their home in Portland.
was won by Deer Isle.
Mrs. J. P. Bimonton is in very poor
The Unitarian society held is Christmas
health. Mr. Slmonton’e sister, Mrs. An- tree on Christmas eve in Emerson hall.
WH8T TREMONT.
drews, Is here from Camden to care for her. A large audience was present. The ConAshbury Lopaua is boas for tbs wiatsr.
The Scotch colony here will have a cele- gregational society had a tree for the chilThe new K. of P. hall will bo dedloated bration at New Year’s with Scotch
dren Christmas night in the vestry, which
songs
Tuesday.
and entertainment; also a dance with their was enjoyed by all present.
Dec. 28.
G.
The ladies of tbs pises an talking of national danoea.
forming a Pythian slatsrbood.
A company has been organised
_

ThurMay, aged seventy-eight

There ii a certain Congreaaman
fMaph
New England, a aelf-mide man, who fit
noted in Washington for two things—Mm
quick wit and pride in hie Celtic origin*
He was walking down PennaylvaMn
avenue one flue evening, with a fellow
member from Kansas, when the wnatl'f |
er, looking atth? sky, remarked; “flaw
bright Orion ia to-night?” "A-r-rh,*
replied the New Englander, “so that ha
O’Ryan, ie it? Well, thank the Ul\
there is one Irishman in heaven, anyhow!*

|

Landlady—Mr. Star, now that we are
seated about the board to partake of our
Christmas turkey, does it not occur to you
that there were only two turkeys on the
ajk with Noah? Mr. Star—Indeed, it is
forcibly brought to mind. I sincerely
hope that this one is the last of the two.—
Circle Magazine.

Stop Your
Three

Health
Never Falls to Restore

Gray Hair to Its Natural
Color and Beauty.
No

matter bow long it has been gray
faded. Promotes a luxuriant growth
of healthy hair. Stops its falling oot^
and positively removes Das*
droll. Keeps hair soft and glossy. Refuse all substitutes. 2)i times as much
in $1.00 as 50c. size. Is Not a Dye.
$1 and She. bottles, at dragglata
or

Send 2c lor free book The Care of the Hair.—
Philo Bay Spec. Co., Newark, N. J.

^

|

Hay's HatHaa Soap cans Pimp**,

red, rough and chapped hands, and all skin diseases. Keeps akin fine and soft. 25c. drugiida,
Send 2c tor fret book “The Care of the Skin.*0

\ggHf CATARRH
Cream Balm
Ely’squickly
absorbed.
is
Gives Relief at Once.

Et cleanses, soothes,
heals and protects
the diseased membrane resulting from
Catarrh and drives
away a Cold in the
Head quickly. Re-If At# CCMCO
stores the Senses of || 94 0
• bf bll
Taste and Smell. Full size 50 cts., at Drag*
gists or by mail. In liquid form, 75 centoEly Brothers, 50 Warren Street, New Yadu

Cough

drops of Johnson's Anodyne Liniment on
sugar relievesticklinginthethroat and stops thecough. Colds,
if unchecked, may cause serious throat and lung troubles.
To avoid risk, apply Johnson's Anodyne Liniment promptly*
or four

I

Johnson’s ANODYNE
Liniment
Has been a successful family remedy for nearly a century,
for both internal and external uses.
Internally for Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Bronchitis
and most respiratory disorders.
Externally it dismisses any pain. Cuts, Wounds,
Sprains, Muscular Rheumatism, Swollen and Frost-bitten
Feet. Pain leaves-the moment the liniment is applied.

I

the rood nnd Drugs Act, Jane 80,19M.
Serial number 618.
At all Druggist*. It&c. and 50c. Get a Bottle aow.
KEEP IT ALWAYS IN THE HOUSE.

Guaranteed under

I. S. Johnson a Co.

Boato*. Mass

NOW IS THE TIME
to have that furnace

put in. Be sure that it
is a Kineo, and then
you will be

sure

of

good results, great
heating efficiency,
economy in fuel and

durability.

F. B. AIKEN, Agt.,
ELLSWORTH, ME.

Noyes & Nutter Mfg. Co.,
Bangor,

Me.

corNTV

Mt)f <£llsu)ortb American.
mr,-
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(3,008 pearl necklace, lost by

A
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Labor headers Sentenced.

located._

eral law

vice- president and
tbs secretary of the American federation of labor for contempt to lone
year, nine months and six months reppectively t confinement in jail. All
fibres of them are well known there,
mi the

president,

prohibits

desr

banting

elsewhere

Finances fader Gov. Cobb.

I

during

business men of
approval
the State, 1 shall feel that uiy four years
of work have been crowned with a reasonable

of tbe

degree ol
Our

extremely disagreeable

road

success.”

was

better all

than it

through

was ever

the

Mr. Sanborn’s
statement
shows that be spent only 17 per cent,
fore,

Navy and Others.

and

During tb; present station of Congress of the
money that bad been annually
seems pro'wble that an effort
will be
before
in maintaining the same
made by tbe advocaiea of a powerful navy spent
roads.
to aecnre tbe appropriations for additional
This road building by Mr. Sanborn with
bill will not contain some of tbe pro- big battleships, but unusuil
outlay in tbis the
cost fl.50 per mile for
hibitory duties which characterize the direction will be opposed by the conserva- the split-log drag
cheapest up to |3 per mile for the mo*;
in
tive
element
both
tbe
House
and
law.
Senpresent
The remarkable fact about it
expensive.
Tbe amicable relations between tbis

was that the cheapest miles are, ia Mr.
conntryand Japan, emphasixed recently Sanborn’s
opinion, the best, and he is
by a “declaration" which acme senators confident that the entire
mileage can be
are disposed to magnify into “treaty”, are
managed the second year for much leas
that this old earth of oars is still in not
propitious to great naval expenditure. cost than the first
while at the same
the making, and that little man reMoreover, it is sail on authority that time it will be in year,
vastly improved conditains his position hereon bnt by suf- this country has now tbe second strongest
tion aa compared with the first year. The
ferance of tremendous forces beyond navy in tbs world. This is tbe estimate of
proof that Mr. Sanborn has been doing
tbe
clerk
of
tbe
Senate
committee
on
hie control. This time it is southern
wbat be says he has, and giving saUsfac*
naval affairs.
Great
Britain baa the

Again the world stands aghast at
one of those cataclysms which show

and Sicily, the centre of the
volcanic zone, which on Monday was
racked by an earthquake of more than
oeual violence, while tidal wave and
Are added to the catastrophe. Upward

Italy

of 100,000 lives are
been wiped out.

reported

to

have

i

j
!

tion

•trongest navy; tbe United States is entitled to seoond place. Germany, it is
said, baa now reached tbe third place, and
is followed in order by France, Japan,
Bussia, Italy and Austria.

Germany

as

well, is found in the fact that his
given him thirty miles to care

town has

for the coming year.”
Hancock County Crops.
The December bulletin of the Maine

making gnat progress, and
of agriculture contains the followit Is not unlikely will soon surpass the board
of crop conditions in HanUnited States. Until recently France baa ing summary
cock county:
been ahead of Germany, bat the latter
DaPer cent, of cows to be wintered, 9S. Yield
country has added two new battleships,
of
is

Representative-elect Howard
viea, of Yarmouth, haa announced

sweet corn as compared with average, ISO
Farmers in most sections are inper cent.
creasing their average of field corn. Conditions of oata, good. Acreage yield of potatoes, sixty-five barrel*. Condition of grass
fields, fair in most parts. There will be a
alight increase of crops the coming season, ia
some sections.

while France has stood still. Great Britain
his withdrawal from the contest for has sixty-on* (hips and thirty-nine armspeaker of the Maine boose of repr»- ored cruisers, wnieh ia about twice the
saata tires. This leaves the field clear naval strength of the United State* or of

Esprsnntative eloct George G. Germany.
The pries paid for the armor plate of the
Weeks, of VMfAeld.
*o

different power*, aa shown in the yearbook published by theelerk of th* com**
Why an yoa so rsasd, IrmsT” «I am mute* oa naval affairs, pram* that the
se exaapsmtedl I attaadsd the masting Uaitad State* hm paid lam tar plat* tkn
at the Social AqaaUty L—pc, and my any power axaapt Japan, and tkla tact will
partn amid pnaidad and had the audacity do*Mice* b* broaght oat ia. th* coming
tariff debate.
•eeaH ms teerdse thne tiams!”

|

Restaurant Stories.
“1 don't care for the vulgar type of
restaurant story," retd a New York hotel keeper. “I refei to that type where
the guest shouts angrily to The waiter:
"
‘Ugh, this steak Is Dot fresh! What
a horrible smell!
Here, waiter. Judge
for yourself!'
"Hut. shaking bis head, the waiter
points to the next table sod answers

grimly:
Tb^

pardou, sir, you're quite
It's the other geutlemau's
wrong.
fish.*
Or the story of the man who complained about bis plauked shad, winding up:
T bot»e you dou't think me unreasonable. waiterT
'Xo. no, sir,' the waiter answered.
•You're the six 111 person what has complained about that portion of shad.’
"On a somewhat higher plane are the
Thus a strange guest
meat stories.
says:
this isn't a barber shop as
restaurant! 1 see a lot of
razors lying about’
‘Oh. no, sir!’ says the waiter.
Those are for the steak customers.
’’
Did you say steak, sir!’

'Surely

wed as a

summer

known to be be-

it

ate.

Lloyd.71

«hi»T5

ifral

s-ason

expected to call for reductions all
along tbe line. The tax on steel will
be reduced, lumber may be placed on
the free list; wool is certain to be iow
•red, and it is thought that the new

hawt

number of tea me aad

jy

first and the theories afterwards. I
talking only of what I haw done myself and what others haw done.
1 have on record a very remarkable instance in your own State of what can be
done by careful and proper use of me
King drag. F. B. Sanford, of Standish,
Cumberland county, built his first drag in
April, 1906. He put it to work on a piece
of highway which he described as being
the last stretch of road in Cumberland
county to dry up in the spring. Although
the mud was eight inches deep when be
began work, be declares that within three
boors teams were passing over this stretch
of road on a trot, without burying a hoof
or wheel rim, and that the road remained
in that condition all through the summer.
Mr. Sanborn’s success with this piece of
road so impressed the neighborhood that
they requested him to take charge of an
adjoining piece of road, which he did.
The change produced resulted in his being
put in charge of eleven miles of road the
next year. In his report of the work done
on the eleven miles of road in 1907, he declares that with the split-log drag he put
the eleven miles of rotd in better condition
than it had ever been known to be for
twenty-five years at the same season of the
year. Old residents declared that the

tae time

win tbe

oat

Give tha

aider,»«!,

am

my four yeara of aervice, and if
have succeeded in my object ao far as to

me

rtiafall of

|

kept

associates are
expectiug to report a bill decidediy
different from the Dingiey tariff.
Many democrats are sendying the
tariff schedules for tbe purpose of being ready for debate. The new bill is

a

Iowa tea wlira eqeere.

^BtoJKj^&WlihreMdipaiiw^

(or tbe

republican

at a

***fffi f-JJMljay

ior roe collection o: money
State treasury is from January to
May. Tbe legislature wilt make appropriations and some may be needed immedimade.
ately. 1 considered it better to leave tbis
large sum of money in the treasury and
Even now, nine weeks before the thus obviate all danger to the incoming
Special session can be called, the tariff governor of being embarrassed for ready
sums and possibly obliged to borrow, for
question dominates ail others. The
belief is growing that Congress at the a short time, before next year's revenues
begin to come in freely.
special session will pass a tariff bill
••When I was elected to the office of govthe
on
materially reducing
duty
many ernor 1 bad an ambition to give the State
oommoditiea. The democratic mem- a
clean, economical, business-like adminisbers and senators are of the opinion tration. 1 bare
this ambition before

that their

Give weight it potadt of

inch

-J3S“H«-b«'»SoinSis:

the debt. Gov. Cobb replied:
•‘Yes, £ think (203,031 or (133,033 worth
of bonds could have been purchased by
paying a premium. While the debt of
the State is eo small, it might i.e questioned if this would be good judgment,
bnt there is another matter which enters
into it. The legislature meets in January,
kuu

dramT^

gS^gggatea:,"t?A
■SjtoTwStf nHJTl.lV*

money might not have been used to purchase bonds and thus still further reduce

bat this he cannot do until
after the enforcement of the jail sentence, and since the case, if taken to
the supreme court, cannot be finally
decided before the October term,
Fnaident-elect Taft is the one to
Whom an appeal in such case must be

Attract*:

:

iaataaa to Beraardi, Un
Italian wo..
simple matliemarital •rtor.wh*
pots on an antire
to the readere of Tn
■UT ofcanctan, all taken by
b.mwu
■matt Deroy aad ootnpiny are
_

la which they were aeen lent
•*.*,„ 7?
let Gillette aad Oeorre
McK.rl.ne
leaeth of read that naaaioal
nnwady, bright and catchy »,
would be required to heal the water, allowing
tions upon various points.
otheraaaaatloa wUl be Hogh
bitter wind was blowing and the tempera- each team to haal one tot aad occupy a apace
in
State
this
The lectures by Mr. King
boaodiag walker, who unlike others
below aero. Moran of twenty feet la length. Arranging the haaa
tare woe twenty
appeared la thia kind of a ,t„.7
were held under the auspices of the State
struggled on and when he Anally overtook tea me OD a airtight Hue. with atari lag point doae notaaaa balance of
any kind
at Taa Awaatcaa ofltoe la Elleworth aad exhighway department. Mr. King stated the other men they noticed his condition
Also oa tbs bill U Orta, the
Knyh.h Ju..
with alarm. He reeked witb perspiration, teadlaa west, aaakiag to provisions foe
that three characteristics mast be present
who aaaasd ao ranch
bodies of water. Where woald the ether end
comment i,„
bat his face and hands were like ice.
in a good earth road, and no one of them
of the praeaaeioa hat
paar. Others era Willie Weston ,n » »7
“I’m cold," complained Moran. “Can’t
could be taken away and the road be good.
To aroM the annoyance that might oome togas; Smith aad Baagaey in .
“I do not believe,” said he, “that you one of yon fellows lend me a stocking
to tha editor from many aaewoca to tMa aad singing tan, aad the R.y.n
have here at the present time, or have had cap?" One of the party did, and the Utile
I will aeeign the problem to P. aqaill twists. maklag oaa of tb.
Mile after mils, they problem,
for twenty year*, a half-mile ol earth group went on.
U. Wooeter, of Peearttin, Oal.. to bo an- (tod aad iataramtag ahowa announced ,n ,
road combining theae three assentials at plowed doggedly along the almost unswered through the eolamaa at Tn taagtime.
broken road. Bat now Moran's muscles
tbe same time. The road mast be oval,
Amateur.
1 preaame Mr.
Wooeter
•100 Reward, SlOO
name
well
refused
lo
and
the
themas
1
end
smooth.
herd
work,
others,
might
will eeteom it t privilege to exercise eon
selves
on
as
the
other—
the
of
ex
ha
net
had
to
one
order
in
ion.
theae qualities
verge
of the fundamental rulaa of arltbmaUc gglgJPCWdreeoedd.MM,
it make* no difference which in pat first, carry him as bast they could.
aaaawaa aaaaaaa ailt to cure in
auiu
T* to Oetarrk
A few more miles wars left behind. that would bo brought into raqoMtioo in
Hall', < atarrk
if any one is absent the road ia a failure as
paatMeeoar. new kceVS
tha oolutioo of thia pcobtem. that ha
;
“I’m
broken
ao
caaee
in
concerned.
tired."
far aa perfection ia
eyllabiss
be nr
laanad in tha “little red acbootbooaa”
paUffh.
*
“By the old system it haa been entirely from between Moran’s stiBraing Ups.
conatilutiowi
C“" *■ »tn iT
aeon aad taa yuon ago.
two
nearly
LaSTa^n"1
words
too expensive na operation to maintain “list’s stt down and mat-.” The
actoag directly epee the blood aad
lyttf®, ihcrebr it*.
these throe essentials, nor haa tbe road trailed off into a whisper. Bat the others
tu—ue
and
all
raadara
of
Tn
dtieu® u|
awn,
machine been capable of producing throe still plodded on, dragging him along with
who can maatar tha maltlpttaaUoa tobla
three characteristic* ia their mart satis- them.
Snddenly Moran stood npright;
and do a Mir Job la dlvWoa am requested
factory form, ao mattor how mack it is hie eyes glared, his m aeries rail rad, and
to verify Mr. Waoatan aaawar, aad la tha
* ,*il‘
cam
need, bat the King drag, cheap in itssH without a moan be sank into the snow.
avaatof baiag
you have obaad inexpensive and suapia in operation, He was atone dead.
A.OO., Toledo. Okie
Mr.
The others left him, for there war nothbrings about this rondHion ef the road so
will plaaaa aota If
easily and naturally that the man who ing else they ooald do, and they taally ardoaa tha work ia amaaad rt hia euceom aad rived at Birch Point ia a pitiable condiastonished that this method has not bean tion.
Thursday morning a searching
in rogue before.
party went back over the roots, lading
katwaau Horae* wien
tim mannw of Mtiauc w stag m the body near Baker brook.
f? aad Chatral street. ahoe.ie* bi« »"
iatolagimeaaaod papers. Wilt
v
been explained at eoaaideeeble length la
tatara ta O. 1» lteraar« Wore,
lagad to ho a pupil la tha oai
XUKTH RLUWOBTH.
print. It shoeld bn made wry light. I
hare been told that than are drags in
prodnlaot la know lodge mnay yearn ago.
your neighboring town at kidney to
A pretty wadding wan ealabratid at tbe
dtdl tiiiftfif kl oar factor* tbr loi.
which are hitched tear aad six hones.
taawtarar. cw BOM con), of
These are two heavy, and they overshoot hand Mr. aad Mrs. Daniel Biehardaou,
The fltnrent QM In Oarmnny.
oollaw MroX Maplr oad boaeh bolu. four feat
at this pines, on the morning before
the nark.
la moat German hwnkMi thaw It la laaath-Pec particulars oMrw or motto
Although ia many respects
Ot aer faebaep oMoo.
when their daughter. Unit E-, no ooch
Iujvok ■ Heap vote
thing aa the strict division at Ob ■Poor.
they are better then the old read marbles, Christman,
for- labor Insisted on
still they, like the road aw china, re- waa married to Bale* O. Bickford,
hew. Tow rook wOl
of Winter Harbor, bat now hold- bo
wow altogether too math at once. The merly
delighted to make a hlsnoi fee yon.
8. M. and
Katun,
secret of the beat an warn with tha King ing a position aa cashier with tha
yow nurse will tarn sot ta the
an.
Hewn
Hardware
of
Boat
Oo.,
la
each
a
of
road
space
dining worn, while yow ehambormnid
drag is to hasp
The bride waa charming in n dress of will take the child for an
aaaaal aeetlag of tka stockholders af
condition that tha next rain will all ran
airing if yon WHS
X the Haaeoak Coaatp Agrtcalmra: g#.
off. Thia weana tha naa of tha drag attar voile over while silk, trimmed with silk artier It no. They aw snow boasan In
Morrill A Hincklsy.
and carried n bouquet of car- tbelr relation to tbelr
at Blaofcltl.oa Betardap. Jan 9, ;*>,«
awry rain or wat ipeli—the storing of a medailone,
employers. The •boro
1 o'clock p. a. to act apoo the fc.owtar tag.
hsr
nation*.
8he
was
accompanied
by
little earth often.
English servant flxss a golf between aoaa,«aotti
To boor tbo report of the »*«. !
Mara. To boar tbo report of tb* treiesrer. 1
1 lay it down aa a law that w bans tar a sister. Miss Frances A. Richardson, while herself and the moat democratic mis
to OMOt a board af directors ssd to trmroct 1
brother
of
the
Bertrand
T.
Bickford,
trees. The German brings ber Intimate bay other bottaeas
road machine places ao much earth or
legally brought before said
was bast man.
C. 8. asossir. dec
Joys and sorrows to a good horrscbaft ore011sg.
any other kind of rand material in the groom,
Bloohftll. Doe. Mr MM.
waa
decorated
lor
The
tastefully
parlor
and expects tbelr sympathy.
center of the highway that tha people
aad
at
a
few
minutes
after
the
occasion,
avoid it and drive to one aide of the center,
When a girl has bad lock and enMfGMSPOMT WATER 008PAM
bridal party entered the
too much earth ia being moved, and the 8 o’clock the
gages with a bad be tree baft sbe Is fPHI aaaosl Meeting of the Buck port !
Water Company. for the cbo ee of s crrt
of
X
aad
the
to
the
strains
Lohengrin,
room,
worse off than In England because she
man who trice to build a road la this way
bad aaob ether business u tbsli properly
boao before Bid meeting, will be held »t the
baa made a seriooe mistake. The dreg ceremony waa performed in tha irwenee la more in the power of her employers
number of friends and relatives.
of a
offlce of Parker BpeSord. in Buckrport. oa
should be strong, of course, bat wry Micelarge
Ruth Haddocks was organist, and and of tbe police than she would be Batordny, Jaaoary second, a d. 1*0. »i toe
the Rev. P. A. A. Killam, of tbe Ellsworth here.
sufficient
at relight,
O'clock p. a.
O P. CrsrlSMi.i
Sbe has to have a d least buch
Ugh.—given
Clerk.
j
lighter the better. Bear in mind that a Baptist church, officiated, using tbe ring so official book In which ber age and
service.
are registered.
lu
light drag can be made heavier by weightpersonal
appearance
NOTICE.
after the service a wadding
Immediately
ing it, bat by no method can a heavy drag breakfast was served by Mrs. Free moot this book ber employers write ber T HEREBY glee public notice that hire
my Minor eon. Foe'er P. Herringbe made light.
Haddocks, Mr*. Jennas* McOown and character. It la under tbe control of X gisea
loo, of Wlater Harbor. Maine, his ms, ricp,
The drag should be light enough so that Mr*. Howard Hooper. The young couple tbe police and ha* to be shown to them tad afcall aat froa'bis date claim any pert of
were the recipients of many pntty aad usebln saoea or aarningr nor bold myself re*
an ordinary farm team wiU move it easily
ful gifts showing the high esteem of their when sbe lanves and when sbe enters rpoasibta for aay Mile be may contract or hewith tbs driver ridiag on the drag. friends. They left on the noon train for a situation. It to hardly necessary to c.—r Tfsr TTw feDated at Wialor Harbor, Maine, tbie lid
This ia not theoretical: it is a fact without Boston, being showered with rice sod good say that when a girl does anything
tap of Dina her. Mot
a
coma to
a bit of theory about it.
This method of wishes of merry company who
bad and ber employers record
WtLTia B. HtamsGTo*.
the station to aee them off. Mr. and Mrs. seriously
road-building 1 worked out, got results, Bickford will make their home in Dor- it in tbe book tbe book gets “test."
'll IE
and then began to search for theories that chester. Mam.
Then the police Interfere and make It POU.Pl
Gold Medal Flour makes baking erfwould fit the case. The facta wen develfor the

During the fonr year* of Gov. Cobb'a
taken, and the
condemned men are temporarily free administration-from January, 1905, to
«n bail.
There is little doubt, how- January, 1909, about (700,000 baa been paid
on Maine’s public debt, and over (500,000
ever, that the sentence of Judge
is in the treasury of the State.
Wright will be affirmed, for the suBeing asked recently if part of this oped

pardon,

following
problem It given

iatwTi^w ?!||

has been

The only way in which the President can interfere will be to grant a

Tha

■

Judge Wright’s remark in his de- against the matter are that it i* more or
less in the nature of a private enterprise,
cision that it was the duty of a liti- |
and that the town ia already under so
to
an
even
if
be
gant
obey
injunction,
heavy debt that it ia nowise to saddle taxbelieved it to be unjust and opprespayers with any more heavy expenses that
aive, was doubtless a novel propo- are not absolutely necessary. On the
sition to them. The language of the other hand, the proponents of the measure
decision is remsrksble, and its great sav that it wonld develop valuable taxable
length, covering over seventy pages ; property, which in a short time wonld reof typewritten paper, and requiring pay the amount expended by reason of its
over two hours in its delivery, will, increased valuation and increased taxes.
doubtless make it an epochal judg-

preme court of the United States,
whatever it may think of the grounds
en which the injunction was granted,
will not condone contempt.

Ta the JUUar af The American

[r“*

the President has power to interfere advisement. It i* understood the engineer in charge gave a favorable (apart.
With a decision of the court. This
There are many voters who deaira to have
lamentable ignorance on the part of
the bridge built, in order to provide work
the leaders of labor organizations for the mechanics end laborers. On the
doubtless explains a great deal of ot her hand, there
i^rtrong opposition from
their loose talking and lawless acting.' the heavier tax-payers, including a Urge
A little knowledge of law wonld do' number of so miner residents, the Summer
much to clarify murky minds and: Residents' association taking an active
part in the matter. The chief objections
temper loose language.

appeal

iS.'SSSKr-,

mo,t^

j
White House, he was photographed
Mttlng at the right hand of the Preaidant, while Carnegie was on his left.
The Bar iaiand brid|e proposition, I
Since the sentence was pronounced which divided honors with the nloaotelegrams and letters have been poor- bile exelusion act at the last town meettag in npon the President from labor ing in Bar Harbor, ia again to the fore.
Isadora and organisations throughout Some time ago the war department bald a
the country, evidently assuming that hearing here, and took the matter aadar

An

Boat on

d.™i„

the Stats, the Swan’s Island hunters
are swarming the woods of the island,
and so tar have killed twenty-five dear
this season. The special law regulating
deer banting on Swan's Island, enacted in
1906. makes a dose time on deer for five
years, except that “on and niter 1908, there
shall be an open time of two weeks, beginning Dee. IS’’. This two weeks of open
time on Swan’s Island after the close of
the open eesaon under the general law, is
evidently a relic of a few yean ago when
the general open time extaaded to Jan. 1.

State

were

_y**’1

Jk!

in

and Gompers and Morrison have long
hi an residents of that city. Mitchell
has been oonspicooosly honored by
tte President, and recently, at the
eooventioa of the governors at the

His lectures

entertaining and practical, and at
the close of his remarks be answered ques-

Afters close time on deer for several
years on Swan's Island, and after the gen-

The holiday sensation in Washington was the conviction and sentence

Man Fran to Death Thowgh Sar*
rounded by Com pa a teas.
William Moran, aged thirty yean, of
Bnfklo, N. Y„ a woodsman, waa froaan to
death last Wednesday. Moran worked at
one of Bolterfleld'i camps, near Pitta ton
farm. Wednesday Are other men in the
camp started to walk to Birch Point, thirty
miles distant. Moran, after they had
been gone long enough to hare covered at
least Ore miles, started to overtake them.
The road led through drifted enow. A

both

Horace

of ti per

D. W. King, of Missouri. ItiplslM
It* Work.

recent visit to Maine.

W. Herrick, of Biuehill, has in
Hardwick, Mss*., a brother, H. L. Her>#rerti»lr g Rates—Are reasonable and will be
rick, to whom snd his wife was recently
■nde known on application.
born s male child who weighed at birth
twenty-seven
pounds. It lived but s few
com
be
addressed
Business
monies tlons shooUl
•a. and ail checks and money enter* made pay- minutes. The parents are each thirtyuie to The Hancock County Publishing
eight years of age, snd have bad twelve
Mb.. Ellsworth. Maine.
children, three of whom are living. All
at birth, the
were exceptionally heavy
This week’« edition of The
lightest weighing eleven pounds snd four
American is &3SO copies.
ounces, snd the next heaviest sixteen
pounds, thirteen snd one-half ounces.
Average for the year of 1907,
2,430 Mr. snd Mrs. Herrick are of nrrdium size,
weighing respectively 170 snd 140 pounds.
WEDNESDAY DECEMBER 30, 1908. This twenty-seven pound child is said to
be the heaviest on record.
ranges

A MAINE WOODS TRAGEDY.

Some new and interesting ideas upon the
subject of good roads were expoaaded by
D. Ward King, of Maitland, Mo., tbe inventor of tbe split-log
drag, daring his

The nefklace
manner last neck.
taken from a chore men in Boston by
the police. The man said he found it four
years ago on a wood path at Northeast
Harbor. He did not know ita value. The
Boston police investigated his story, with
the result that the owner of the necklace
usual

AT

SPUT-LOG DRAG.

GOSSIP.

A pretty school together, noticing one of
Aw Uttle charge* idle, said sharply:
“John, the devil always finds something
log idle hands to do. Coese up hart and
1st ass give you some work."

Youthful Logie.
Mis. L.. a young aud Inexperienced
Suuday school teacher, wan at times
sorely perplexed how to answer the
questions put to her by some of her
unusually bright pupils. One day just
after she bad liuished telling the children the story that Adam was the first
man God created quiet reigued in the
class room for several minutes.
8ud
deuly up jumped little Rosie and in a
piping voire said. "Oh. teacher, yon forgot to tell us whether God crested
Adam right away a man or a baby."’
Embarrassed Mrs L. looked up to the
ceiliug aud then to the children for an
Inspiration. Happily she quickly spied
Betty's little hand raised above the
others eager to auswer the question.
‘Teacher. I am surprised my sister
Rosie should ask such a foolish question.
Why. God must have created
Adam right away a big man. because
if God bad created him a baby be
would have had tn have a mother to
take care of him."
Curious Book TRIee.
Curious book titles are always being
rediscovered, mostly from that prolific
period the commonwealth, when sanc-

timony

was supreme.
Thus: -John Dances Better Than
Pater; Peter Dancee Better Than John;
Both Dance Well" (a vicious attack on
the Jesutta, tn five volumes). "A sigh
Phr the Sinners of Zlow Coming Prom
a Hole In the Wall, by an Bartbea Vessel Known Among Men as 8amoel
Fisher" (was this how taverns came to
take the sign of the "bole In the
wall T’)—London Scraps.

girl.

Til s-sot.

IMdlmitM.

$50,000.
The Devereux Company,
CASTINE aad BUCKSPORT. MAINE.

First

Mortgage

Six Per Cent. Ten Year Gold Bonds,
DENOMINATION Ss«*.

Due November
Dated November 3, 1008.
Callable at 103 on any interest date after three years.
Interest payable May 3 and November 3.
Principal and Interest payable at tne

International Trust Co., Trustee, Boston,
Price Par and Accrued Interest.

iMty

|
|

Mass.

Incorporated under the Laws of the State of Maine.
Capital Stock. *80,000.

*35,000 Preferred.

*85,000 Common.
Coni will he received at Caetioe and
Rucks port which are open daep water
ports in the largest bargee and sailing
vessels, supplying retail trade at both

coaling yachts at Ctsllne, supplyplaces,
coal at wholesale (roes Castine to reing

tail dealers at coast points in eastern
Maine by small barges flued with discharging elevators.
Coast points ere now supplied by smell
•ailing vessels from New York; each vessels are rapidly diminishing in number,
diBoult to procure when needed, charge
higher rates of freight, mane slow pas-

1,000 to 1,600 ton* per day unloaded from
btrreaand large eeaeelw and stored into
*c
minute
nacicti. and one too
end pul >“»
Irom pockets, weighed
air
for
yachts or into email barges
inbaiioia to coset port*.

1

■

capacity

will be

'rum

1

Back*port,
1,000 to 1,500 too* a day, taken iroui t aim* .1
sad large eailiog vessels and pu: mw ;
pockets or on to ears lor shipment by rail.
The Maine Central railroad o'. .any
rste of
baa, Nov. 18, 1806, established
freight on ooai from Bucksport to pomu
ton
on tha line of it* road ol 10 centmote than from Bangor to such points,
sages.
oasis
They are steadily giving way to bargee which places Buckaport on the same
and Urge sailing vasesU which operate i ■a Bangor by reason ol the sating of t»
the entire year with lower and more uni- cents a ton river towage.
It has Hied this rate with the Interstate
form rates end quick despatch, bat which
must be discharged at ell the year round, Commerce Commission, and it took effect
open deep water ports from which the Dec. 22,1806.
It will lay the necessary side track* st
coal can be distributed in quantities end
a*
at ti ms os desired.
promptly diBuckaport, supply carson ita
No port equal to Uaetine can hr found needed, and in every way
part u>
oi
in eastern Maine for receiving and dislate the rapid and economical conduct
tributing oast port coal, aod no port ttM buiooM.
The Philadelphia ft Beading rails ay ]
so many advantages as Buckspresenting
ton* ot
poat for shipment to points on the line of i which in »/7 transported na.~'3
to
the Maine Central railroad from Water- this coni by 1U ocean tags and barge*
io»c-“
*«»
viUe east such as open harbor, deep water, ! Poet Point cove from whicn it
it*
does
»ut
river
to
avsiUbU water front along the { by
tuga
Bangor.
specious
-**
line of the railroad end directly on the barges at Caetine and Bucksport,
1
line of tbit cotl traffic.
eliminating the river towage.
This enterprise is recommended ia« |
At Bncksport coal will be unloaded
an*
minerfrom bargee and the largest sailing vessels desired by many ol the largest
tad
on to cars and shipped to nil points on the | whoieenlera
of coni, by owners
....
tig
line of the Maine Central railroad from operator* of barges and the Urges!
co
and
Urge
and
retailer*
WsterviUo east.
vessels,
by
^“
ThU cool has heretofore been shipped by ere at oonl at ooast and interior point.
water to Bangor during the open season, mten Maine.
enTheir co-operation and prelerem:
unloaded there at the Maine Central railn*«
road company’s wharraa with their sure a access, witboat creating any in*
to
and
forwarded
machinery
by them by business, modern mat bods applied
cout.nu
rail, resulting in loos of time and earning preaent volume ol bneinee* and in
l
capacity for the barges and vessels, de- log it tbe year round wiU result
as ha.
murrage charges, an sapapse of It cents Urge aoomomias and profKa where
s ton
towage np and down tbs river and damooatrmtod at other point*
the necessity of pace basing and storing methods are now pursued.
The not earning* Irom the oonl no" »>'
the year’s so poly setose the riser trsesss.
Sssaus
—111 be mure than
Daring the ssneca of 1807, MM tans ing
of hard and soft coal were received at Ban- tineas the imtovuat on these bond*.
and pgoOUhle invest• 4
aecnre
la
a
gor by water. Aboat SMW were noamused
ua tid Aboal Um citr, tad MJM toot r
eneoring foe them at all lime*
shipped by rail to pMsb on the Maine
Central rilroed for Use am of the mil.WiU be delivered i
Trust Ce Ho*
At

the

■■

^•'^'SSSuotercB

tlaiib.

t«l j
J in- j
upon

j

continning the
Um year, saving towage
river, toieattoa of'T ifttoHIH
s*t of the aeaL
At Umtiao, the

__

home imdnetry •*>«*•

StfSgiKSS

capacity .will he from goes into the bnrinue*

i
I

VILLAGE IMPROVEMENT PARTY.

The Photo* Train.

Enjoyable

Social Event at Hancock
Hall—The Decorations.
The
leading social event of the season
U
thus far was the conoert and ball at
[Original.]
Hancock ball last evening under the ausbeelde the ml I mad
, u;.s standing
pices of the Village improvement society.
a desolate prairie of Manitoba
on
track
Special (forts were made to have the afThere was no fair a success in
r"r “ ,ra,Devery way, and those in
w illinS
station
agent,
baggage charge had the satisfaction of seeing
uo
no one—ou that dismal everything work to a charm.
>s,.ut nothing,
The weather was all that could be deuushclWinter morning eacept myself.
wind driving the loose sired; the travelling oould not have been
terf,(I the
I had twen- improved; the hall was most tastefully
me In sheets.
snow i>nst
wait for the train, which decorated, the music was delightful, the
ty minutes to
The engineer, patronage generous; in short, everything
I mast Ilag myself.
to make the 'occasion thors settled coun- conspired
however. In so sparsely
have no objection to stop- oughly enjoyable and one long to be retry would
membered.
the purpose of taking on a
ping for
The hall along the walls back of the
single passenger.
gallery seats and in front of the railing of
Unit the time had elapsed when, the
gallery was 'tastefully draped with
healing a footstep crunching on the red
bunting surmounted with evergreen.
I turned aud saw a
M!„w behind me,
Aa be ueared me I Wreaths of evergreen were suspended on
man approaching.
the side electric light fixtures, and
noticed that be carried bis right arm
Japanese lanterns were strung from the
in a sling nod bad bis overcoat but- central chandlier
to the galleriea.
The
toned at the throat over the arm. A
stage, too, was similarly trimmed.
felt but was drawn down to cover bis
In the anteroom in the rear of the front
fare, so that I would not see much of
When be came nod gallery refreshment tables were placed
bis features.
amid bowers of greens, and here refreshstood beside ms. looking op the track ments were served
throughout the evenhe
had
saw
1
that
dark,
train.
tbe
for
ing.
sandy hair and a rad beard, a rather
The decorations were the result of the
unusual combination.
applied taste and skill of Boy C. Haines,
■•Train on time, alrr he naked.
who donated his services, and to whom
’’I don’t
••Don’t know.” I replied
tbs society is greatly indebted.
far
keen.”
It
long
walling
fancy
The music was by Pullen's orchestra, of
The man seemed nervous. He cant
Bangor. Thera were eight pieces. A conme
uncomthat
mad*
at
me
a glance
oert preceded the dance, and it was
fortable. Be wan an ngly looking felthoroughly enjoyed, Mr. Pullen and his
to
do
so
be
am
If
and
prepared
low.
fellow-musicians always being favorites
to
mnr
an
nsonllaat
bs
would
place
It
in Ellsworth. Following was the proIn
hide
rob
then
my
body
me,
der and
(ram:
when
the
train
and
snow
escape by
tile
V Fairest of the Fair.....Sousa
It came.
I. Overture from Fra Diaealo.Auber
the looks of this mist
like
•■1 don't
A “The Cherry and the Olaas”.Ltncke
In the air." ha remarked.
4. Seisotloa from “The Prime
■singular. Isat It? I don't know
Donna"... ..Victor Herbert
It
like
saw
anything just
that 1 ever
1. 'Cello soloe:
comthe
train
there's
a
before.
Hello,
Longing.Tsohalkowsky
b Bn Sourdine.Tellam
ing:
o
Fair Harvard (encore)
withInto
It sprang suddenly
night
1 A Hungarian fantaaie.arr. by Tobani
out a sound to giro us warning.
7. Dervieh dance In tbe Soudan.O. Sebek
which
I waa
Jumped off tbo track on
At the close of the concert the hall was
standing, then wared my handkerchief
and about 9 JO came
for it to stop, which It did, but some cleared tor dancing,
fol200 feet before It reached us. Seizing the promenade and Portland Fancy,
lows! by dancing which was kept up unmy satchel, which I had set on the
end of a tie, I ran up the track to get til after S o’clock.
Tbe committee of arrangements was as
aboard, followed by the man who bud
follows: Mrs. H. M. Hall, Mrs. F. C.
joined me. But before we bad covered
Burrill, Mrs. H. L. Crabtree, Mrs. L. M.
a quarter of the dlataoce the train disH. M. Hall, F. C. Burrill, H. L.
appeared as suddenly aa If it were a Moore,
I Crabtree, L. M. Moore. Floor committee:
ghost train run by gboet officials
L. M.
.stared for a few momenta at the place marshal, Harry L. Crabtree; aids,
H. M. Hall.
where it bad been, then glanced at my Moore, F. C. Burrill,
The ushers were Misses Muriel Q. Davis,
companion. He was looking up the
track with the moat terrified expres- Mary E. Holmes, Annie Louise Lord, Susie
W. Eppes.
sion I hare ever seen on any man's Jordan and Louise
The net proceeds of the affair were
face.
about f50, which go to the treasury of the
••Did you see ItT” I asked.
He didn't hear me. He was mutter- society for use in its commendable work.

||

gallon"

ing iucoberentiy aud acting in other
respects like oue demented. I tried to
reassure him by telling him tliut we
both were so auzlous for the train to
cuuie that we had created It In our
imaginations—a very lame explanation,
by the way—but waa unable to quiet
him. Suddenly I law him looking out
over the snow with a new and heightened terror in Ills eye. I followed Its
direction, aud there out on the prairie
w as the tralu running along as smoothly as If It were still on the rails.
So intense waa my astonishment, so
eerie the feeliug the pbautom train
give me, that I forgot my companion
completely till, henrlng u groan. I looked als>ut aud saw him lying writhing
in the snow. This startled me. aud I
forgot the train In the responsibility
of being out on a broad prairie with n
tnau who might lie In a death struggle
There was little I could do for him
except get his head on my kueo and.
taking a flask from my autchol. |»ur
a drink of
whisky down his throat
While he revived, be did uot recover
his head even twelve minutes later
when the train—the real train—preceded by n rattling on the rails aud the
usual clatter, steamed up and at my
signal Btopiicd tieside us. The conductor, standing on u platform, saw me liesidi- the sick man uud. jumping off. assisted me to get bliu aboard.
A number of persons were crowding
arouud the Invalid, gaping at him.
when oue of them, n trainman, ex
vuiuueu:

‘III I jet that's Dim It organ!"
"Who's Dau HorgauV” I askisl.
"One of tbe men who threw the
train off' tbe track two weeks ago. kill
lag the engineer, fireman and several
Then they robbed tbe
passenger*.
express car.
One of the gang is i:i
jail, baa turned date's evidence and
limned Morgan as tbelr leader.”
"But why do you suspect this man
to
HorganT'
—

|

"The Informer lias described hliu as
hair and a red board
Besides, be says that Morgan’s right
arm waa shattered
b.v a shot from tbe
conductor. We've hud the description
on this train ever since It was cireulut
ed by the company ten days ago
The invalid bad not regained his
head when we reached the next town,
where the sheriff, advised by telegraph,
entered tbe train and took him into
custody. He did uot know that tie
had been betrayed b.v his fright at
the phantom traiu. which be doubtless supposed was tbe one he tiad
wrecked com lug back to haunt him
Hud it not been for this lie could easi
■y have concealed bis identity for the
*hort distance he hud Intended to risk
* ride.
I learned that the
phantom traiu was
due to tbe mirage not uncommon in
Manitoba. When I saw It first stop it
wa9 at a station some eight or nine
“>Uea away. When I saw it a second
■me
careering over the prairie It was
coming from that atntlon.
The man wbo'a guilty conscience
wa* movad
by tbe steaming upparl•on to
give himself away turned out
!? ^ Indeed tbe leader of tbe baud
*°»t had
wrecked tbe train and thus

haiiug sandy

Co»mittcd

murder,
¥. A. MITCHKU

SEAWALL.
Samuel Moore spent Sunday with Samuel Sanford at Cranberry tales.

COUNTY NEWS.
rnddiHomil Ooumty JTww

—

pfi

EDEN.
Edward Lally, of Otis, was in town last
week.
John L. Hodgkins, of this
place, has
employment at Kineo.
Mrs. Effle Reed is visiting her aunt,
Mrs. Sereno Hiagius, at Hall's Cove.
Miss Sylvia Jordan, of Waltham,
Mass.,
spent Christmas with her aunt, Mrs. A. B.
Grant.
Mias Mabelle Allen, who is employed at
Bar Harbor, is spending the holidays with
her mother.

COUNTY NEWS.

at

mi

o€h&f |Mp#f

__

gor,

are

home (or a short vacation.

keeping at the old home formerly occuCapt. Fred PhlUipa cams home last wash
pied by Mr. Bumill’s father, the lata Clapt. from Boston, where he has been steamGalvin Romill.
boating. He will leave to-day (or BockHarry Kelley, who has been driving* land.
grocery cart for F. W. Lont, is done for
Dr. F. 8. Herrick want to Boston Monthe winter, and will leave soon for Bangor,
day. He returned Saturday accompanied
to attend a business college. Harry’s
by Mrs. Herrick, who has been spending
customers all hope to see him on the road
the past (ew months in Massachusetts.
again another season. Bennie Qott, who
UHB Fbhxu.
Dec. 28.
is also employed at F. W. Lunt’s, leaves
soon for Bangor to attend a business colWEST HANCOCK.
lege.
George W. Young spent the holidays at
Capt. John Latty, of schooner Listie D. home.
Small, is home for the winter. His
Boyd Tracy is attending high school at
brother Harry, who is mate with him, is Hancock.
also home.
Mate L. R. Hodgdon, of
Mrs. Melville Smith made a short visit to
schooner Eugene Borda, is home; also
triends in Bangor last week.
Thomas Norwood, who has been steward
School is in session, taught by Miss
of schooner Lottie Beard.
Mate W. D,
Walls, of the J. M. Harlow, arrived home Rena Springer, of Hancock.
Mrs. Lena Foren, after visiting here for
last week.
Dec. 28.

N.
__

SEDGWICK.
Mrs. Annie Andrews is visiting relatives
in Boston.

time, has returned to Portland.
Mrs. Rsymond Miles, with three children, of Milo, is visiting her parents, F.
Stearns and wife.
some

Miss Frances Greenlaw has
Haven to work for R. Stewart.

gone to

foot badly while
Ashley Hooper
last week.
chopping
cut bis

yood

J. H. Lancaster and wife spent Christmas with friends in Ellsworth.

the

J. M. Smith,
employed
Maine Central railroad, spent Christmas
with his family here.
who is

Miss Annie Means has gone to Boston
for the holidays.

on

Mrs. Claude Willard, of Steep Falls, has
Freeman
been visiting her parents,
Stearns and wife. On her return home
she

was

accompanied by

her

_

_

_

sarsig win.

There was a Christmas tree in Mass
Sterling Barbour and wife are spending
echoolhouse Christmas eve. All the lHHhSt
a few days with their daughter at South
ones were remembered.
Clam cbowdhK.
Thomastnn.
Miss Edith Weed, who is living at W.
E. Stinson’s, sperit a few days this week
at her home in Little Deer Isle.

Lyman Stinson attended the State
Wallace Stinson
grange at Waterville.
took the R. F. D. route in his absence.
Dec. 28.
Mum.
_

MT. DESERT.
Mias Nora Daly has gone to Boston for a
visit of a few weeks.
Everett Hodgdon, who is employed in
Btonington, spent Christmas with his

family.
Schooner John B. Norris, Capt. Bolmes.
arrived Christmas Day with freight for
the merchants.
The Masons worked the third degree on
candidate Saturday evening, Deo 28.
At the close a clam stew was served.
Dec. 28.
Rax.

one

was

served.

Dec. 27.

HL.
_

NORTH BROOKS V1IXE.
Mrs. John Hawes ia quite ill.
Mrs. Irene Foster and children lau
gone to West Penobscot (or a week’a vhdH
with her parents.
Effle Yoong is attending the Docaat
school at Castine.

Loring Young, o( Bar Harbor, ia vieHting relatives here.
Lyman Gray, clerk in Benoit’s olothtaa
store at Bangor, ia visiting his fatHn%
Frank W. Bowie.
Mildred and Stella Lord are home fmn
Waterville (or two weeks.
Janies Staples ia at home (or the wintac_
Deo.28.a

PBETTY MABBH.
CurtU Young, who (pant the Chrietmw
holidays at home, has returned to his work
at Bar Harbor.

For that

Mias Sylvia Grey, of Seal Harbor, has
been visiting reletWee here. She returned
home Wednesday.

Mark Gray and wife entertained a few
friends and neighbors at their home on
the evening of Dec. 28.
Refreshments
were served and a good time wee enall.
by
joyed
Dec. 28.
G.
BOHN.
DALZELL—At Stonington, Dec 21, to Mr and
Mrs Alex M Dalzell, a son. [Clyde Eugene.]
DAVIS—At Trenton, Dec 21, to Mr and Mrs
Harry L Davis, a daughter. [Eva May.]
GREENLAW—At Oceanville, Dec 14, to Mr
and Mrs Leroy H Greenlaw, a son. [Lawrence

Pearl.]

one thing that wiB
it—Ayer’s Hair Vigor.
It is a regular scalp-medicine.
It quickly destroys the germs

There is
cure

which cause this disease. :
The unhealthy scalp becomes
healthy. The dandruff disagH
A
pears, had to disappear.
healthy scalp means a great deaf
to you—healthy hair, nc dan-

druff, no pimples, no eruptions.

MARKS-At Hluehill, Dec 17, to Mr and Mrs
Charles A Marks, a son.
M’DONALD—At Oceanville, Dec 18. to Mr
and Mrs. Billings P McDonald, a daughter.

The best kind of a testimonial—
“Sold for over cixty yeara.**

[Edith Ellen.]

A

MONTGOMERY-At Bucksport, Dec 19, to
Mr and Mrs John H Montgomery, a daughter.
MOOR—At Elisworth, Dec 21, to Mr and Mrs
Harry F Moor, a son.
RICH—At Trenton, Dec 26, to Mr and Mrs
Thomas L Rich, a daughter.

:

Dandruff

Hiss Laura Haynes, who is employed at
Bar Harbor, spent her Christmas vacation
with her parents, George W. Haynes and
wife.

daughter,

Mrs. Frank Miles and baby daughter.
Scmac.
Dec. 27.

School began here Monday, Dec. 21,
Miss Wilma Felkner, of New York, is
NORTH BLUEHILL.
taught by Miss Beatrice Carroll, of Southvisiting her sister, Mrs. T. Edson Hall,
west Harbor.
The academy students are enjoying a
for a few weeks.
vacation.
Thelma Dolliver, Lula Newman and
Frank Fitzgerald and wife arrived
W. W. Wescott Bpent a few days with
John Ward are again attending high
Thursday from Wolcott, N. Y., where they his parents recently.
school at Southwest Harbor.
have been in the employment of the
A social dance at the hall Christmas
Mrs. Henry Lurvey, of Southwest HarTwitchell-Champlin Co.
bor, returned home Sunday after spending
night was greatly enjoyed.
had
a
narrow
P.
Anderson
escape
Capt.
Christmas with her parents, Amos Dolliver
Miss Lizzie Hinckley left Monday for
from serious injury Friday evening. While
and wife.
Portland to attend a business college.
a
he
was
struck
in
the
street
by
William Dolliver, assistant keeper at walking
A. T. Gillis and wife and Thomas Grieve
team which was driven by a woman. He
Two Bush light, has been home to spend
attended the State grange at Waterville.
was considerably shaken up, but escaped
Christmas with his parents, William DolThomas Whitten, of Thousand Islands,
with a few bruises.
liver and wife.
H.
N. Y., is visiting his mother, Mrs. Charles
Dec. 28.
Ralph Haynes, of Waltham, Mass., spent
Dahlquist.
OTTER CREEK.
Saturday with bis sister, Mrs. Dudley
Frank Bowden and Charles. Dahlquist,
Dolliver, and went to Oak Point with his
Mrs. Susan Alley and daughter Myra, of of South Brooksville, spent Friday with
brother Warren Sunday morning. He Oak
friends here.
Point, are visiting relatives here.
will return to (Massachusetts by way
Misses Jennie Davis and Eliza Stanley,
Tom Snow and Durgan Hinckley, of
of Ellsworth this week.
who are employed at Bar Harbor, spent Winterport, and Miss Eleanor Wescott, of
Isabel Dolliver returned to her school Christmas at home.
Portland, spent Christmas at home.
at Bucks^ort this week, after spending
D.
Dec. 28.
The sad news of the death of Herbert
DolFrank
her
with
Christmas
parents,
Clement, of Seal Harbor, was beard with
liver and wife.
GOULDSBORO.
deep regret here, where he had many
Dolly.
Dec. 28.
Many guests from out of town spent
friends.
Christmas here.
WEST BROOKUN.
There was a change in the church serMrs. Lizzie Perry, who has been very til,
Omar Eaton and wife, of South Biuehill, vice Sunday, the children’s clasr taking
the place of the church choir and singing is improvimg rapidly.
are visiting relatives here.
in a very creditable
There was a large crowd at the ball at
Miss Bertha Carter, of Boston, spent their Christmas songs
manner.
Bay View hall Christmas night.
Christmas with relatives here.
Mrs. Cora Perry, of Prospect Harbor, is
The Christmas tree and concert held at
John Closson has purchased s horse of
the church Christmas night was a decided spending a week here, the guest of Mrs.
Allen Henderson, of South Biuehill.
The children deserved and re- Ida Fernald.
success.
Roy Eaton and wife, of Tremont, are ceived much
praise for the way in which
Archie Rolfe and family have moved
Frank
visiting Mrs. Eaton’s parents,
took their parts.
they
into their home, which has been remodBridges and wife.
Anon.
Dec. 28.
eled and enlarged.
Mrs. Harold Powers and Miss Etta
There was no public Christmas tree here
WEST BROOKSVILLE.
Bridges, of Melrose, Mass., are visiting
I this year, but there wrere a number of
their parents, Isaac Bridges and wife.
Mrs. George H. Tapley is at home from small trees in the homes.
B.
Dec. 28.
Rockland.
Henry Leighton and family, of South
Mrs. Ivan Farnham is visiting her sister, Gouldsboro, are spending a few days with
Making It Simple.
Mrs.
Herman
Tapley.
In the course of Ills sermon a preachMrs. Leighton's parents, Alfred Young
er in n rural district used the world
Lewis Farnham has purchased a 1,300- and wife.
if
Jen.
Dec. 28.
phenomenon. This cord caused one
pound horse to replace one he recently
tlic members some trouble, for lie was lost.
PORT.
BUCKS
It.
unable to attach any meaning to
Wallace and George Stevens will leave
Col. Samuel J. Menard, a native of
Finally he determined to seek au ex- this morning for an extended visit in
the
at
Bucksport, who left here in 1869, died in
planation from the minister and
Bangor.
on
him
Boston Monday, aged fifty-six years. He
close of the service approached
Schooner Victory, Capt. Young, passed
was an old-time Boston newspaper man,
the subject.
North BrookBville Friday, to tie up
to
up
there
“What did yer mean by that
private secretary to Governor Robinson
winter.
for
the
and Governor Brackett, and a member of
long word yer used In yer sermon?”
Schooner Mary Augusta, Capt. Frank the s.aff of Governor Ames, and for some
he began.
“Oh. I see you do not kuow what a Perkins, has gone into winter quarters years past chief clerk for the superintencove.
dent of schools.
phenomenon Is,” replied the minister. at Henry’s
Tomson.
Dec. 28.
“Well, have you ever seen a cow grazMiss Nellie Keene, who tor the past
were
ing In a held in which thiatiea
nineteen years has been principal of the
INDIAN POINT.
growing?"
grammar school here, finished her duties
John Abram and wife spent Christmas and left
“Yea; many a time.”
Tuesday for Walpole, Mass.,
no
And
in
Ellsworth.
week
“That is not a phenomenon.
where she will reside in the future with
lark
a
to
listened
doubt you have often
Capt. L. R. Walla spent Sunday at Oak her sister. Miss Bertha Dorr, daughter
singing merrily away up in the Point with J. H. Burr and wife.
of Capt. Eugene Dorr, of East Orland, has
clouds.”
Frank E. Higgins, wife and son Ermond been appointed to the position and entered
“Yes.”
■pent Saturday and Sunday with Mrs. upon her duties Tuesday morning. M iss
“That, again, la not a phenomenon. Nettie B. Higgins.
Dorr is a graduate from this same school,
a
on
cow
sitting
Bat If you saw that
had considerable experience in
Charles Higgins and wife, of Northeast and has
would
lark
that
like
a
thistle singing
and Winthrop Higgins and wife, teaching.
Harbor,
MerLiverpool
be a phenomenon.”
of Bar Harbor, spent Christmas with their
AURORA.
cury.
parents. Prank L. Higgins and wife.
Mrs. Bernice Jordan is in Bangor for «
The Sunday school had its Christmas
A reeerd is better than a proopootw.
lew days.
tree and concert on Christmas eve. As
Btmpapor circulation is what const* foi usual the tree contained many pretty
Mrs. B. E. Crosby is visiting her daugh•desvMser*.
ter In Amherst.
presents and decorations. The recitations
of Ellsworth, is visiting
AdmrtMmi is Mbs loaning to swim. and singing by ths children were much hiaEd. Treadwell,
slater, Mrs. Howard Crosby.
Mmoo eeujMswos, sfribs out and yon wii enjoyed.
Bert Schoppe, of Beddlngton, was in
H.
Dm. SB.
—

weeks.

eral weeks.

S. E. McFarland's.

A. E. Farnsworth will leave to-day for
Boston on business.

Granville Jellison, who is employed at
E. B. Kane and wife have returned
Oyster Bay, N. Y., was in town last week from Booth Bluehill.
calling on friends.
Miss Agnes McFarland, who teaches in
Miss Isabel Frost, who has been attendSpringfield, Mass., is at home.
ing Central high school here, left for her
Frank Jones, of Bangor, spent a few
home in Mariaville last week.
days with his family last week.
A Christmas tree was enjoyed
all
by
Miss Frances Greenlaw, of Sedgwick, is
at the Central schoolhouse Friday
evening, employed at Capt. B. C. Stewart’s.
through the kindness of Rev. Mr. Gilmore,
Mablon Hill, who is attending Colby
of Hull’s Cove.
is at home for the holidays.
Mrs. Caroline Richards and son Will oollege,
Eugene Holden, of Massachusetts, is
have closed their house and gone to Indian
Point to spend the winter with Mrs. Rich- spending a few weeks with his family.
Alton Herrick, a student at Colby colards' daughter, Mrs. Nettie Higgins.
Dec. 28.
lege, is spending his vacation at home.
V.
Misses Baehel Cole and Evelyn Gray
SEAL COVE.
came home from Castine to spend ChristArthur Rumill bu moved hie family
to Owl’s Head, where he is scalloping.
Misses Mary and Edith Wilaon have reMiss Joaie Reed, formerly of Boston, turned from Solon. Miss Msry Wilson
was married to
Frank Romill, of this taachss ths high school.
place, Dec. 8. Friends wish the yonng
Hollis Stanley and Chandler Carter, who
people many years of happy wadded life. are attending a business collage at BanMr. and Mrs. Romill have gone to house-

town Sunday.

Bis nieces, Fanny and
NORTH DEER JBLE.
Mary SUsby, accompanied him home.
B. W. Hardy ia repairing his boeee
Albion Archer and wife, of Maria vi lie, tbs tun.
spent Sunday with their son heldeh.
BBOOKUN.
Capt. r. A. Haskell and crew an lanu
William N. Crosby, who underwent an lor the winter.
Harry Bridges came home from Boston
operation for appendicitis at the Paine
Frank Leighton and family seat Wmm
Saturday.
hospital, has returned home.
Baagentsills last week.
Mrs. F. W. Cole returned from Boston
Dec. 28.
C.
Mrs. Mary Haskell, who has blood-paMThursday.
WEST 8TONINUTON.
oning in her hand, is improving.
High school opened to-day, after two
Franklin E. Hardy has bought a snt.
A Christmas tree and basket supper was
weeks’ vacation.
lot of Misses Eliza and Emma Toney.
Mrs. Amsnda Sellers has gone to Sun- held in the hall Thursday evening.
Mrs. Irvin Thurston arrived Friday
shine for the winter.
George W. Small is home from Pi slioMtn
Russell Morgrage, of Csstine, is visiting from Bucksport, where she has spent sev- Mass., Where he has been tor the pest HUB
JTmm

mtdttioual

Mndn

yl

by J. C. Ayer Co.. Lowell,
Also manufacturers of
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9
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SARSAPARILLA.

rxifers

EMt^ECTOR^J

_____

COOMBS—SPRINGER—At Ellsworth, Dec 24,
by Rev P A A Killam, Miss Mary G Coombs
to Howard C Springer, both of Pranklin.
HARRINGTON-MAYO-At Winter Harbor,
Dec 21, by Rev G Mayo, of Ellsworth, Miss
Sarah F Harrington to Alvah H Mayo, both
of Winter Harbor.
HUFF—PRINCE—At Penobscot, Dec 22, by
A1 jert P Leach, esq. Miss Alice L Huff, of Penobscot, to George W Prince, of Kingfield.
HUTCHINS—KENNI8TON—At Bangor, Dec
29, by Rev G A Martin. Miss Olive M Hutchins, of Franklin, to Willis E Keaniston, of
Bar Harbor.
NICKERSON-GINN-At Belfast, Dec 25, by
Rev Ashley A Smith, Miss Vinnie A Nickerson, of Belfast, to Herman E Gian, of Orland.

RICHARDSON—BICKFORD—At North Ellsworth, Dec 24, by Rev P A A Killam, Miss
Elizabeth E Richardson, of North Ellsworth, to Rufus G Bickford, of Boston.
At Bucksport,
RICHARDSON-HIGGINS
Dec 7, by A B Ames, eso, Miss Amanda G
Richardson to George F Higgins, both of
Bucksport.
SOWLE—GRAY—At Prospect Harbor, Dec 25,
by Rev G W M Keyes, Miss Jenuie Emma
Sowle, of Gouldsboro, to James Lyman
Gray, of Stonington,
TEMPLE—TORREY—At 'Birch Harbor, Dec
24, by Rev E S Drew, Mrs Carrie Temple, of
Birch Harbor, to Maurice Torrey, of Winter Harbor.
TOURTELOTTE-COLSON-At Franklin.
Dec 24, by Rev C G Chase, Mrs Mina Walton
Tourtelotte to Emory Colson,
both of
Franklin.

Commonwealth Hotel
Opposite State House,
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS,
w

i

-ar

Offers rooms with hot and cold water flee
per day and up, which includes free
of public shower baths. Nothing ta
equal this in New England. Rooms with
private baths for £1.50 per day and up;,
suites of two rooms and bath for £1.00 par

£1.00
use

day and up.

Dining room and cafe tirst-class. EuroPlan.
ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF
Stone Floors, nothing wood but the doompean

Equipped with its own Sanitary Vacuum cleaning plant.
Long distance telephone in every ronu
Strictly a Temperance Hotel,
Send tor booklet.
STOREB F. CRAFTS, Manager.

DIED.
AUSTIN—At 'Bar Harbor.lDec 24, Caroline,
widow of Lewie .A Austin, agedjj77 years, 8
months, 25 days.
CHATTO—At Freeport, Dec 26, George W
Chatto, formerly of Bluehill, aged 72 years,
5 months, 8 days.
DALZELL—At Stonington, Dec 21, Clyde Eu-

gene, infant son of Mr and Mrs Alex M Dalsell.
HIGGINS—At Bar Harbor, Dec 27, Mrs Alexander Higgins, aged 73 years, 9 months, 23

days.

JUDKINS—At Sronington, Dec 21, Helen
Elisabeth Judkins, aged 4 months, 19 days.
LEIGHTON -At Franklin, Dec 25, Hollis
Leighton, aged 44 years.
MERCHANT—At Hall Quarry, Dec 12, Maggie,
daughter of Howard and Melissa Merchant,
aged 1 year, 4 months.
SNOW—At Bucksport, Deo 25, Lydia S, wife
of George H Snow, aged 72 years, 6 months,
29 days.
WARDWELL—At Penobscot, Dec 22, John L
Wardwell, aged 74 years, 9 months, 17 days.

THE—

CLARION.
Whether It’s

a

nace—if it is

a

range or a fur-

“Clarion”, it !■
sure to meet every requirement
Made by the Wood Bishop Ca.
Bangor. Sold by

J. P.
Main

ELDRIDGE,

Street,

Ellsworth.

CROUP QUICKLY CURED.
Don’t Let the Child Choke to Death
While Waiting for the Doctor.
Hyomei, the miraculous, antiseptic,
dry air treatment, will cure croup in
either the first or second stages.
Easily inhaled, even when the breathing is irregular, it reaohes more
promptly than any other remedy the
terribly inflamed membrane of the
windpipe. Its soothing balsams act
Immediately, the inflammation it
allayed and the swelling reduoed.
“Not long ago our little boy, Walter,
awoke in the night with a bad attack
of croup. We allowed him to inhale
Hyomei; he began to breathe easier,
and in half an nour was fast asleep,
i I am glad to speak a good word for a
remedy that will rob oroup of its terror*.
Rev. Geo. Siason, pastor ol
M. E. Churoh, Londonderry, Vt.

Hyomei (prononnoed High-o-me) u
guaranteed by G. A. Parcber to cart
oatarrh, coughs, oolda, asthma, bronchitis and oroup,

or

ELECTRICAL

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
AND FIXTURES.
Wlriei tad ISa^Hsa CkMffdljr Ohm.
ANDREW M. MOON.
Main St, (under Dlrlge Club)
Ellsworth.

Eulalia |m

ELLSWORTH

Stun Laundry and Bath Boons.

money back.

4
hare

complete outfit, including a neat,
rubber pocket inhaler, coats only 61
An extra bottle of Hyomei, if after
wards needed, coats but 60 centa.

NMRINC.

Fall Lines of

PAY, HO WABHBH.”
All ktnda of Unndry work dnnn at shut
Seed suited tee and dnllrsmd.

aMha.

H. h. UTRY * GO.,
naiooa,
auswoMH mm

wmt no

COUNTY x\EV

ua American hue subscriber#at 107 child of Guy Butler and wife. The child
a
If the 117 posi-ojlce* in Hancock county. died Sunday night, of pneumonia.
% a&Uiional CmuM? Srw w ilUt pays
AU the other papers in the County comAlonso Wilbur and wile are receiving
bined do not reach so many. The Ameri- congratulation* on the birth oi a daughNORTH SULLIVAN.
can is not the only paper printed in
ter, born Dec. 23.
Zemro Hall, 2d, baa gone no tbe woods
Maneoek county, and has never etaimed to
Mr*. Nancy Hooper Smith is expected to work for the winterbo, but it is the only paper that ean prop- home from Bellow* Fall*, Vt., this week.
Harvey E. Robertson spent Christmas
erty be called a County paper; all the Her household goods arrived last week.
with friends in Franklin.
asst are merely local papera. The eirenlaEd. Abbott is building camps near
Miss Lelia Purdy is visiting ber parents,
Men
The American, barring the Bar
Scammon’a pond, preparatory to potting Rev. C. A.
■arbor Record’s summer list, is larger
Purdy and wife.
Bessie
Hie
small
crew.
daughter.
■an that of all the other papers printed in a
Harold Cook and Helen Havey are home
In Hancock county.
Wilbur, will cook.
from Hebron academy for tbe holidays.
T.
Dec. 28.
James Mattocks, of New York, is visit__

COUNTY NEWS.

OAK POINT.
Chester Grindle has been to Boston
business.

FRAN RUN.
Mrs. E. F. Bartlett, of East brook,
Visitor in town last week.
John W. Blaisdeil loaded
boards last week for Boston.

a

was

Harry C. Alley returned from Hingbam, ton.
Alfred Preble and wife, of Ashville,
Mass., last week.
Charles Sargent was home from Bar spent Christmas with her parents, Talbert

a

with

car

Hooper fractured two ribs recently. A ladder slipped from under him.
Curtis

Pastors Chase and Maromber will alternate evening services at the Baptist
and Methodist churches during the first
Week in January.

Butler and

Miss Altheo March, who has been quite
ill, is convalescent.
Ralph Inland is loading his vessel with

James Havey, from North Jay, and ReuMerchant, from Mt. Waldo, are here
for the holidays.

F. A. Meader has completed his job on
the power house at EUaworth.
Mrs. Alice Alley is home from Seal Har-

Mias Helen Maromber is spending a
of her vacation here with her annt,
Mrs. Effle Mscomber, who has not been as
well aa usual of late.

Miss Haxel Swan returned from Milton,
Mass., Christmas morning. She will rvaaain at home recuperating from s late
operation tor appendicitis.
The cantata at the hall preceding the
distribution of gifts from the Christinas
tree was witnessed by a peaked house. The
anstumes el participants and stage deco-

PARTRIDGE OOVK.
Earle Tinker spent Christmas at Bayside st the home of George Day.
Clarence Young spent Christmas with
Wesley Ford and family at Hancock.
Beuel Bartlett and family, of Ellsworth,
spent Christmas with his parents, Henry

mtions were admired.
V The killing of Hollis Leighton, one of
the section crew, by the noon train on
Christmas, cast a gloom over the community. The funeral was held at the
Baptist church, Sunday afternoon. Rev.
Mr. Chase officiating. The remains wen
■ken to Unionville Monday for interment. A wife and nine children survive.
Chey have the sympathy of all.
Dec.

Bartlett and wife.
Frank Walls and wife, of Bar Harbor,
who have been spending a few daya at the
homestead, returned home to-day.

EAST FRANRUN.
Mrs. Mina F. Walton end Emery Colson, both of Franklin, were married by
Jlev. Clarence G. Chase on Christmas eve.

Everett and Earle
Tinker, William Kellen and Clarence
Young are cutting wood for Freeman
Walker.

Edgar

Earl Joy will board with Mrs. Percy
Donnell and go to school whila Mr. Donnell is teaming in the woods for John W.
Blaisdeil.

Springer,

Miss Adelaide MrParland, who is attending school in Bar Harbor, is spending
the holidays with her parents, E. E. McFarland and wife.
Dec. 28.
A.

Miss Harriet M. Blaisdell has closed her

Presque Isle, and will spend the
with her parents, T. M. Blaisdell
and wife.
school in
vacation

Blaisdell is home from Maine Cen-

LAMOINE.

institute, Pittsfield, to spend the
holidays with his parents, F. E. Blaisdell
tral

Roy Jenkins is at home for two weeks.
W. R. King is spending a few weeks in

and wife.

Boston.

Mrs. William Leighton, of Mil bridge,
visiting relatives here, has returned
home. Her sister, Mrs. E. K. Donnell, returned with her for a visit.

F. L. Hodgkins and wife
winter in Boston.

after

are

spending

the

W. K. Salisbury spent
last week in Ellsworth.
Mrs.

of the Christmas entertain-

Opening chorus, choir; responsive reading; prayer; song, choir;
recitation, Velma Wallace; address, Eretard Wentworth; exercise, “Christmas is
Coming;” song, choir; recitation, Shirley
Wallace; exercise, “God With Us;” reci-

Mary

Sidney Havey acd wife spent Christmas
with Mrs. Havey’s parents, E. A. Jellison
and wife, at East brook.
Ellen Hall and little brother, Zemro, 3d,

Mrs. F. G. Robinson returned to bar
home in Boston Saturday, having spent
Christmas here. She was accompanied by
ber mother, Mrs. A. M. Moon.
M.
Dec. 28.
MT. DESERT PERRY.
Arthur Lounder has gone to Boston,
where he has employment.
Ethel Spratt, of EUsworth, is visiting
her grandparents, I. L. Crabtree end wife.

George Hopkins and wife, of Trenton,
Ddancey Tinker, of Northeast Harbor,
who spent Christmas with Walter Young spent Christmas with Mrs. Hopkins’ parand family, called on friends here Friday. ents, Augustus Chrter and wife.
Mathew Murphy, who bad been iU for
James T. Grant, who has been attending
State grange and made a short business a long time, died last Friday. Funeral
trip to New York, returned home Friday. services ware held Sunday sfternoon.

28._B.

tation, Hattie Gordon; song,

ben

are
visiting their grandparents, Zemro
bor, where she has bean employed.
Hall and wife, at Harrington.
George W. March and Louis Taylor, of
Jamea Abel, with his wife and yonng
Bar Harbor, spent Christmas with Fred
child, of Portsmouth, N. H., Is visiting
L. March and wife.
bia parents, Robert Abel and wife.
School in district No. 3, taught by Miss
Prank Haalem and wife, of EUsworth
Aiioe Minton, dosed Thursday. Mis*
of Mrs. Haalem’S
Minton put forth great effort to stimulate Falls, were guests
Mrs. Julia Havey, on Christmas.
her pupils, giving at the dose a concert mother,
Tbe family of Atwood Bunker and wife
and Christmas tree with many line presents.
spent Christmas with their parents—four
PLCTAhCH.
Dec. S.
daughters, with their husbands, and one
son being peasant.

William Lawrie gave a Christmas dinner
to family friends at his brother Andrew’s
■ East brook. Dr. C. J. Watson and wife
were among the guests.

The program
ment follows:

wife.

Harbor Christmas.

wood for Bar Harbor.

part

Leo

on

ing his parents, James Mattocks and wife.
Mrs. Clara Haskell and Mrs. N. H. Williams are spending the holidays in Bos-

a

few days

and Cbristmaa tree was held
in the Baptist church Christmas night.
M. B. Young, who ia employed at Ellsworth, spent Christmas at his home here.
A concert

Berry ia at home to spend the winwith her grandparents, N. B. Coolidge

Ellen
ter

Gor-

fHfSirai.

Honestly

are

Requested

to Answer This.

Is not the word of

representative citiFRANKLIN ROAD.
*en
of Ellsworth more convincing than
Samuel
Dovr is at work for Arthur
the doubtful utterances of people living
Graves.
everywhere else in the Union? Head this:
Boyd Tracy is attending high school at
C. VV. Pierce, retired, Birch Ave., Ellsthe corner.
worth, Me., says: “I just as emphatically
George Young spent Christmas with
endorse Doan’s Kidney Pills to-day as I his family here.
did in 1905, after I had procured the remMrs. Matilda Martin is recovering from
edy at Moore's drug store and used it with her recent illness.
Mrs. Marcia Miles, of
such good results. Pains across my back
Milo, with
and through my loins kept me in misery children, is visiting Mrs. Stella Shaw and
her mother.
for a long time.
The action of the kidHarvey Gatcomb and wife spent Christney secretions was altogether too frequent mas in Seal
Harbor, gneata of Mr. Gitand the passages were accompanied by a comb's brother.
Medical treatment
burning sensation.
Mrs. Henry Miles, of Machias, with
and various remedies I used gave me some little son, is visiting Mr. Miles’ parents,
relief, but nothing to be compared with William Miles and wife.
Dec. 28.
G.
what I received from Doan’s Kidney Pills.
I noticed a change in my condition soon
WEST STONINGTON.
attar 1 had begun the use of this remedy,
S. A. Hamblen is suffering, from rheua

Alfred O. Emery, who recently submitted to *n operation for appendicitis at
the Bar Harbor hospital, is reported to be
gaining. His friends hope for a speedy

Beaasmber the name—Doan’l—end take
go other.

Mum.

|MfM

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
Mr*. Julia Holden, for the first time in
several yean, will epend tbe winter with
friends here. She is at present staying
with her niece, Mrs. O. W. Cousins.

port, dM Thursday at the

ay,

three yean. He had been
"
"»•
ehitis several weeks
t{
brothers, located la N J Hai„,,s
native state, a wif.
(Inis Mclnnis.

-jthl!?'

NORTH BROOK!,IN'.

in'^jrT^jtai^nTn^TAi?*,^

buSanS

evenij?

Lou"
priae!
command'
aebnonS

Old

_

People

_

Need VINOL
strengthoiu

spread.

children, also
sisters.

BAR HARBOR.
Caroline,

suddenly

died

of Lewis A. Austin,
Thursday afternoon at

widow

the age of seventy-one years. Mrs. Austin was in her usual health Thursday

forenoon,

and

Baptist

after

dinner

she went

to help decorate
Christmas tree exercises. After working at the church for
a time she complaipcd of feeling ill, and a
telephone message waB sent for a team to
take her home. Mrs. Austin lapsed into
unconsciousness, and died before reaching
borne. Deatb was dne to beart failure.
Mrs. Austin is survived by four daughters
—Mrs. Luther A. Leach and Mrs. Henry
Linscott, of Bar Harbor; Mrs. Arthur
Thorsen, of Malden, Mass., and Mrs.
George Roberts, of Mansfield, Maas., and
one son—Klmer Austin, of
Philadelphia.
to the
the

church

church for the

HANCOCK POINT.
H. Whiling Ball ia at home from college to spend Christmas vacation.

Portland.

a

body. In this natnni manner Vinol
replaces weakness with strength.

W# are positive It will benefit every
eM Serene who will glee It e trlet
U It don’t we wilt refund their money.

Geo. A. Parcher,

Druggist,

ELI.SWURTH.

BANGOR TO BAR

HARBOR.

t»»|

Boston.. 10

OOj.

|

*

e*->ect*H£

n|a

is wliat your money will
iuvested iu shares of the

earn

II

aiswartii Loan aad Bailflifig Aa’n.
A NEW SERIES

WHY

now

can borrow on your
a first mortage and
every mom hr

shares, give
reduce it

lfontbly

payments and Interest together
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
rent, and fa about ten year* you
will

Pauper
esalnsM with the City of Bileworth to support and
HAVING
for thooo who
map aood aeolstaaoo during tho ant *re
care

haaaa.

FIRST CLASS FARE

93.00.

M. J.

Daussanr.

Steamer Catherine leant Bar Harbor at
Sam, Monday and Thuradny (or Baal Her
bor, Non Mart Harbor, Uonthweal llltbor.
Stoatotgton North Bane and Boekland, connecting with Meaner (or Boa toe.
Steamer Juliette learn Bluehlll ill
a,
Mondate and Thnradaya (or South Bluehlll,

WeetTremont Brookllu, Sedgwick, Deer lale,
SargautelUe, South Brookerflle. Dark Harb r
and Rockland, connecting with aleamar (or Boo
ton.

BBTURNMG
Staamor leant Boacoa at » p at. Tueadaya
rildaya (or Back load.
Imun Bbeklaad at W a m. or aa antral ot
(rem Boatom Wadaaaday and Saturday
tor Bur Harbor, Bluehlll, tea lutonnedlute

and

lundlBga.

All freight, except tin
bh!* company, to laaurad
rtaertak.
B. 8.

Made from richest Ohio wheat, stored
in saaUJ tanka and cleaned numberleaa timed before grinding. Tested
every half hour at the mils.
It makes the whitest, lightest,
most appetising bread in the
world.

ABID * nil COUP ANT, IHh*s

Far Sale

Series*. Oh.
at Your Grocer’s

Whitcomb, Haynes &ME.Co.,
Kl.LsWOtmi KAi.I-S,

HIGH GRADE WATCHES
SEND

•ISO
WITH
ORDER

to

Mount D«Mrt and BlunhlU Division

you

one

Agent,

Between Bar Harbor and Boston

REVT

PAY

particular

w

Eastern Steanshig Coeganr

open. Share-*, Mi each; monthly pay
menu, $1 per sAare.

when

Mra. Farnsworth and Dr.
George Phillips, of Sullivan, spent Christmas with W. H. Phillips and wile.
and

Ellsworth to Palls and Fall*

F. E. BOOTHBY. Gen'l Pass.
MORRIS M’DONALD.
Vice-Pre*. and Oen'l Manager.
General office. Portland. Me.

are
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IS nn king.

If you

about your flour, here is
just made for you.

an

j

Alton Parritt and wife, of Bar Harbor,
spent Christmas with A. H. Ball and wife.

oosghs aad heals the laags. O A. Paaeuna.

sa

5 001 tt 50
0 05. 5M

M. D. Chatto received the news this
morning of the death of his only brother,
George W., at Freeport, Dec. 26. Mr.
Chatto was born in Bluebill July 23, 1836.
He married Miss Melancy Eaton, of Bluehill, who survives him, with three children—George E., of Boston; Ralph, of
New York, and Mrs. Ralph Anderson, of
Freeport, who, with her mother, has so
I
I
faithfully cared for him the past two
Trains leaving Ellsworth at 7.13 a m and 4.M
years. Mr. Chatto was a veteran of the
in.
and
al
p
arriving
Ellsworth 11.07*
10.52
Civil war, having served in the 4th Maine p. m. connect with Washington Co R R.in.
t Stops on signal to conductor,
regiment He spent nearly a year in rebel
c Stops to leave bnt not to take passengers
prisons, in which his health was permag Stops only to leave passengers from points
nently injured. For several years he had enatof
Washington Junction.
been unable to work. He leaves one aisThese trains connects! Bangor with through
ter-Clara A. Yorke, of Ellsworth, besides trains on Main Line, to and from Portland.
Boston and St John.
bis brother, M. D. Chatto.
Passengers are earnestly reouestly to proDec. 28.
C.
cure tickets before entering the trains, and

is

Suing af Osnlethttlas.

ra

4 501
7 54

Boston.,

EAST SURRY.

Dannie Foe*, who is employed in Bangor, came home to spend Christmas.

Mr.

was

rn

_

decided success.
The solos by Rev. Mr. Jenkins, Hiss Eleanor Kittredge and Miss Brown, also the
selections by Misses Fernald and Masters
Gray and Foley were enjoyed.
Dec; 28.
Rex.

Sunday evening

Passing coaaterfelt money ia ae wars* thaa
Itching, bleeding, protruding er blind plies
of BUaworth.I
7reread*»
!***>,reaMaata
all noreoaa
subatUutlogeome aakaowa worthiest remedy iorhld
traatlsg thoaa oa aap aeyield to Doan's Ointment. Ofcropfe paaea soon for
Poley'e Hooey sag Tar, toe groat cough rouat, aa th»r. is plenty «Troom and aeonasrslievad, anally cured. DruftWe all tell R. sad oeUf remedy that cares the most oosUaate uodatioua to care far than at tha
Clip Para
—Md.

wthm

theCommSnaw^

_

__________

*<s

___

matism.
The Hancock Point library baa had
Bernice Hamblen is spending a few daya sixty-two volumes sent in from Bangor,
boxea, the pain in my back had entirely
with a promise ot more from New York. own Ton* own
at Sunaet.
MOKE.
disappeared and all the other difficulties
Frank Simpaon and family have gone to The library has 164 volumes at this time,
For particulars inquire of
had been corrected. Since then I have
with
some very good reading.
The
books
W.
O.
Tar lit, See’y,
Portland for the winter.
First Nat’l Bank Bid'
aeldom been without a supply of Doan’s
are free tc the public.
The books are at
Rev. Mias Tiela preached her last aermon
A. W. Karo, Pmaldeot.
Kidney Fills on hand, and whenever I here Sunday, Deo. 20,land left Monday for C. A. Penney’s.
Dec. 28.
E.
hare appealed to them, I know that I am Biddaford.
a
that
does
all
that
SALISBURY
COVE.
reoammmdtng remedy
The little daughter of Tilden Fide id end
Ray. A. W. Lorimer gave an interacting
wife haa been very ill with a throat
la claimed for it.”
Notice.
stereopticon lecture at the church ChristFor sale by all dealers. Price fiO cents. trouble, but ia Improving.
Dec. 22.

Mm

John Pervear, wife and sister
Nem, **"
A doable Christmas tree feetival was
turned to Beal Cove yesterday.
held at the Congregational church Thursday night, both <;hurcbes uniting in a
recovery.
pleasing program of musical selections time was enjoyed.
K.
Dec. 28.
and recitations by tbs Sunday school
Eugene Hamilton left Monday
_
At the seme church on rame his position with
young people.
BIRCH HARBOR.
DW®MU
Shoe Co., Brockton, Mass.
the
children
Sunday
morning,
sang again
Min Queeme Cowpertnwaite, who hat
The Christian Endeavor soci-ty h.ia.
and quartettes and solos also added inInteresting prayer meeting and
spent some time in Bar Hatbor, ia home ternet to the Christmas service.
meeting in the chapel Sunday
for the Christmas vacation.
"*•
Friends here of Mrs. Howard Oilley choosing new offlocre.
W. E. Perkins has moved bit family to
The annual shooting match n as
were much saddened by the news of her
*
where
he
has
Winter Harbor,
employment
PradOod.-sChriainra. day.
A 8h
sadden death at Camden, where her hus- man and Byron Roberts
won the
for the «inter.
band has charge of Negro island light.
Pearl Taplcy has giyen op
Mrs. E. C. Winslow has returned after
of
She was bald in high esteem by nil who bia barge and purchased the
a two weeks' visit with her daughter,
Atalanta.
He will ate her neit season^
knew her gentle, helpful, lovable charac™‘00m
the coasting trade.
Mrs. John Perry, at Prospect Harbor.
ter. Mrs. Mary Lnrvey eras spending
O*®* B*
X ENOPHOS.
On Christmas eve there was a quiet the winter with her brother’e
family, and
wedding at the residence of B. F. Cow- though not in good health herself, the will
ttttUTttMRUnU,
pirthwaite, when their daughter, Mrs. be a comfort and help in tbie time of
Carrie Temple, and Maurice Toney, of bereavement.
Winter Harbor, were married by Rev- E.
H. Mann and wife, of Massachusetts,
8. Drew. Only members of the family
a few days of the Christ mastitis
Mr. and Mrs. Torray will spent
were present.
with Mrs. Bodney Clark. Min. Mann aria
reside in Winter Harbor. Though friends
formerly Miss Winlfrsd Dole, whose wedhere regret losing her, the beet wishes of
ding took pises hen Inst July. Her para>l go with Mrs. Toney to her new home.
| sots, Rev. C. F. Data and wife, art to stmt
C.
Dec. a.
on an extended trip early In January to be
absent four months, going Bret to CaliOOTTS ISLAND.
than to Hawaii, where they will
Charles Harding and wife spent Christ- fornia,
make the acquaintance of the year-old
mas with Mrs. Harding’s parents, at At’
grandson.
lantic.
There wore many family trees bearing
Mru. Clam PhUlipe, of Southsraat Hargifts in private homes haft, and many
bor, visited bar parents, Dennis Driaoall Christmas dinner
parties were given. One
and wife, Sunday.
of the most enjoyable was the pine tree
Med bury Oriadie, of Stontngtoa, came dinner
prepared tor sight or ten friends
here Saturday, called by the death of Ma and
neighbors by J. T. Haney and wile.
O.
Jamas
Joyce.
father-in-law,
Mr. Finney, who is very loyal to his native
The people of the island sears saddened Stats, felt that aa this was the first Christby the death of O. James Joyoa, which oc- mas spent in Mains sloes bis boyhood U
curred Dae. M. He was the eon of Am should be suitably commemorated. As it
and vitalize*
and Isabel Staples Joyea, of Atlantic. by magic, pine truss sprung op in stately it
January 1, UW.be married Nellie Gott, of growth on the verandah, and decorated
Oott’a Island, and since that time he had pine trees filled tbs windows of the largo
and miurenates erare organ In tba
resided ham. Ha leaves a wile and night room whore tbe tmatwao
Table

and when I had taken the contents of two

Foster-Milbarn Co., Bnfltta, New York,
sole ageafa tar the United States.

Qnmui

&arbor,

;

A Simple Question.
Hilt,worth People

Bar Harbor, a former resideut of this
town, were brought here on Sunday and
placed in the receiving tomb at Forest
; Hill cemetery. A report of Mrs. Austin’s
sudden death appears in Bar Harbor
items.
She was an active, industrious
won an, a kind wife and mot tier, neighbor
and fneud, and an earnest Christian. The
family has the sympathy of friends here.
Dec. 2S.
Y.

COUNTY NEWS.

seven brothers and three favors wen sprigs of pins sad handsome
Ha waa a kind h us bead and in- Christmas cards which during the social
dulgent father. He had been a member of hoar were each soot on a mission around
the Methodist cbnrch hers since its or- the circle to have inscribed with tbs
ganisation, end while health permitted, names of all present for a msmsolo of the
hie seat waa seldom vacant. Relatives happy event. Mrs. Haney Isa noted cook,
and the Ubls fairly (ToaDsd under its lend
Congratulations are extended to Mias from Atlantic, Bernard, McKinley and of Christmas cheer.
Harbor
were
here
to
Dec. SB.
Hpoat.
Jane Crabtree, of this place, and Ivory Southwest
Sunday
Foss, of Hancock, who were married in attend the funeral. Rev. F. JL Proven, of
BUCKS
PORT.
West Tremont, officiated.
Massachusetts Dec. 24.
Mr*. George Henry Snow died at her
Chits.
Dec. 28.
Miss Carrie Colby came home from
bom* In Hill vale Friday morning. Har
Romford Palls last week for a short visit.
death came as a great shock to har family,
MOUNT DESERT.
She
was
accompanied by her little
is visiting bis aunt, Mrs. although the had bean in poor health sevSmith
Arthur
Cecil
nephew,
Eldridge.
eral month*. She leave* a hatband, two
GeorgeS. Parker.
Dec. 28.
C.
and a ton.
James Allen is home from Bowdoin tor daughter*
The fifth annual convention of the J.
Lucien Spaulding, one of the oldest and
the Christmas vacation.
O. C. A. M. will be held at the hall here,
moat highly-reepected residents of BocksDr. H. S. Richardson, of Northeast HarWednesday evening, Jan. 6. Sapper will
here.
bor,
Sunday
spent
be served .from 6.30 to 7 AO. The meeting
BiiKaits Hi AtuuBfefita.
There was a Christmas tree at the
will open at SAD. Address of welcome, W.
W. Jellison; response from Morancy church Thursday evening.
is
Miss Lizzie Smith, of Bar
council; initiation, first and second, Morancy council; initiation, third, William visiting Miss Georgia Somes.
McKinley council; concert; speeches by
Burton Fernald is horns from Rockland
Commencing, Oct. S, 1908.
State officers. Supper will be served st commercial college for the holidays.
BAB HARBOR TO BANGOR.
midnight, followed by the oriental deam
a m
r k
r >
A. O. Jacobson, of Northeast Harbor,
gree. The.committee in charge is as folBAR HARBOR. 10 id lit V 15
Horreato.
« ».
lows: H. W. Johnston, E. S. Jellison, spent Christmas with his family here.
ta.
Miss Dorothy Branacom, of Northeast Sullivan.
Frederick McLane.
Mt DeaertFarry. II 50
5 90 I* u
Harbor, spent Sunday at George Parker’s. Waukeag 8 Py. 11 IT 5 *rj M 11
Hancock.[11 «u 5 90 10 u
SEAL HARBOR.
A. J. Somes cams Thursday from BowFranklin Road.Ill* |t* 10 15
Harvard Qatcomb and wife are visiting doin college to spend the holidays with Waah'gt'a Jane. 11 to llgS7 Jt 47! 10 W
ELLSWORTH. tl 97; 11 Mj * 0*1 10 tt
John Gat comb and wife.
his parents, J. J. Somes and wife.
Ellsworth Falls. II It: ttglO: 4 Ot CIO 57
Nicoiin. :n tti ltgn, :o lAcll It
Merrill Taylor and wife have returned
Dr. J. L. Grindle and family, of North- Green Lake. II
Mj tlgd * 74 ell to
from Bangor, where they spent Christmas east Harbor, spent Christmas with his Phlllipa Lake. Ill 4l) !J*M to M.
Holden. 11 SO) llgotj 4 W ell 04
with his mother.
parents. Dr. R. L. Qrindte and wife.
Brewer June.
11 00
1 06! 4 M 11 54
MC. 1115: l Mj 7
Frank Pinkham's house was burned late
05| 11 50
The Christmas concert in Union chnrch BANGOR,

wife.
don; recitations, Georgia Joy, Hazel Blaisdell; song, choir; exercise, “Beautiful
Lawrence Manchester, of Northeast
Star;” recitation, Beulah Hooper; song;
was a week-end guest at N. B.
exercise, “Stars for Jesus;” song, cLoir; Harbor,
recitation, Verna Hardison; song; exer- Coolidge’s.
cise “Santa Claus' Nap;” song and chorus;
An entertainment and supper will be
recitation, Lila Hooper; star drill; song,
given by the young members of the grange
Hattie Gordon.
and high school on New Year's night.
Dec. 26.
R.
Wednesday afternoon, with the greater
Dec. 28.
8.
part of the contents. He will rent part of
NORTH FRANKLIN.
the Driscoll tenement on the Jordan pond
NORTH LAMOINE.
road.
Curtis Hooper fell from s haymow FriMiss Eunice Coggins will leave for
i
Herbert Clement, a well-known and
day morning, breaking two ribs.
I Limestone Friday to teach.
Mrs. Margaret Kief, of Hancock, is vishighly esteemed resident of this place,
Smith
and
sons
and
George
Roy
Emery died Friday, Dec. 25, after but two days’
iting her daughter, Mrs. Alonzo Wilbur.
have gone to Bigelow to be employed in
illness. He leaves a widow, three sons and
Henry Jelliaon left last week for Fort the woods for the winter.
one daughter; also two brothers—Samuel
Kent, where he will be employed as chef
W illard Young and his sister Margaret J. Clement, of Bar
Harbor, and A. E.
in a hotel.
with Miss Ada Ferry and Delaney Tinker, Clement, of Seal Harbor, and two sisters—
Mrs. Dora Abbott was called to East- of Northeast
Harbor, spent Christmas Mrs. Amanda Cox, of Redlands, Cal., and
brook Sunday morning by the serious ill- here.
Mrs. Emma Smallidge, of Bar Harbor.
ness of her little niece, Effle, youngest
Dec. 28.
The remains of Mrs. Caroline Austin, of
Melvixa.
and

eve. The Life of Christ, especially
relating to the nativity, was beautifully
This was followed by a
illustrated.
Christmas tree which was enjoyed by
young and old.
H. E. Jordan spent Christmas with his
mother, Mrs. N. F. Bowden.
mu

Mack, Tla waamera o(
agolaM tn and ma.

J. HOBBS, Agent, Bar Harbor.
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Apples Wanted
We are netting $2.50
a barrel for Number Out1
Baldwins and Greenings
and Spies.

Prospects Good.

Providence Brokerage Co.,

Legal tfoticts.
*• »ll persons Interested In enheronhe

1/gal Notfcre.
^

es

Istn krnlitflflr named.
At n probate court held at Backsport. In ant
tor the count; of Heaoock, on the first dai
day of December, a. d. I toe.
rflM following matters haring been pre
‘he action thereupon herein
after Indicated, It la hereby ordered that no
Moo thereof be giren to all persons Interested
by ennslng a copy of this order to be pub
Imbed three weeks sncceeairely in the fills
•Orth American, a newspaper published at
Klleworth, in said county, that they may appear at a probate court to be held at Ells
worth, la sold county, on the drib day
of January, a. d. IM. at ten of the clock
la the forenoon, and be heard thereon if they

JUga. Acuo*.

Itgantatott.

•TATR or

Wyman, Ed, cottage and lot,
MAINE.
bounded on tbe north ana
Collector's Advertisement of Hnle of
Loads
•Ml by land of Deborah
°f Non-Resident Owners,
Cole estate, on the sooth
Unpaid uses on lends situated in the (own of
by land of Leander Young,
th* count)r °* Hencock, for the
on the west byroad.
John A Co. land at
Bird,
fTiHE foliowing list of taxes on reel estete
West 8urry with buildings
A of non resident owners In the town of
thereon, known as the AhBurry aforesaid, for the year 1MB. committed
bie Carter place, bounded
to me for collection for said
town on the llrst
on the north by
highway,
day of May, 1BW, remains unpaidtand notice ie
on the east
by Gold stream,
hereby given that if aaid taxes with Interest
on the south by land of
and charge, are not
so
Geo
previously
much
paid,
Gray, on west by Todol the real estate taxed as is sufficient
to pay
dy pond,
the amount doe therefor,
wild land northern half of
Ineluding Interest
•mi charges, will be sold without
further nolot 4», bounded on the east
tice at public auction at town
hall, in Mid
by land of R T Carlisle, lot
town, on the first Monday in February. 1909. at
47. on the south by land of
* ° clock a. m.

MATS OF MAINE.

'~^fonwwro«n}SnaA

*■

FNd S. LMOh. ci Orlud,
Dollaetwr'e Al«trtls«amt mt Bale of l«Ml
cook maty. StaU K Mein*, iw hto
of Nn-BMMrat Owners.
Of
deed deled the MTcntoccth
morkfcgc
visited hit
Unpaid taxes on lands sitheted ia the town of July. a. d. MM. and racottfcd la ika Haaoook
Mover, of Bortoo,
1
tU
SIS
Southwest Harbor, ia tbs county of Han- coaat, MUn af daeda. book m. an»
w“klor
the
IMi
B.
The
name
of
*«" "*d
cock,
yeer
(N.
conveyed to the Books port Loan and Bandsaid town was forme ly Fremont).
f***” h, p,rker <wm« home from Brocking Association, a corporation duly sstak
*
following list of taxes on real estate lished by law aad having Itspiaee of businoan'
kla
with
of
in
non
resident
ownere
the
of
town
Christmas
In Bncksport. county aad State aforesaid. §
w
Southwest Harbor aforesaid, for the year 1108, certain parcel of real eetate sit a ate in said
committed to me for collection for said town, Or land, and bounded as follows, to wit: Bam the eighteenth day of Hay, 1906, remains
and
ginning In said Orland at a stake and stonee
taw
school,
of
the
snow,
in paid; and notice ie hereby given that if
standing on line of lend of Pearl Gray aad
850
j laid taxes, with interasi and charges are not about
six rode southerly of the bonae font*
U- "f M -"* bom# *» the
so
much
of
the
estate
real
previously paid,
owned oy John Wardwell; thence north
erly
axed at is snflkcient to pay the amount due 21° east on the eastern side of the road loud*
esc
cause.
holiday**
berefor, including inte<eat and charges, will in* from the said John R. Ward well's to TodRobert P. Trim, late of Orland, In said counthe
wife an
»e sold without further notice at public aucsi sweet and
dy Pond twenty (SO) rods to stake and stones
ty. deceased. A certain Instrument purportG Saunders lot 43. and on
Amt of
tion at Masonic hnll. in said town, on the first thence
home of their eon, H. 8. ing to he tbe last will and testament
Name
the
of
in
easterly on the line of land lately od*
of said
owner, descripthe west by land of Albert
tax
•iater
Monday of February, 1Mb, at 9 o’clock a m.
deeeaaed, together with petition for probate
copied by Peltiah White to the western lidd
tion of property.
Acres. Value, due.
and William Carter,
80
80
9
80
Amt
of
of the so called WhKney lot: thence souththereof, presented by Betsy Trim, the ctecu- tusnmsn, I.inwood, or unYoung. Leander, cottage lot,
taxdne westerly on the line of said Whitney lot B
celebrations of the two trls therein named.
known, a
lot of land
bounded on the north by
Name of owner, description
incld in the easterly line cf the Pearl
The Christmas
bounded on the northwest
Gray lot; thence
Lucy J. Jones, late of Brookstrille, in said
land of E W Wyman, on
as usual by
were
of property.
Jbcbgs
schools
westerly on the lino of said Pearl Gray to the
deceased.
A
certain
county,
instrument
by
from
highway leading
purthe east by Deborah Cole
Djn,..
Abbie M Fulton, land and buildings
place of beginning, oontaining eight acted
porting to be the laet will and testament of
attended.
Surry village to Bucksport
estate, on the south by
nt Manset, Brown lot in pasture,
28 more or less. Also one other lot
60S
said deceased, together with petition for protoad, on the northeast by
#
adjoining ihw
land of C Morang and Chas
W D Gower, >3 undivided M Moore lot,
above described lot and bounded as foiloWg,
who eloesd her bate thereof, presented by Fred
D. Jones, the
Surry and Ellsworth line,
gist Attic Osgood,
905 to wit: Beginning at a spruce tree southeast*
Treworgy, and on the west
2% a,
on the south by land of Eubaa gone rueeator therein named.
Dee.
BlushiU
Eversrd
a,
by
road,
86
H
10
81
Beech
a,
^
*4
Cliff,
south
of
Greely,
land formerly occupied by the laid
st
erly
Jeremiah Jones, late of Biookssille, in said
gene Uaspar and others,
>e Point lot at Ship Harbor, 12 a, 2 a
Peltiah White; thence south twenty* nine (SB
Dyes J. Cuetis, Collector
and on tbe west by land of
school st Destine.
eoaaty, deceased. A certain instrument purnorth of road at Ship Harbor,
1219 rods to Arthur Dorr's land: then os westerly
is normal
of taxes of the town of Sorry.
W U Milliken and Patten
porting to be the last will and testament of
W
H
Homer
Brawn
mountain
circle
Dec.
Byerley,
on
said
Dorr's
line eighteen (18) sods to Peart
14, 1908.
sold deceased, together with petition for prostream.
700 $ 790 91610
The ladies of the Congregational
8 50 Gray's lend; thence
lot. 3 a.
northerly on said Perth
bate thereof. and for administration with tbe Chapman, William, former
a new piano, and it was
Heirs of Charles Brans come, >3 a from
Gray’s line and the sooth lino of the ahoVd
bam
STATE OP MAINE.
will annexed, preeented by Fred D. Jones,
bounded on the
homestead,
James
8
48
Whitmore
lot,
described
lot
known
as ths Coney lot thirtylaat waak.
the
vestry
a
soa
of
north
in
said
deceased.
on
the
by
Collector's
highway,
Notice
rinced
and Advertisement of Heirs of Eaton Clark, Marsh lot. Vk a,
nine (88) rods to the place of beginning, oooseast by land of Leslie Kane,
Hlbridge O. Marks, late of Orland, in said
1 wood lot known as Pratt lot, 16 a.
Sole of Lands of Non-Resident Owners.
of Boothweat Harbor, and
taininglottwo acres more or less. Also set
on the south
joSii C. Ralph,
county, deceased. First account of Ernest L.
by land of
Holmes wood lot, 18 a, Hi of Hsdlock
other
of pastare land situate in said Upvtataxes on lands ot non-resident owners
nnie
Unpaid
Ne
rtbaaat
of
Harbor,
filed
for
and
Marks,
executor,
settlement.
Qu
Cummings,
of
1111
Bleb lot,Ms.
lot, 18a. ?s
land, and bounded north by land of Lewis,
tote E. Ralph,
situated
in
the
of
on
town
in
the
the
Bluehill.
Chariee H Cloaeon, late of Sedgwick, in
weal by land of
Prof Ssmnel Downs, land and cottage
Dunham and Blijah White; east by land di
bon laat waak.
Frances Sinclair,
county of Hancock, for the year 1608.
said county, deceased.
ind their old home
Final account of
8 46
on Clark’s Point
08 92 George Mason; south
3*2 150
by road leading from
following list of taxes on real estate Horace M Fssterbrook, laffd at Manset,
4 21 Orland to Penobeoot; west
Henry W. Sargent, administrator with the Emery, Mra Alice, land at
by land of Robert
of non-resident owners, situated in the
Prof. Fowler, of Brown unirenity, will annexed, tied for settlement.
South Surry (David Curtis
Lucilius Emery, land !u pasture at
Dorr, oontaining thirty acres seore or MR :
town of Blnehill aforesaid, for the year 1906,
the
B. Jeannette Hatch, late of Caetlne, in said
farm), bounded on tbe
of lot north of road
Ship
Harbor,
*4
wUb his wife, is
and
is
a
of
the so-called John Ward weal
part
committed
to
me
for
collection
town
for
said
north
land
ofIGeo
Tordeceased.
First
and
at
final account of
by
eoaaty,
Ship Harbor, la, Hoi Beech Cliff
lot; and whereas ths conditions of said moston the 25th day of April, 1908, remains
nation at tbeir cot tags at Pkrksr Point. Jonathan Hatch, administrator, filed for setrey, on the east by Union
unpaid;
lot.6 a.
780 gaga have been broken, now therefore, by iWPand notice is hereby given that if said taxes
river bay. on the south by
tlesaent.
David Friend, land at Manset,
7 84 ■ou of the breach of condition tbereoR
A memorial service was held at the home
with Interest and charges are not previously Heirs of Leonard
land of llillifd F Young,
bkboci Moya;. late or Ellsworth, in said
Holmes, A Richardthe aald Bncksport Loan and Building Assoon the weat by Morgan’s
paid, so much of the real estate (axed as Is
son wood lot, 28 a.
6 42 ciation claims a forecloaare of aaid mortgage.
of Mr. and Mrs. William McHoweU Banday oouaty, deceased. Final account of Bewail T.
snncleot and necessary to pay the amount Frank J Goodwin, land and
W
■oval and John F. Royal, executors, filed for
0»y.
1,130 20 40 I
buildings
Bucxsvoxr Loan and
due therefor, Including internet end charges,
sftsraoon, Dec. it, In memory of Paris MtUlMlt
Ginn, Maurice, Weymouth
on Clark’s Point,
48 66
Building Association.
will be sold without further notice, at public
Point lot, bounded on tbe
lulls A Gallagher, land on O'Connor
Abhie J. Sucy, a person of unaound mind,
Tsnnsy.
By O. P. Cunningham, tholr attorney.
unction at Town hall, in mid town, on the first
north by land o( Geo Was1618
of Bllxworth, ia aaid county. Third aocount
Point,
December
business
and
rollof
at
nine
a.
o'clock
m.
»?,
sasnal
Monday
on
the
February,
east
P
Tbr
Andrew
son,
of A. F. Born ham, guardian, filed for settleby Union
Haynes, land at McMullen's
8 78
Amt of
river, on the south by
Beach, Bennetts Cove*
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
allafthe Congregational eharch will be imnt
Union river bay, on the
Name of owner, or owners nntax due B C Harper, Mountain lot exiled BilJack C. Parker, a minor, formerly of TreJohn W. Allen, then of Brook*
the
ia
vestry
evening,
west
land
of
Gerome
849
bsH
ineld In
known, description of
lot, 14 a.
by
mont, Hancock county, Maine, but now of
lings
lin, in the county of Hancock, aal
Ansel Harper, land north Of mountain,
40
900
6 91
Aores. A cbgs.
312
Young,
property.
Danvera, Bssex county. Massachusetts. Final
State of Maine, by hie mortgage deed dated
Jlgf- There will be a supper at • o’clock. account
Frank
L
land
north
of
Hodgdon,
of Ada E. Parker, guardian, filed for Biggins, Thomas, wood lot
Bluehill Improvement Co, Beechtbe tenth day of November, a. d. 1902, and V
Isaish
K g hoped there will bo a large attend- settlement.
*g
mountain, 10 a. Mountain lot near
(Jonary lot,
hill park on Tenney hill,
19 fill 50
in Hancock registry of deeds, vol*
bounded on the north by
Great Brook. 25 a,
807 recorded
Arno W. Cough, a person of unsound mind,
Blnehill Mineral Spring Co.boundees at the church mem ben.
384, page 448, convoyed to B. D. Howes, late of
Arno
W
a
6
42
land
of
Isaiah
of
Freeman
eslot,
King,
2H
Conary
Final
account
of
of Trefeont, in said count*.
ed south by land of J M Snow
in the Commonwealth of Mason*
Winchester,
M.
A
Dec.».
tate, < n the east by land of
King, land and buildings in
A. Bird Cough, guardian, filed for settlement.
and A T Stevens, east by land of
Myron
chusetts, deceased, a certain peroel of land
No 8, homestead of Wm S Newman,
W Dow. on the south by
Ambrose Bpnnger, late of Franklin, in said
Roy Grindle, north by road
situated in said Brooklin, and bounded ao
at
02
80
land
of
wharf.
Whitcomb,
building
Haynes
from J E Dor tty’s to South PeEGYPT.
county, deceased. Petition filed by Onias
follows: On the southwest by land now or
Ada L Kimball, land and buildings in
A Co, and on tbe west by
nobscot, west by land of L P
8pringer, executor, for license to self certain
24 17 formerly of Amos Herrick and Samuel WatNo8. Chapel lot, Hu.
land of 8 Lord and Phebe
Mia*, Efllr Clark and Helen and Stella real estate of said deceased, as described in
Cushing, buildings and machinson; on the northwest by lot No. 9, 3d diP
John
land
and
at
Wood.
15
50
115
Mooney,
bnilding
raid petition.
40
46 06
ery,
West apenl Sunday at their home* Here.
32 04 vision; on tbs northeast by lot No. 11, 1st diSeawall,
John Curtis and Ralph Cuitis. minors, of Bunt, Ella, cottage lot at
Bowden, Albert 8, house occupied
vision; on the southeast by lot No. 7,8d diEdward McKay, land on Clark's Point,
shore of
Patten’s
bay,
filed
Clara
William
lot
800
in
Petition
said
Bissett,
by
by
vision, the same containing thirty (80) acres
county.
Reyneomi Clark, of tba M. C. 1., Pitti- Bnrry,
bounded on the north by
H a, wood lot from Long estate, 2
Collins, Williard. est, land atE
A. Carter, guardian, lor license lo sell certain
more or less, and whereas Blanche Hathaway
14*100
a
estate.
1128
from Long
Patten’s bay, on the east
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for our said county of Hancock for
gan’s bay,
Cole,
and resaid deceased, together with petition for
as described in book 1903, in two
Arthur B Holt,
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27 56
Byron Carter farm, boundCarlisle, Myron E, homestead of Mrs
le purpose of being allowed, filed
w
lots. 16U acres, bouse and stable,
ed on tbe north by land of
12 28 probate thereof, presented by Clara P. Dun7 1* corded in the probate court of our said counBnsbey McLean,
caley A Dawes, homestead,
W P Stewart, on the east
land la three lots, 18*2 acres,
18 69 bar, the executrix therein named.
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Fred H, former homestead.
Dodge,
ty of Hancock.
Isaiah W. Bowdkn, Collector
Union river bay, on the
wood land, E J Carter lot, 37 acres,
EDWARD E. CHASE. Judge of said Court.
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thereof be given to
homestead
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notice
by
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Ordered.
of taxes, town of Lamoine.
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of
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true
original
therein,
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by
publishing
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interested
by
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E. A. Byard, Collector
all persona
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Attest: T. F. Mahoney, Register.
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a copy of this order three weeks successively
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of
taxes
of
the
town
of
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Morgan’s bay,
Gonld, Sanford, cottage at East Orland,
NOTICK OF FOKKCLOSUKfc.
Dec. 9, 1908.
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
Joseph Kane farm, boundat Ellsworth, in said county of HanSTATE OF MAINE.
Grey, Mrs Harrison, former homestead, 13 16
George W. Bridgham, of La- printed
ed on the north by PatSTATE OF MAINE.
16 23
Hanson, Mrs Kate, former homestead,
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and
State
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a
court
held
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of
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probate
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county
ten’s bay, on the east by
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they may appear
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Partridge, Ida F, Lufkin place,
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Hancock ss:—At a probate court held at
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Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
river bay, on the
Ellsworth,
held
at
Union
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be
to
J
lot
then
lot
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108,
court
A,
in and for said county of Hancock,
Phillips.
d-,®°®» and recorded in the registry of deeds a probate said
on the sixteenth
south by land of F W Pemday of December, in the year Bucksport,
county of Hancock, at ten
Soper, Andrew W, land and bldg south
Hancock county, in hook 404, page 82, con- in and for
of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and on the first day of December, in the year of
show cause, if
berton and J W Stewart,
of lot at
side of Orland bridge,
our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
'eyed, io us, the undersigned, a certain lot or o’clock in the forenoon,theand
In vacation.
of Lesland
eight
west
on
the
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same.
7
by
Craig's pond,
parcel of land situated in Lamoine, county of any
y thev have, against
eight.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
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1,800
CHASE, Judge of Probate. / lie Kane,
Saunders, H B, land of J J Saunders
EDWARD
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
Hancock, Htate of Maine, and bounde» and
a copy of the last will and testament
Land bought of James C
8 0{
esi, occupied by Frank Grey.
A true copy of the original order.
a copy of the last will and testament of
aeacribed as follows, to wit: Beginning at
and codicil of Caroline E. Whitcomb, late of
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by. Reg liter.
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41
M
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at
Dead
t\
Young,
Fred
E,
river,
Attest:—T.
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cottage
Alexander J. Bentley, late of Washington, in
of
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Comof the town road on Ue northeast 1
the
in
Suffolk,
CunBoston,
of
J
county
land
Fouth
9
4t
by
J M, cottage and lot at Alamoosook,
Vogel.
the District of Columbia, deceased, and of
and
bound of land owned by John Gill* I
of
monwealth
deceased,
subscribers, William F. Leslie, of
west
Massachusetts,
by
Nathanibl H. Auks, Collector
risgham, on the
the probe le thereof in said District of Co1
of the probate thereof in said county of Sufsouth ten (10) degrees east
Spokane, county of Spokane, Washing.; ‘bewce
highway, on the east and
of taxes of the town of Orland, Maine.
said John Gillpatrick line one hun- ton. and Joseph H. Fisher, of Lewiston, coun<5
io:lowing
13*
folk, duly authenticated, having been pre- lumbia, duly authenticated, having been prenorth bv Union river bay,
December 14,1908.
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give
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to
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judge
probate
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in
the
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of
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trator of the estate of
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on
the
and
by
deceased,
STOVER P. GROSS, late of BUCK8PORT
! in the county of Hancock,
all persons interested therein, by publishing all persons interested therein, by publishing
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that
a copy of this order three weeks succesin the county of Hancock, deceased, ant
given bonds as the law directs. And
a copy of this order three weeks successively
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American, a
p*ven bonds as the law directs.
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the
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for settlement, and all
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may appear at
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ate court then to be held at Ellsworth,
for
<**) Mr., morn or )*..; and agent in the demands
land
bought
A
of
of
against the estate
in and for said county of Hancock, at ten
Ratmokd Fellows.
mediately.
condition o, mid mortgage ha. sona having
n and for said county of Hancock, at ten
schoolhonse lot, bounded
the
•aid deceaaed are desired to present
Bucksport, Dec. 10,1908.
o'clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if o'clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if
on the north by land of
thereto
same for settlement, and all indebted
the tame.
on the east
have,
P
they
against
Fred
Curtis,
any
are requested to make payment immediately.
jeof Probate.
EDWARD E. CHASE. Judge of Probate.
by highway, on the south
william F. Leslie.
fSiKned)
A true copy of the original order.
thia fid dog
(miaou;
A true copy of the original order.
Subscribe for The American
and wast by land of E M
joene* H. Fisbkb.
Atteat:—T. F. Masonry, Register
26 114 96
1908.
Lonuio Bahp.
Attest:—T. F. Mahonby, Register.
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Cartis,
November fourth, 199ft.
Law is K. Bickpobp.
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make a modal picture. It Is a
Tillage ot the sea, and as might be
expected, its people are largely devoted in
■Illllll ll'll I SKETCH OP THE oas form or another to tbs ocean. Fishing
ISLAND TOWN.
may be called the leading industry and
walks

DEER ISLE.

3H>

OF

KU WHO KNOW

HOW

TO

•AIL COP DWHOIU—BIT* OP

HISTORY.
[ From the Leteieton Journal.}
•M arc New Hampshire', rugged hill..
Asr beauteous sales and rippling rills;
AW wot less (uir the winding way*
W fiasco and Penobscot bay*:
Yhtf seek for happier shoroe in vain
WBha leave the summer isles of Maine.

BpoBord,

who wol osi of tbs ac-

knowledged leaders of the tag, and whose
home was in this village. Mr. BpoBord
was a power in legal battle had hie handling of the fkmon* Robbins csss a as one
of the most brilliant in th* history of
Maine Jartoprndenee.
Robbins wee * sailor of thin town who
had (hipped on an English vuaoal In Haw
York for a trip down the Maine coast.
Daring the p»ulee the Queen’s biitbdsy
wee celebrated on the veeeel and th* crew
attempted to force Robbins to tabs a
he
prominent part. Being an American,
refused to do eo, and thi# led to- a row.
The English sailors attempted to throw
Robbins overboard, but being a very powerful fellow the Deer Isle man killed two
of the crew and drove the others below.
He then took charge of the vessel and
brought it-into port. The trioi that fol-

here is the home of many a brave and
hardy mariner. Mo kner sailors can be
found in the world than those whose
homes are here. So well is this fact recognised that the crews for the cap
defenders in the great international yacht
races
have been recruited here, and on
every one of these great occasions the
victory has largely been due to their sea-

manship.
Conspicuous among the leaders of these
men is Gspt. Fred B. Weed.and it was this
Whan it something in the atmosphere ol gentleman who recruited the men needed
.Am seat hat develops a nigged constitution in this work. None but the very best
to the judgment
wW stern mental and moral virtues. If sailors were wanted, and
EMsm is not sea girt it at least has a full of Ckpt. Weed the selection was left.
wss
In many respects Ikpt. Weed is a re- lowed was highly exciting. BpoBord
Aaaaand miles ol coast when we follow the
after one
He in a native of the soil, engaged for tbs defence, and,
hsm of its bays, harbors and estuaries. markable man.
conducted cases
born here in 1843, and like a of the meet brilliantly
Asatohing this eutire length is a perfect having been
of Maine, he
water. At ever fought in the courts
makerark of islands, every one of which is duck taking naturally to the
.Aattaed to become the summer home of
Aa*d workers, who are seeking for recreaAam gnd health. Famous among all these
ABB that have been lifted by volcanic
Aaas from the old Devonian water stands
ABarlalr, near the mouth of the PenobW. Not only is this beautiful island the
JBbmb towards which many a pilgrim foot
Af tan bat it is also the home of a hardy
NHpf, who are snigeneris to the soil.
AHaUigent, brave, kindly and courteous.
Ate a pleasure to mingle among them, to
•Af their unstinted hospitality and
EA H> the wild tales of the sea.
Where is much uncertainty regarding
Aw early history of Deer Isle. As early
ms A Father Thevit, an adventurous
Jtssit missionary, is said to have sailed
Ag the shores of Penobscot bay and
smde a survey of this island. Martin
Aw came in 1603, and before reaching
Ads spot be saw some foxes disporting
Amaelves on the shore. So peculiar to
Abb was the incident that he gave the
Anne the name of Fox island, and thus it
Ab borne down to the present day.
Jharaeying on he soon came to another
where deer could be seen from the
Aek of his pinnace, and from this inuddent came the nsme Deer Isle. His
ware the first English eyes to rest upon
ghaer shores, ss he preceded Champlain by
• lullyear. Weymouth and Rosier came
fibM06, but they could add nothing to the
Jbary of the others, and about the only
wade nee ot their visit that is now left is
dhs little peninsular known as Cape
Jbaaier, on the main.
Deer Iale is but a short distance from the
i—In land and the distance across to Sargvntvillc ia bat half a mile. It was once
the home of an Indian tribe, and the depasitB ot clam and oyster shells are almost
apaal to those of Damariecotta. These
Anil fish were asily obtained, and undwbtcdly this was one of the reasons that
lad the early natives to choose this place
gw their home. How many centuries they
wap have lived here cannot now be told,
bat It ia estimated that some of the shell
Jbeaps mnst have been five hnndred years
da accumulating.
Stone implements and skeletons are freagaantly exhumed, and several years ago
aaa of theae latter was taken from under
lbs roots ot a huge tree. It was the frame
wack of a man who must have been fully
wight feet in height, and in close proximdtp to the location of the heart waa an arwar head made of copper. Here ia » mysbwy. The Indians belonged to the stone
ag| and there is no evidence that they
bwaw anything of the metals. By the
dHa of this skeleton was another one of a
aaaoh smaller man and it ia evident that
Maw his bow waa sent the arrow on its
jndlj miwinn
Early bhttuers.

The Indiana disappeared from Deer Iale
bat years before the first white settler
amass to build his cabin of logs and rocks.
"Abase pioneers were obliged to live the
■fwpie life and all luxuries were to them
aWusown.

Shellfish and water fowl

were

Mdr principal anatenance and theae could
fibaji be had in abundance. It ia quite
Mhaly that theae first settlers were the
aaarflow from old Bagadnee, now known
we Chatine. They came about the year
Jbiud from that time kept up a gradual
Increase from year to year. Among the
Mad of them were Jonathan Greenlaw,
William Eaton and Joseph Tyler. Nathaniel Kent bailt the lint sawmill at the
dlaae of the Devolution and it waa still
fbare at late as 1M2. Pint framed house
waa bailt in 1771 by Erekiel Morey, and
Mb waa standing within the memory of
Jiving men. After that framed houses
baaame common on the bland and many
aaa be wen hare to-day that were bailt
naare than 135 years ago.
▼HI* TO TH* HLAIID.

pleasant trip that the writer rewaatly made over and across Deer Isle.
fh> start was made from Chatlne with
Chpt. Bodney Hadler, oa the Uttls steamer
Star De Moats, and every movement ot
ttn paeaege found a nsw delight The sail
Sawn the magnificent harbor waa past
pm fields, shady groves and slagant
It

was a

HHnmsr

hones that

lined

the

shores.

Jplsg )nst opposite Deer Isis and separated
tan it by the stretch of water known aa
taBetaUia reach. The boat toaehadat
SMe pane for a moment and then Its prow
tamed ncron the reach and in n few
Moments we drew ap on the wharf known
aa Scott's landing at North Door Iaie.
From there the remainder of the trip
ma made by team. We pasted the hones
af Frank Holden, e pleasant and oomfimtable looking home that the driver told
nH was built more than one hundred yean
spa. The entire distance of four mil— to
Mkcthwaet Harbor is lined with pretty
sett eg— that are the homes of e happy
and hardy people. The little red schoolBanes and the old-time church are still
the broad Fenobaoot boy
away to the right. Jaat before
to the Tillage wo pose an enormoas
known aa Chmaa roek, andere
t Ma esaet duplicate can be aeon
maChpe Boater, mom than fifteen mites
tans

□chile

a

beast Ifni little

hahabftanta,
are all of an osealteat order
TBs
sal with their well-kept lawns and she dad

nine years of ago he

was on

the deck of

succeeded in clearing his client. It was
great triumph and made th* name of th*
Deer Isle Dwyer famous *11 over New
Mr. BpoBord died some ton
England.
year* ago, after a long life of asefnlnau

a

commencing bis life career, and

vessel

s

nineteen years old he was commander ot the bark B. H. Knight. He has
when

retired,

now

with

a

record

possessed

and activity.
Another marked character here was
Timothy B. Pickering, who died some fifteen years ago. This gentDmam was the
heavy shipbuilder of the place and was the
owner ot e large Boat engaged in fishing
Another promiend th* coasting trade.
nent shipbuilder that hoe passer! away
He accumulated
wee Sylvan as Haskell.
a large fortune in the business before it
commenced to decoy, and thi* wo* onactive mind.
When C. Oliver lalla, admiral of the larged by other business enterprise* that
New York yacht club, wanted a crew for were skillfully condncted.
If there have been brillDat men in Deer
the Defender, it was to Capt. Weed that
he turned. The contract was accepted and Isle who have passed sway there ere also
thirty-nine men and two quartermasters briliDnt men among the living. Chpt.
Judson Terry D now seventy years ot age
were furnished. The great battle was won
and Deer Die had a national reputation and retired from active life, bat be still
remains as an important factor in the sofor able seamen established.
Then came the next great contest the cial and bnsineas life of the place. For
following year and this tune the Columbia fifteen year* be wo* treasurer ot the town,
was selected to defend the cup.
Again and be has also filled many other positions
this country. Darin;
the years that he followed the sea he visited twenty-eight different countries and
to-day holds a steamboat and vessel liIn
cense to go to any part of the world.
other words he can take a vessel of any
description into any navigable waters of
the globe. Capt. Weed retired some fourteen years ago, but be stilt has sufficient
business to occupy his restless energy and

by

bat

few

men

in

Islin turned to Capt. Weed and this time
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and a prominent citixen he it loved and
second mate were tarnished. Again was honored by all the people.
And the Bpoflord family etill lives and
the judgment ot Capt. Weed justified, and
is now represented by one of the most
once again the banners ol old England
were dipped to the sailors of Deer Isle.
It brilliant of its members. Hon. Elmer P.
was a marvelous victory, and one
that Bpoflord is the village lawyer and allHe is a young
around business man.
never could have been wrested from England except by most skillful seamanship. man of exceptional ability, and has a
In speaking to the Journal of these events personality that wins friends and popularity wherever he may be. Our State is
Capt. Weed said:
“Of course the Defender and the Colum- likely to hear more from Mr. Bpoflord in
bia were both fine sailing yachts, but the the not distant future.
lines of a vessel do not always win the
There is a small hamlet at South Deer
race.
It requires brains and this applies Isle, and here is a Methodist chuch,
totbemenwho man the craft as well as schoolhouse and other evidences of a
to the commander who directs their move- cultured community. Years ago George
ments. We have the finest aailois in the Tolman was the leading spirit of this
world right around
tbis village, and it place and was the owner of a large fleet of
was my good fortune to engage them for
fishing vessels. Near by is Mill creek,
the great international races. We paid where many of the pioneers first settled,
them fts per month with board and five and here can be seen the old mill that was
dollars extra for every race. This included run by the tides. There is nothing like it
trial races and all. It was a good thing in Maine. The mill was so built that it
for tbe men and a still b tter thing for could be run by the tide both going and
j
Islin. Every one of these men was bom coming, and for this reason was a unique
right here on the island and they were all {thing in its way. This waa once the most
In fact, any of busy spot on the island, bnt its supremacy
men of keen intelligence.
them could take command and navigate has long since passed away. Old families
a vessel if called upon to do so.
After the are still here, and the traditions of the
races were over I heard an Englishman say
early days are still maintained.
that if their yachts had been manned by
The people of Deer Isle were loyal to
oar Deer Isle sailors they would have won.
the a use of freedom from the first, and
I know ot no higher compliment than contributed several soldiers to the army
that.
of Washington. When Outing wu cap“Commodore Islin, who financed the tured by the British, in 177k, the settlers
races for this country, is one of the finest
were ordered to help build the fort, and
men I ever met.
He is not only very gen- some of them were actually forced to work
erous, but is eminently fair in all his out their “tour,” u it wu called. Others
sporting events. After the races had been went away in boats and refused to givs
won he told me that Deer Isle waa entitled
aid and comfort to the enemies of their
to the greatest credit for finer manage- country under any circumstances whatment of his yacht he had never seen. I ever. In many cases their crops were left
received many applications for these men ungathered and their homes were deserted
to take command of fine yachts from the rather than to labor under British victors.
great lakes and other quarters. Out of They were also required to take an oath of
this crew of forty men no less than twelve allegiance to Great Britain.
became commanders as a result of the race.
A man by the name of Page refused to
You will see by this that Deer Isle has do this, and, when threatened that a file
good reason to feel proud of the class of of soldiers would come and burn his house,
seamen it produces.’’
he sent back word for them to come on.
u t. who u right,
such men are He also uld that he had two loaded guns
worthy ol all admiration and praim aa and at least two of the file would never
they are experts and specialists in their return to the fort. They did not cornel
line. It has been mid o( the so-called After the surrender of Cornwallis it waa
learned professions that there is always a Deer Isle lady, Mrs. Joe. Colby, who
room at the top and the same maxim will
carried the news to Castine. On reaching
apply to men who go down to the see in the village a British officer accosted her
•hips. Deer lale has the beet and there is and asked what news there wu from the
island. “None whatever,” wu the reply,
always a demand for their serrieea.
Oapt. Weed ia himself a moat striking “but there is news from New York. Land
and interesting character.
He ia a de- Cornwallis has surrendered, and yon fellightful oonr*nationalist and hie word lows had hatter get out of here!” The
pictures of the dangers of the sea are day previous these officers were ready to
extremely vivid. Borne nmertahls ex- flog anyone who spoke a word sgatnsl
periences have been Us aad them is one oi British authority, but this news tempered
them that when told will produce a asaaa- them down like winds to the shorn lamb.
tion for two continents and cams aa
International diplomatic correopoodenee.
An Kxsaparnting Mamma.
The writer ia not at liberty to tell the
Tha small boy's mother was the only
at
this
time
hot
when
it ia given to ms who sat ddmoved, while the small
■tory
tbs world it will bg.through the columns boy himself—most unwelcome addition
of the LawialsH Jsssmof.
to the Informal afternoon tea—gtaofnlNot only ia Deer Ids the boon of hardy ly galloped around the circular
table,
asamen and brave men hot it ie last bedaintily spread wltb silver sod china
coming steams msert for summer gnaatr. and towered over by a cut gtaaa lamp.
In the vi llaga am two cmai-s summer
“1’s a squirms pony!” shrilled tha Inbooses, the Lynnmom aad the Pleasant fant Joyously as be loosed J»yq Ipzas
View, both of which am now receiving an locks and twinkled hip besockad lags
excellent patronage. On the eastern aide wltb ever Increasing speed.
of the island ia the£little Ashing hamlet
"Mercy! He’ll have the lamp over!”
of Sunahius, aad ham am several places shivered a nervous
young woman aa
where the weak aod|weary And rest. Cot- the human gyroscope stumbled over the
tages am also scattered ham and them aad edge of a rug, clawed at the table for
them am mostly owned by people ol support, then triumphantly continued
wealth aad culture. Luisas ail signs circling. Conversation froze on
pallid
should tail this island is bound to corns ilpa as they sat
awaiting the Inevitain tor its full ahum^of the summer trade ble crash.
Only the voice of the smalt
of Maine. The Fire at the little village boy's mother rippled
along serenely.
of Sunset, two milm from Northwest
The nervous young woman could
Harbor, ia an elegant hotel and is re- stand It no longer.
In sheer despair
ceiving more applications than it can ac- she ventured, “Mrs. Archibald—er—paroept. Ail this bespeaks a bright future ol don mo—your dear little boy”—
the island aa airman.
The lady addiesaed stared hlankly.
hile thsm^e'Tittle or no manalactor- then grasped the situation.
Malcolm,”
ing in the town of Deer late, than la t ahe aaM sweetly—"Malcolm, door, ran
In
around
the
optieette direction, dardun-canning factory at Omaavills aad
another at Bunt Corn. This has been a ling Mias Vinton’s afraid you'll Mho
yourself giddy ”-Woman's Homo Comtory roeords aad bask of that Ike greet piiVm
elam-shell deposits tall the earns story
As praams! sn */ law prists is ■tslap
among ths savages ot prehistoric days.
Ther* am bet lew ef our ooaat towns
that hare jnodaesd mam strikiag person- right along, handsd by ndssrfissrs in
alities than Dear lale. Them was Hon. TBS AMMUOAB.
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iNSCKIPT FROM A

WOMAN’S DIARY.
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[Origins!.]
Herbert Rlnglaiid called T need ay
night for bis a newer. I told him that
1 wished my husband to be Interested
with me In tbe amelioration of tbe condition of women. We bad a long discussion on the subject, durlug which
he asked me if I believed In women
I told him that I
on Juries.

serving

believed In woman performing any
aud every duty a mail performs except
certain manual labor and tbe duties of
Then he said that women
a sokller.
bad beeu tried ou a Jury and be bad
been present at a trial before such a
Jury. I asked blm where, but he cut
me short by telling me tbe following
story:

COUNTY NEWS.

#mt,Bnuiai

NORTH CASTINE.
Ik.. n«m l» at bnma frmn TTrnan
fora weak.
Wilbert Ordwsy and wife leave to-day
tor Portland.

WMK-rn'mlOrKcit'-.

Mabel WUaon left Satarday for
Brewer, to taacb.
Mrs. Joseph Parry, who has been very
ill, ia convalescent.
Mia

Lenar Hanson, of Bar Harbor, is visiting his ancle, Hudson lieversa*.
Dana Hall

arrived

last

weak

from

Brockton, Han., with a spin of Has work
horsae.
Daniel Blake, who has been suffering
with a carbuncle on the back of hia bead,
ia improving.
Mias Emma C. Ward well returns to
cnattne to-day to continue her atodica in
tha high school.

"The prisoner. Thomas Adolphus
Mias Estelle Perry, who was called home
Sweetword. was a mild mannered, ox
eyed Individual with a red bead and by tha illness of bar mother, arrived Saturfreckled akin. I thought blm tbe home- day from Chicago.
liest man I bad ever seen and. since
Prank Perkina, who is employed in Chobe was to be tried for bigamy, wonder- line, apent Christmas, with bis mother,

ed bow bo bad ever persuaded ooe woman to marry blm. not to speak of two.
when I beard a woman behind me
say. “Isn’t be handsomer Tbe Jury,
twelve true and good women, were
sworn and took their seats In tbe Jury
box. They seemed to be conscious that
every one In tbe spectators’ seats was
looking at them. Six Jury women fe!t

Mrs. Alma Parkins.

Harry Wardwell injured hia arm badly
Satarday eves log while coaatiag, hia sled
colliding with another.
Miss Helen M. Den bar, of Che lam,
Mam., is spending tha holidays with hot
mother, Mr*. Clara Dunbar.
Georg* A. Griodla aad Newell Parkin*
or their back hair, evidently expecting have gone on a coasting trip to Boston ia
to find It looee and ready to come the schooner Fred A. Emerson.
down, while tbe other six adjusted
Ears aad Fred Connor warn la Sandy
their bats.
They listened attentively Point Tuesday to attend tha funeral of
to tbe Indictment accusing tbe prison
I hair sinter, Mrs. Joseph Grant.
1 saw In
er of marrying live women.
Mieaee Annie B. Conner aad Gladys
the face of every woman on tbe Jury
Redman, who an teaching in Penobacol,
a terrible premonition of tbe wrath to
•pant tha Christmas recess at home.
come und thought bow hard It was on
Everett Redman, a student la Coburn
a man to be tried for sucb an offense
daaskai institute, spent Christmas week
before women.
with bis parents, E. L. Redman and wile.
ntrr irauuivuj ui»i
n lie *>©.
It vai simply ■ form to establish heMrs. Aaron Worcester, of Dark Harbor,
liosltion. She looked pityingly upon with bar children, is spending the winter
her
at
be
looked
while
the prisoner,
with her parents, Wilson Bowden and
with no expression at all. The other wife.
be
stood
and
he
wives were present,
Tbs Christmas' anterUinmant at tha
fore them like a tame bull before the
toreadors Id a Spanish arena.
“Wife No. 2 told tbe story of bow she
had been deceived, betrayed, ruined
I glanced at tbe Jury aa they listened
Their eyes were Hashing, their
to her.
facial muscles were working, but they
were restraining their wrath nobly
Wife No. 3 was at a disadvantage. I.er
She
appearance being against her.
was surely very untastefnlly dressed
"And so the recital of betrayal went
on till the five women had told tbelr
harrowing tales. The other two did
I was very much inter
not ap|>ear.
ested In watching the expression of
the Jury women. Tbe prisoner might
tetter have been subject to the claws
of twelve hungry lionesses. Relng the
first time they had sat on a jury, all
were, of course. Ignorant of the forms
As aeon as wife No. 5 bad given her
experience—she was the most nttrac
ttve and her ease was the most heart
rending of all-up Jumps tbe forewoman and says. or. rather, screams:
-Yonr honor, we don’t need to hear
any more of this case. We are ready
to find a verdict without leaving the
box.’
“The Jodge bowed politely to her and
told her that a verdict would not be In
order till evidence for tbe defense was
In and tbe rase summed up. whereupon she sank back Into her seat, fan
nlng herself violently and muttering:
‘He can put In any defense be likes

He can't change sty opinion.’
“Borne of the men In tbe room tittered
but the Judge glared at them, and tbe
prisoner’s attorney arose. He summoned but a few witnesses to prove
that Mr. Bweetword'a home wltb hta
first wife bad been a pandemonium:
that this had driven the poor man to
seek another and another till be had
tried five without getting that connubial comfort that any man has a right
to

expect,
mim up be

noeu iw hutoww wuie

tv

skillfully contrived to throw

Dunbar

sehootbonv* was enjoyed by a
large company. A pleasing feature was
the mueicel selections by the Btcele family. The tree was very attractive with its
fruitage ol pretty and useful gift* which
were dispensed with cheer and goodwill.
Dee. 28.

L.
__

EAST OKLAKD.

Man-a-lln the Ideal Laxative.

P. H. Muon and wife are boarding at
E. L. Pickering a.

Ask your Druggist for a Free Peruna
Almanac for litOtt.

P. W. Wentworth, who ia eery ill with
ia improving.

bronchi tie,

and MiM charlotte Wooster leave to-day
for Massachusetts, where they will be employed for the winter in the straw shops.

Earl Mann, of Buckaport, viaited at
Mr*. E. C. Maaon’a Sunday.
Harold
Burrill, of Dedham,
Chriatmaa at Mr*. Flora Dorr'*.

apent

Garda have been received here

announc-

ing the marriage t Charles 8. Coin el',
Capt. Pendleton and wife have gone to who left town a few weeks
ago, and Misi
Germantown, Pa., for the winter.
Emma 8. McCrellis, of Norway, on l>ee
Miaa Lydia Parnham, of Everett, Maas., at. Hie
many friends here extend conia Viailing her parents, John Parnham and
gratulations.
wife.

W.

Dec. JS.
_

Lorenxo Blaiedetl has gone to Fenotaeot, where he ia employed by William
Clement.

ATLANTIC.
Ana tin Joyce is home for hia vacation
A dance wea held at Seaside ball Saturday, Dec. at.

J. P. Snyder, who ia working at the
Craig'* Brook flah nation, board* at Mrs.
E. C. Mason *.
Mr and Mr*. Stanley, who have been
the gneel* of Mr*. Lea moo Blaiadell, have
returned to Bangor.

!

j

Charles Herding and wile
N. B. Trask's.

ar<

visiting at

Charles Staples and wife are receiving
cougregu Rations on the birth u( a son.
Mias Oetldle Staples, Who is attending
high school at Westbrook is home lor the

Mrs. Alios Whits want to Bangor Satur* !
day, to enter the Eastern Maine general
hospital tor surgical treatment.
holidays.
P. H. Maaon and William Bains, of the
The young people at Atlantic are preparMeealonkee Co., Waterville, are employed ing a drama, “A Bo* of Cigarettes.-’ to be
at the electric light elation here.
given at Seaside hall the coming month.
*•
Dec. *.
A surprise party was given E. L. Marks
and wife on Chriatmaa night, la the party
OBLAND.
were George Snow and wile, Elmer BlaiaHoy L. Dorr arrived from Sew York
dell and wile, Harvey Snow and wife, T.
P. Maaon and wife. Mimes Bernice Mason, Thursday, returning Saturday
John D. Bock, of Boston, has been at
Dora Dunbar, Alberta Dunbar, Warren
Dunbar£and£Ernest Snow. Tbeeavening home on n two weeks’ vacation.
waa pleasantly spont
Otis A. Ames, of Boston, visited ftte
playing flinch. Retraahmcnta wan served.
mother, Mrs. Ella Ames, a few days reDec.
M.
cently.
a._
Tbs marriage of Herman Ginn and Mise
HALL QUARRY.
Vinnie Nickerson took place in Belfast
Mias Jaiia^Chmpbeil is home from Oolby
Dec. a. Mr. Oinn is an Oriand boy, tbe
to spend the holidays.
bis
son of Orrln and Matella Ginn, and
_

all the blame ou the women In the
making no mention of the various Infractions of the law of the
land. He drew a picture of the bor
rora of married life with wife No. 1
Miss Basle Outer has gone to Bethel,
and Insinuated that wife No. 2 had
Vt., to spend Christmas.
been no better than she should have
K. W. Haw eon was in town toispend
been before tier marriage with Sweetword. Wife No. 3, be claimed, waa too Christmas.with his wile.
Miss Bin Storks, who has been ill with
rulgar for any man to live with. Wife
No. 4, who had angled for him, had
In a||i to Ini oil*
shamefully neglected him, while No. It
Mias Ada McCormick has letaroed from
waa a hard drinker.
Book land, when aba has boon visiting bar
••
■Here la e case, led lee,* he concludto
a
mu
cornea
ed. ‘where
grief
Mias BetasrSaavsy, who boa been spendthrough hie desire to have a happy
Christmas at Boolhwast Harbor, roing
clubman
the
borne. Unlike
pampered
tarned Monday.
who selfishly deceits marriage, spend
Miaa Berniee Macombar, of Bridgewater
tag all his income on himself Instead
of supporting some good woman, the (Maas.) normal school, is spending the
accused, believing in the sanctity of holidays with her parents.
The school will reopen Monday, with
eonnnblal life, makes five ineffectual
attempts to bnlkl a neat for the Mias Nelson teacher in the grammar, and
dear innocents that are to come.' He Mies Pomias in the primary.
Dsc. *>.
C.
then pictured the dreadful puulahmsot
the law Inflicts on thin poor hunter for
SOUTH
PKNOBBQOT.
happiness, while the selfish bachelor
goes free. Hla last card, s gllmpas of
Margie Parkins has bo^ht the Hannah
prison Ufe, was very effectual. He
rlosed by saying that he left his cliThomas E Qrindle, of Oolby, spent the
ent's csss In the hands at these he
was sure wets good, merclfnl Christian
Plod Wight and Lacios Qrindle were
women.
home from Orono for Christmas.
“The jury retired after definite InMrs. Basie Clements has booght the
structions from the Judge, which none
sf them listened hx
Nobody consid- Stillman Qrindle bones, and moosd in.
Preeten Bsllars and wits, of Waterrills,
ered that the prisoner had the slight
set chance, as the charge had been are spending a few weeks in town.
fully end conclusively proved against
Mias Fannie Stover, of Bloehili, reosntty
him end no reel defense put In. The netted her sister at Booth ranohsoot.
lory deliberated three days, when tbore
Miss Nan J. Qrindle, of Haverhill,
hi favor of the culprit gradually won
Mam, spent Christmas week with her pasvsr those who were not. sad the verrents, Artbar Qrindle and wilt.
dict aleed net guilty."
Doe. *.
Q,
I set Hates lag to his aSsry with suppressed Indignation. Whan he had finSOUTH BANOOCtt.
hhtd 1 areas sad said:
1 dent believe any such trial ever
H.
took pines, bat your story shows your ChrtotmssotB.
Master AlRaen Oslwell, of Preepoet Haropinion of women. My answer is •No."’
bor, spent a lew days rasiatly at EH.
Aad I swept out of toe room.
MitohoU’s.
ANN1I ATONE 8YKEB

case,

CONONCSSMAN THOS. CALt
Hon. Thoe. Gale, who was elected to
Congress from Alaska, Is well ku-wn oa
the Pacifle slope, where he has t -sided.
His Washington address is 1312 9*h
St.,
N. W., Washington, 0. C.
Washington, D. C.
Phnom Drug Co., Columbus, Ohio.
Qaullhumut I can cheerfuli* recommend Parana aa a very efficient rentedy for coughs and colds.
Thomas Cate.
Hon. 0. Slemp, Congri-sman from
Virginia, writes: •• I have used your valuable remedy, Peruna, with beneficial
results, and can unhesitatingly recommend your remedy as an invigorating
tonic and an effective and permanent
cure for-catarrh.”

_

_

YmIng*s.,W”*0r’

4. Mioses

Jennie and

many friends tender tbeir heartiest

con-

gratulations. At present they are living
with the groom’s psrents, where a reception was held Friday evening.
Dee. M.

D-

__

BAB HABBOK.
Mrs. Alexander Higgins died tiunda
wa
after e long illness. Puoernl services
luld u ||| nheptl et Town Hill Tuesdf

MT* • Curing of Drunkard*
through the Dr. Leslie E. Keeley

e»
tom to so wall and »o pormaneutly
tabltohed by thoir work* that there a«
do competitors in the field (b*"11.
their
long since retired because of

Portland, Maine,
"tSTSmS*®n
and night
to spotted

day

to receive »(-

pliennta for tn atm nu__
Jtohnttormmta.

Stopped his
Dizziness
Stoop Falls, Me, July 3». !9°6"1 have Mod tbs true %. F.’ Bitter*
re(or rimstfnotinn and dtosiness sod
bong
Lti»Lii iiiaiii banifit from them,

‘"'-“•““J.i.a-

*rf

People who — “L- F."
sic*
Bitters regntorly, never safer the
(torn . deranged sysa"
Stomach, liver and bowels
tem.
of
condition
a
in
Hood are kept
thi* oaefol ">«■*

n^tETtoM

healthhdnesa by
They arc the standard family
Mergesrite Ball, At yonr daaiers, Me.
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